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What a piece of work is a man!
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And yet to me, what is this quintessence of dust?
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Abstract
Double field theory and exceptional field theory are formulations of supergravity that
make certain dualities manifest symmetries of the action. To achieve this, the geometry is extended by including dual coordinates corresponding to winding modes of the
fundamental objects. This geometrically unifies the spacetime metric and the gauge
fields (and their local symmetries) in a generalized geometry. Solutions to these extended field theories take the simple form of waves and monopoles in the extended
space. From a supergravity point of view they appear as 1/2 BPS objects such as the
string, the membrane and the fivebrane in ordinary spacetime. In this thesis double
field theory and exceptional field theory are introduced, solutions to their equations of
motion are constructed and their properties are analyzed. Further it is established how
isometries in the extended space give rise to duality relations between the supergravity
solutions. Extensions to these core ideas include studying Goldstone modes, probing
singularities at the core of solutions and localizing them in winding space. The relation
of exceptional field theory to F-theory is also covered providing an action for the latter
and incorporating the duality between M-theory and F-theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In many disciplines of science symmetries provide a guiding principle in the quest
for classifying and unifying different concepts and ideas. Even more so in theoretical
physics, symmetries are a powerful tool to discover the underpinning rules of the universe. A very rich and fruitful example of the employment of symmetries to enhance
our knowledge of the physical world is superstring theory.
Since its formative years, string theory has grown into a giant edifice firmly rooted
in its mathematical foundations with branches reaching into multiple diverse directions
scaling new heights of insights into and understanding of the fundamental laws of nature. At the heart of string theory are three intimately connected pillars: the sigma
model, supergravity and dualities. The string sigma model describes the dynamics of
strings on general backgrounds. Supergravity provides the low energy effective description of the theory, its solutions giving string theory vacua. A web of string theory
dualities then relates seemingly different supergravity backgrounds.
Whereas a symmetry is is a property of an individual object or theory expressing
an invariance under certain transformations, a duality allows for an identification of
different theories or frameworks. This can be very useful if a given problem is very
hard to solve in one formulation, but might be tackled much more easily in the dual
description. An interesting question now is how to promote a duality to a symmetry
of a grander theory such that the distinct yet dual frameworks simply become different
aspects of a single formulation which provides some kind of unification. The analysis
of dualities of string theory and how to make them manifest symmetries is one of the
key topics of this thesis.
Due to their extended nature, strings experience geometry with its extra dimensions
very differently than point particles. This is exemplified by one of the dualities, namely
T-duality. Some of the dimensions of string theory might be compact, then a string
can not only move along such a direction in space (giving it quantized momentum) but
can also wind around it. Associated to this mode of the string is a quantum number
9
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called winding. The presence of these winding modes of the string which see spacetime
differently than momentum modes leads to a much more varied and complex structure
of spacetime, the objects populating it and the interactions between them.
T-duality states that a string propagating in a background geometry with a circle
of a given radius is equivalent to a string moving in a background with inverse radius if
one exchanges the winding and momentum quantum numbers. This can be illustrated
by considering the mass-shell condition for a closed string in a geometry with a single
compact dimension of radius R. Then we have
m2 =

 p2
2 
w 2 R2
N
+
Ñ
−
2
+ 2+
0
α
R
α02

(1.1)

and
N − Ñ = p · w .

(1.2)

Here N and Ñ are left- and right-moving oscillator modes of the string, p is the momentum and w the winding quantum number. As usually in string theory, the scale is set
by α0 =

1
2πT

which is inversely proportional to the string tension T . The first equation

shows the contributions of the oscillator modes, the zero-point energy and the momentum and winding modes of the string to the mass spectrum. The second equation is
called the level-matching condition and relates left- and right-moving modes.
These two equations are clearly invariant under the exchange of winding and momentum and the radius with its inverse
p↔w

and

R↔

α0
.
R

(1.3)

This is a manifestation of T-duality; it exemplifies how strings differ from point particles
when probing the geometry of spacetime. More generally, a duality – the presence of a
hidden symmetry or relation between theories – once found, immediately provokes a set
of questions. The very presence of the duality seems to imply a lack of understanding
of the theory; one hopes to discover the reason for the hidden symmetry and perhaps
construct a theory in which this duality is a manifest symmetry. The question is
therefore if there is a more appropriate geometrical language to formulate string theory
which takes T-duality into account. We want to consider a more unified description of
spacetime where momentum and winding modes are treated on an equal footing. In
such a formalism T-duality would be manifest symmetry.
From a sigma model point of view, there have been a several approaches of a duality symmetric string in a spacetime with double the number of dimension [5–11]. By
extending the target space, geometries related by T-duality can be included in a symmetric way. The description of the geometry of a doubled target space including an
action and equations of motion for the background fields is provided by Double Field
10
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Theory (DFT). It was proposed by Hull and Zwiebach [12] and was constructed utilizing string field theory. It is related to earlier work by Siegel [13, 14] and Tseytlin [6, 7].
The extended tangent space of the theory resembles the development of generalized
geometry by Hitchin [15] and Gualtieri [16].
The basic idea of double field theory is to not only double the dimensions to treat
T-dual modes uniformly but also to encode the dynamical field content in a generalized
metric on the doubled space. The generalized metric provides a geometric unification
of the usual spacetime metric with the Kalb-Ramond two-form field of the NSNS-sector
into a single object. This is a very elegant formulation in the spirit of worldsheet theory
where both fields arise from the level two mode of the closed string as opposed to the
traditional supergravity picture where the metric forms a background on which the twoform field lives. Now the action of DFT can be expressed in terms of the generalized
metric together with a shifted form of the string dilaton in a T-duality manifest form.
Let us now briefly return to the mass spectrum of the closed string given in (1.1).
The contribution of the winding mode is proportional to the string tension via α0
while the momentum mode contribution is independent of it. We can thus look at
different limits of the radius R. For R2  α0 the momentum modes are light and
should dominate the low energy physics while for R2  α0 the winding modes become
light. The oscillator modes also depend on the string tension, but are independent of
R. Therefore there are different regimes we can consider.
√
For R  α0 the momentum modes are lighter than both winding and oscillator
modes. In this scenario supergravity provides a consistent low energy effective theory.
√
In the opposite case where R  α0 the winding modes are the lightest and again
√
supergravity is a valid description, but this time in the T-dual picture. If R ≈ α0 ,
i.e. around the string scale, all modes – momentum, oscillator, winding – have to be
kept. At other scales there is a hierarchy with a supergravity action for the lightest
modes. The conclusion of this is that there is no regime where one can only consider
momentum and winding modes but cast way the oscillator modes.
Therefore double field theory is not a low energy effective theory but rather a truncation of string theory. Nevertheless DFT has proven itself as a consistent framework
without pathologies by passing the usual quantum tests such as modular invariance [17]
and vanishing of the beta function [18, 19].
The non-perturbative version of string theory is M-theory whose low energy effective
action is eleven-dimensional supergravity. It is related to the ten-dimensional string
theories via various compactification limits and a web of dualities. Besides T-duality
there is also S-duality (strong/weak or electric/magnetic duality) which together are
part of U-duality. The fundamental objects of M-theory are the membrane and the
fivebrane. They give rise to the string, fivebrane and D-branes in string theory under

11
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dimensional reduction.
The M-theory dualities arise when the eleven-dimensional theory is compactified
on D-dimensional tori. The relevant symmetry groups G = ED of these “hidden
symmetries” [9, 20] in the low energy limit – (11 − D)-dimensional supergravity – are
listen in Table 1. These are the continuous version of the discrete U-duality groups of Mtheory. In order to obtain a better understanding of these dualities and their influence
on the full uncompactified eleven-dimensional supergravity, the aim is to make them
manifest symmetries along the lines of T-duality in double field theory.
By introducing extra coordinates which now correspond to wrapping modes of the
membrane and fivebrane, a generalized metric on the extended space can be constructed
which geometrically unifies the spacetime metric with the three- and six-form fields of
M-theory the branes couple to. This exceptional extended geometry has been constructed for several U-duality groups but was originally restricted to truncations of the
eleven-dimensional theory [21–26] where the “external” metric (for the 11 − D dimensions) was taken to be flat and off-diagonal terms (the “gravi-photon”) were set to
zero. Furthermore, coordinate dependence was restricted to the internal extended coordinates. The term “exceptional” is taken from the presence of the exceptional groups
ED .
The full, non-truncated Exceptional Field Theory (EFT) allows for a dependence
on all coordinates, external, internal and extended. This allows for eleven-dimensional
supergravity to be embedded into a theory that is fully covariant under the exceptional
groups ED [27]. These exceptional field theories have been constructed for the groups
in Table 1 in [4, 28–33].
Like the spacetime metric in general relativity, the generalized metrics of DFT and
EFT belong to a symmetric space G/H. In relativity we have the global symmetry
group G = GL(D) with its maximal compact subgroup H = SO(D) in the Euclidean
case or H = SO(1, D − 1) in the Lorentzian case where local H-transformations are
a symmetry of the metric. In DFT we have G = O(D, D) and H = O(D) × O(D) or
H = O(1, D−1)×O(1, D−1). For the various EFTs we have the exceptional groups G =
ED , their subgroups H are also listed in Table 1. Additional local symmetries of the
theories are the diffeomorphisms from general coordinate transformations and the gauge
transformations of the p-form fields. These local symmetries do not commute, they form
an algebroid1 . The diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations can be combined into
a single local symmetry of the generalized geometry which is generated infinitesimally
by a generalized Lie derivative.
Besides the global and local symmetry groups G and H, Table 1 lists the two rep1

This algebroid is not of the Lie-type but a generalization of a Courant algebroid whose bracket is
the so called C-bracket which reduces to the usual Courant bracket if certain necessary constraints are
imposed.
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resentations2 R1 and R2 of G. The first one is the representation of the generalized
coordinates with dimension of the extended space. The second one is the representation
of a constraint that is required by all extended theories. The necessity of this can be
seen by considering the following.
D
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

G
SL(2) × R+
SL(3) × SL(2)
SL(5)
SO(5, 5)
E6
E7
E8

H
SO(2)
SO(3) × SO(2)
SO(5)
SO(5) × SO(5)
U Sp(8)
SU (8)
SO(16)

R1
(2, 1)
(3, 2)
10
16
27
56
248

R2
(1, 1)
(3̄, 1)
5̄
10
¯
27
133
1 ⊕ 3875

Table 1: The duality groups G and their maximal compact subgroup H that appear in
the reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity to 11 − D dimensions. The two columns
R1 and R2 give the representation of the extended coordinates and the section condition
respectively.

The formulations of DFT and EFT are defined on an extended spacetime. Since
string theories are notoriously tied to a critical dimension, the dynamics have to be
restricted to end up with the correct physical degrees of freedom and a consistent
theory. The constraint which achieves this is called the physical section condition. It
specifies locally a subspace of the extended space which forms the physical spacetime
in a given duality frame. In DFT this amounts to choosing a maximal isotropic Ddimensional subspace of the 2D-dimensional doubled space. In the EFTs the section
condition is more complicated and projects onto a D-dimensional subspace of the much
larger exceptionally extended space.
The section condition has its physical origin in the level-matching condition of the
closed string given in (1.2) with the oscillator modes set to zero. It can be stated
in terms of the O(D, D) invariant structure η M N for DFT or a projection on the
representation R2 for the EFTs (here M, N are a generalized coordinate indices in the
representation R1 )
η M N ∂M ⊗ ∂N = 0

or

∂M ⊗ ∂N

R2

=0

(1.4)

which will be explained in more detail in the main text where we will also discuss a
subtle difference between the weak and strong form of this constraint and how it might
be relaxed. Here the notation indicates that the derivatives act on any field or gauge
parameter and also products thereof.
One way of satisfying the section condition in DFT is to restrict all coordinate
2

These are the relevant representations of gauged or maximal supergravities in the given spacetime
dimensions, see for example [34].
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dependences of fields and parameters to the usual spacetime coordinates, i.e. they have
no dependence on the extra winding coordinates introduced. In this case the theory
reduces to the formalism of generalized geometry where the tangent space is extended
but the underlying space itself is not. This ultimately means there is no extra physical
content in the theory beyond supergravity, but it provides a very elegant and potentially
powerful reformulation of the theory which makes the duality a manifest symmetry.
Once the duality manifest theories have been established, one can look for solutions
to their equations of motions. The observation that the setup of DFT and EFT is
very similar to Kaluza-Klein theories is very useful in the search for and construction
of solutions. The form of the generalized metric in terms of the spacetime metric
and the form field(s) is the same as for a KK-ansatz to reduce the extra dimensions.
This shared structure with KK-theory will be a guiding principle when considering
solutions to the extended theories. For example, a massless, uncharged state in the full
(say five-dimensional) KK-theory acquires a mass and charge when viewed from the
reduced point of view (in four dimensions). It is the momentum along the KK-direction
which becomes a fundamental charge when writing down the KK-ansatz to split the five
dimensions into 4 + 1. This can be easily seen by considering the mass-shell condition
for the massless state in five dimensions
p̂µ̂ p̂µ̂ = 0 .

(1.5)

Now the five-dimensional momentum is split into p̂µ̂ = (pµ , pz ) where z is the direction
of the KK-reduction (taken to be compact and an isometry of the full theory). Then
the above relation can be rearranged as
pµ pµ + pz pz = 0

pµ pµ = −pz pz = −m2

or

(1.6)

and we see that from a four-dimensional point of view we have a state with mass given
by the momentum along the KK-direction z. Note that in this example the off-diagonal
term in the KK-ansatz for the metric was taken to vanish. If this KK-vector is non-zero,
the state in the reduced picture acquires a charge with respect to this U (1) gauge field.
Therefore, in Kaluza-Klein theories the origin of electric charge is from momentum
in the KK-direction. The quantization of momentum (due to the KK-direction being
a circle) then results in the quantization of electric charge. The origin of magnetic
charges comes from twisting the KK-circle to produce a non-trivial circle bundle with
non-vanishing first Chern class. The first Chern class is the magnetic charge. The
construction of such a non-trivial solution for traditional Kaluza-Klein theory was first
given in [35, 36] and is now called the KK-monopole.
In analogy, we want to consider solutions in the dual directions of the extended field
14
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theories and interpret them from an ordinary supergravity point of view. This has been
done for the wave solution in DFT and in the truncated SL(5) EFT [1] which gives
the fundamental string and the membrane respectively; and for the monopole solution
in DFT and in the truncated E7 EFT [2] which gives the NS5 and M5 fivebranes
respectively. By going to the full non-truncated E7 EFT and considering a self-dual
solution with both wave-like and monopole-like aspects [3], a single solution can be
constructed which gives all 1/2 BPS branes of ten- and eleven-dimensional supergravity,
including bound states (an executive summary of this can be found in [37]).
Besides the analogy with solutions in Kaluza-Klein theory, the work on null states
in the dual space has been influenced by the fact that the non-linear realization construction central to the E11 programme (see below) has its origins in the theory of
pions as Goldstone modes of the spontaneously broken chiral Lagrangian. This led to
the idea that the duality invariant theory may contain massless Goldstone modes from
spontaneously breaking the duality symmetry. Analyzing the Goldstone modes of the
DFT wave solution gives the duality symmetric string of Tseytlin [6, 7] in a doubled
space. Whether the null states identified are the relevant Goldstone modes though is
an open question.
Other aspects of DFT, EFT and their solutions that have been studied in [1–3]
and which will be presented in this thesis include the special form of the equations of
motion which always appear under a projector and the singularity structure of the wave
and monopole solutions in extended spaces. Some unpublished ideas and material on
the effects of localizing these solutions in winding space and corresponding worldsheet
instanton corrections to the geometry will also be discussed.
Solutions in exceptional field theory play a crucial role in [4] where the SL(2) × R+
EFT with D = 2 is constructed and it is shown that it in fact provides an action for
F-theory. The relevant EFT is a twelve-dimensional theory with manifest SL(2) × R+
symmetry. To identify it with F-theory [38], amongst other steps the relations between
brane solutions in ten, eleven and twelve dimensions are analyzed. In some sense the
SL(2) × R+ EFT is a minimal exceptional field theory since it introduces only a single
extra coordinate and the corresponding exceptionally extended geometry is too small
to include any effects of geometrizing the gauge fields.
Nevertheless it provides the means to place F-theory together with M-theory in a
unified geometric framework. In future it will be interesting to see how this minimal
EFT can be included in the viewpoint of the higher rank groups (with larger D). We
will comment on a potential hierarchy of EFTs and the inclusion of solution generating
transformations in higher dimensional symmetry groups towards the end of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview of Bibliography

So far many important references to the key results in the development of double field
theory and the exceptional field theories have been given. Here we will give a more
systematic overview of standard references which will be referred to throughout this
thesis.
Following the initial endeavours by Duff [5] on string dualities, Tseytlin formulated
a version of the string in a doubled space [6,7]. The new geometry to describe a duality
covariant version of supergravity was introduced by Siegel [13, 14]. With the insights
of generalized geometry [15, 16], Hull then constructed the double sigma model in [10]
and developed more of the ideas which eventually led to the conception of double field
theory which was established with the seminal paper [12] by Hull and Zwiebach. Since
DFT allows for dynamics in all the doubled dimensions, it goes beyond the duality
covariant formulation of supergravity. There were two key groups that have developed
DFT further, one of Hohm, Hull and Zwiebach [39–43] and the other of Jeon, Lee and
Park [44–48]. Extensions and further developments of DFT can be found in [49–54]
whereas a relaxation of the section conditon is discussed in [55–60] and [61]. Three
excellent reviews of DFT and related developments are [62–64].
In the duality manifest formulation of M-theory there was again initial work by
Duff [65] and then Hull [21], Hillmann [23] and Waldram et al. [22, 25, 26], followed by
Berman, Perry, et al. [24,66–70]. Further contributions to the duality invariant theories
are [71–76]. The full non-truncated form of exceptional field theory was provided by
Hohm and Samtleben [27] and spelled out for the various exceptional groups in [28–33]
and [4]. Extensions to EFT such as supersymmetry and further developments can be
found in [77–79].
All of this is related to the long standing E11 program of West and collaborators
which anticipated some of these developments, see for example [80–86]. For quantum
aspects of the duality manifest string see [17–19, 87, 88]. In addition, there have been a
whole host of fascinating recent results, for a representative but by no means complete
sample one may start with [49, 50, 89–99].
More specifically, large (finite) gauge transformations are studied in [100–104] (with
caveats concerning global issues discussed in [105,106]), non-geometric fluxes are treated
by [107, 108] and non-commutativity and non-associativity aspects of the geometry are
discussed in [109–116].
The study of solutions of DFT and EFT which is the main topic of this thesis began
with [1–3] by the author, his supervisor and collaborators. This is related to work on
“exotic branes” [117–124]. When studying classic supergravity solutions such as the
wave, the string, the membrane, the fivebrane and the monopole, as well as reviewing
concepts like T-duality, Kaluza-Klein reductions and smearing, the book by Ortin [125]
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was an invaluable reference.

1.2

Outline of Thesis

This thesis is structured in the following way. Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to double
field theory. The first one gives a technical introduction to the most important features
of DFT while the second one presents the wave and monopole solutions of the theory
whose reduction to supergravity shed some light on how T-duality is viewed in the
doubled formalism. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with exceptional field theories in their
truncated and full form. Again we first give an overview of the formalism (which has a
lot of parallels with DFT) to then construct various solutions to the theory which are
related to known supergravity objects.
In Chapter 6 we look at some interesting aspects and extensions of the DFT and
EFT solutions presented, including their singularity structure and localizing them in
winding space. Chapter 7 outlines the construction of another EFT, the one with
duality group SL(2) × R+ . Here the emphasis is on the relation to F-theory for which
it provides an action. We will finish with some concluding remarks in Chapter 8. The
appendices A, B, C, D and E contain various detailed calculations and extra material
while Appendix F provides a concise glossary of all the standard supergravity solutions
referred to in the main text.

1.3

Notation

Each piece of notation is introduced as required throughout the chapters of this thesis.
An attempt was made to keep the notation as consistent as possible, but some sections
use their own. Here we want to summarize some of the notation which is standard
throughout, especially those objects which are common to double field theory and the
exceptional field theories.
The dimension of the underlying space which gets extended is denoted by D. In
double field theory the ordinary spacetime is thus D-dimensional and the extended
space has 2D dimensions. In the exceptional field theories D is the dimension of the
“internal” space which gets extended to dim R1 . Here dim R1 is the dimension of the
coordinate representation R1 in Table 1. The “external” space has dimension 11 − D.
The generalized coordinate vectors of the doubled and exceptional extended
spaces are usually denoted by X M where M = 1, . . . , dim R1 . The generalized coordinate is composed of a spacetime coordinate xµ where µ = 1, . . . , D and one or more
winding/wrapping coordinates. These are denoted differently for each theory, e.g. in
DFT we use x̃µ or x̃µ̄ for the winding coordinates whereas for the SL(5) invariant theory
we use yµν (the index pair is antisymmetric) corresponding to membrane wrappings.
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Note that for the full non-truncated EFTs the generalized coordinate is Y M which is
composed of y m or y α , y s whereas the external coordinate is xµ .
The generalized metric is written as HM N and MM N for DFT and EFT respectively. It is parametrized by the metric of the underlying spacetime gµν or gmn and the
p-form fields B2 , C3 and C6 , depending on the framework. The generalized metric is
constrained to live in the coset G/H. In the exceptional theories, a frequently occurring
object is gµν,ρσ = gµ[ρ gσ]ν = 21 (gµρ gσν − gµσ gρν ) and similar for the inverse g µν,ρσ . They
are used to lower and raise antisymmetrized index pairs such as yµν .
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Chapter 2

Doubled Field Theory
In the introduction a first glimpse at double field theory was provided. In this chapter
we will give a more technical introduction to the basics of DFT. We begin with an
overview of the most important features and elements of the doubled geometry with
its O(D, D) structure. Then we take a closer look at the global and local symmetries,
the corresponding algebra and the crucial constraints that need to be imposed. This is
followed by the presentation of the action of DFT together with its equations of motion.
This chapter aims to cover just the basic ingredients of DFT which are needed in
the presentation of the solutions in the next chapter. References to the original results
in the literature are given throughout and the interested reader should consult them for
a more detailed exposition. Recommended reviews of the wider field include [62–64].

2.1

The Doubled Geometry with O(D, D) Structure

Two of the key achievements of double field theory are a manifestly T-duality invariant
formulation of supergravity and the geometric unification of the fields and local symmetries of the bosonic sector, that is the metric and the B-field (which usually mix under
T-duality). Both of these feats are accomplished by constructing an extended tangent
space which is the combination of the usual tangent space (for momentum modes)
plus the cotangent space (for winding modes), and then supplementing the spacetime
coordinates (conjugate to momentum) by novel coordinates conjugate to the winding
charges. Thereby the target space is also doubled in dimension and one arrives at a
truly doubled geometry.
Note that a setup of an extended tangent bundle but without introducing extra
coordinates is called generalized geometry and was developed by Hitchin [15] and
Gualtieri [16]. Generalized geometry provides some powerful tools to study the geometric unification of symmetries by combining diffeomorphisms and gauge transformation into generalized diffeomorphism of the extended tangent space. Only doubling
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the underlying space though enables the formulation of a duality covariant action and
therefore this extra step is necessary to arrive at double field theory [41].
Throughout the DFT chapters of this thesis we will denote by D the number of
dimensions of ordinary supergravity and hence the doubled space of DFT has 2D
dimensions. Generally one can think of D = 10, the critical dimension of superstring
theory, and thus the doubled space being 20-dimensional. But everything holds for
general D and indeed for certain toy models it helps to look at the simplest case of
D = 1 with the structure group being O(1, 1).
The standard spacetime coordinates are denoted by xµ with µ = 1, . . . , D, they are
conjugate to momentum and are associated with momentum modes. We now introduce
a dual set of coordinates3 , x̃µ which are conjugate to winding and are associated with
winding modes. Hence they are called winding coordinates. Vectors are sections of the
tangent space T M of the spacetime manifold M while one-forms naturally live in the
cotangent space T ∗ M . The idea is now to have the space and the dual space present
at the same time, i.e. an extended tangent bundle is constructed as
E = T M ⊕ T ∗M

(2.1)

whose sections are the formal sum of a vector and a one-form.
The next step is to introduce coordinates for the doubled space which are denoted by
XM

where M = 1, . . . 2D. The doubled coordinates consist of the spacetime coordinates

and the winding coordinates
XM =

xµ

!

x̃µ

.

(2.2)

This doubled space is equipped with an invariant O(D, D) structure η. In the above
coordinates it can be written as
ηM N =

0 1

!

1 0

(2.3)

where the off-diagonal blocks are D × D identity matrices reflecting the standard inner
product between T M and T ∗ M . This structure can be seen as an invariant metric to
form an inner product for doubled vectors and it provides a pairing between spacetime
and winding coordinates. Its inverse η M N is given by the same matrix.
After setting the scene by introducing the coordinates of the doubled space, we
now turn to the fields in the theory. In its simplest incarnation DFT is formulated for
the bosonic NSNS sector of supergravity, i.e. it contains the spacetime metric gµν , the
Kalb-Ramond B-field Bµν and the dilaton φ. To construct a theory which is manifestly
3
Occasionally it will be useful to utilize the alternative notation x̃µ̄ for the winding coordinates in
order to differentiate between winding and inverse components of tensors.
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T-duality invariant, these fields need to be repackaged into tensor representations of
O(D, D), the T-duality group. This leads to the metric and B-field to be treated on an
equal footing by combining them into a generalized metric HM N on the doubled space
HM N =

gµν − Bµρ g ρσ Bσν

Bµρ g ρν

−g µσ Bσν

g µν

!
(2.4)

where g µν is the inverse of gµν . This generalized metric parametrizes the symmetric
coset space G/H = O(D, D)/O(D) × O(D) and satisfies
HM K η KL HLN = ηM N .

(2.5)

Therefore one can construct a generalized vielbein E A M such that
HM N = E A M E B N HAB .

(2.6)

Here M, N are curved doubled spacetime indices and A, B are flat doubled tangent
space indices. The tangent space metric HAB can conveniently be taken as
HAB =

1 0

!
(2.7)

0 1

where the diagonal blocks are D ×D identity matrices. Now if the vielbein of the spacetime metric gµν is taken to be ea µ then the generalized vielbein can be parametrized
as
E

A

M

=

ea µ

0

!

−ea ν Bνµ ea µ

.

(2.8)

In choosing the lower-triangular form, the local H-transformations have partially been
fixed.
Let us briefly comment on the signatures of the metrics involved here. In the above
exposition the Euclidean theory was presented, i.e. the maximal compact subgroup
H is O(D) × O(D). The Lorentzian version of the theory takes the same form with
H = O(1, D − 1) × O(1, D − 1) and the D-dimensional identity matrices in the tangent
space metric HAB replaced by the D-dimensional Minkowski metric.
The remaining field of string theory to be rewritten as an O(D, D) object is the
dilaton. It gets shifted or rescaled by the determinant g of the spacetime metric to
form an O(D, D) scalar which we will call the DFT dilaton
d=φ−

1
ln g
4

or

e−2d =

√

ge−2φ .

(2.9)

The form of the generalized metric and rescaled dilaton here essentially encodes the
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Buscher rules for T-duality [126, 127] which describe how the fields gµν , Bµν and φ
change under T-duality. In the language here, the objects HM N and d simply undergo
an O(D, D) transformation. This will be explained in more detail below.
In general the DFT fields H and d are functions of the doubled space, i.e. H(X)
and d(X). We will see later how this coordinate dependence needs to be restricted, but
first let us turn to the symmetries of the fields and the corresponding algebra.

2.2

Generalized Lie Derivative and Diffeomorphisms

This section follows the clear and concise exposition of [50]. In general relativity we have
the global symmetry group G = GL(D) with maximal compact subgroup H = SO(D)
(in the Euclidean case) for the local symmetry transformations. The transformation
of a vector V µ under a infinitesimal diffeomorphism generated by a vector field U µ is
described by the Lie derivative which is given by the commutator – the Lie bracket –
of the two vectors V µ and U µ
LU V µ = [U, V ]µ = U ν ∂ν V µ − V ν ∂ν U µ .

(2.10)

The first term here is the transportation of the vector field itself while the second term is
a GL(D) transformation of the vector V µ . This defines the algebra of diffeomorphisms
[LU , LV ] = L[U,V ] ,

(2.11)

that is the commutator of two Lie derivatives is the Lie derivative with respect to the
Lie bracket of the two vector fields. This definition of the Lie derivative can be extended
to arbitrary tensors by requiring it satisfies the Leibniz rule. For a scalar field S one
simply has the transport term
LU S = U µ ∂µ S .

(2.12)

A similar story can be told for generalized geometry where we now have G =
O(D, D) and the local symmetries are in H = O(D) × O(D). The generalized Lie
derivative of a generalized vector V M with weight ω(V ) is defined as [12, 39, 70]

LU V M = U N ∂N V M − V N ∂N U M − η M K ηN L V N ∂K U L + ω(V )∂N U N V M .

(2.13)

As for the ordinary Lie derivative there is the transport term but now the second term
(the term in parenthesis) is an O(D, D) transformation. For completeness the weight
term has been included in the definition here as it will be needed later. This definition
can be extended to arbitrary tensors by requiring it satisfies the Leibniz rule. For a
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scalar S with weight ω(S) the generalized Lie derivative is
LU S = U N ∂N S + ω(S)∂N U N V M

(2.14)

An important property of the generalized Lie derivative is that it preserves the O(D, D)
structure η
LU ηM N = 0 .

(2.15)

In generalized geometry, any object whose transformation under infinitesimal generalized diffeomorphisms is given by the generalized Lie derivative
δU T = LU T

(2.16)

is a proper generalized tensor (where T is an arbitrary tensor). Unlike in general
relativity (δξ ∂µ S = Lξ ∂µ S), the partial derivative of a scalar, ∂M S is not a tensorial
quantity since we have
δU (∂M S) = LU ∂M S + ηM N η KL ∂K U N ∂L S .

(2.17)

The generalized Lie derivative defines the algebra of gauge symmetries. The commutator of two generalized Lie derivatives acting on a generalized vector W M is
[LU , LV ]W M = L[U,V ]C W M + T M (U, V, W )

(2.18)

where we introduce the C-bracket [39] of two generalized vectors U M and V M as

1
N
M
− V N ∂N U M − η M N ηKL U K ∂N V L − V K ∂N U L .
[U, V ]M
C = U ∂N V
2

(2.19)

Due to the presence of the extra term T M (U, V, W ) which is given by
T M (U, V, W ) = η P Q ηKL




∂P U K ∂Q V M − ∂P U M ∂Q V K W L


1
L
K
L
K
M
+ U ∂Q V − V ∂Q U ∂P W
,
2

(2.20)

the generalized Lie derivative does not produce a closed algebra for arbitrary vectors
U M and V M . Furthermore, the C-bracket does not satisfy the Jacobi identity.
In order to have a consistent theory with a closed algebra, a constraint needs to be
introduced. This takes the form of the so called physical section condition which will
be discussed in more detail in the next section. It requires that
η M N ∂M ⊗ ∂N = 0
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where the differential operators act on any field or products of fields. The extra term T M
in (2.18) vanishes under the section condition since each term contains two derivatives
∂P , ∂Q contracted with η P Q . So if the constraint is imposed, the algebra of generalized
diffeomorphism closes.
The generalized Lie derivative has some interesting properties under the section
condition. For example, there are “trivial” gauge parameters of the form
U M = η M N ∂N S

(2.22)

where S is an arbitrary scalar. Such a parameter does not generate a gauge transformation via (2.16) once the section condition is imposed since the result is proportional to
η M N ∂M ∂N S. The Jacobiator4 of the C-bracket precisely takes such a form of a trivial
parameter. To see this, consider the D-bracket [41]. In the same way the ordinary Lie
derivative can be defined in terms of the Lie bracket, the generalized Lie derivative is
given in terms of the D-bracket
M
[U, V ]M
.
D = LU V

(2.23)

This bracket is not antisymmetric, but using the definition (2.19) one can show that it
differs from the C-bracket by a term of the form (2.22) which is symmetric in the two
arguments
1 MN
M
[U, V ]M
∂N (η KL UK VL ) .
D = [U, V ]C + η
2

(2.24)

M
Therefore under the section condition, [U, V ]M
C and [U, V ]D generate the same general-

ized Lie derivative. Using this and the algebra (2.18) it is straightforward to show that
the D-bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. So while the C-bracket is antisymmetric but
does not satisfy the Jacobi identity, the D-bracket does so but is not antisymmetric.
Combining all this, it can be shown that the Jacobiator of the C-bracket is given
by5
J(U, V, W )M = η M N ∂N ηKL [U, V ]K W L + ηKL [V, W ]K U L + ηKL [W, U ]K V L



(2.25)

which is a trivial parameter of the form (2.22). Therefore the algebra of diffeomorphisms
given by the C-bracket closes and the Jacobi identity is satisfied when the section
condition is imposed. The C-bracket and D-bracket reduce to the Courant bracket [128]
and Dorfmann bracket [129] respectively under the section condition.
To conclude, the section condition (2.21) is a crucial ingredient to the doubled
geometry of DFT to ensure a consistent theory with a properly defined gauge algebra.
4

The Jacobiator for any bracket is defined as J(U, V, W ) = [[U, V ], W ] + [[V, W ], U + [[W, U ], V ]. If
the Jacobiator vanishes, the Jacobi identity is satisfied.
5
The object inside the parenthesis is called the Nijenhuis operator.
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We will now have a closer look at the physical implications of the section condition.

2.3

The Physical Section Condition

In the introduction we have seen that the section condition has its string theory origin
in the level-matching condition of the closed string (1.2). If the oscillator modes N
and Ñ are equal or zero the product of momentum and winding has to vanish for each
direction. Expanding the section condition (2.21) in terms of ordinary and winding
coordinates by using η M N as given in (2.3) leads to
∂µ ⊗ ∂˜µ = 0
where ∂µ =

∂
∂xµ

and ∂˜µ =

∂
∂ x̃µ .

(2.26)

Therefore this is equivalent to the expression pµ wµ = 0

in the conjugate variables. The O(D, D) invariant structure η thus provides a pairing
between a normal and a winding coordinate for each value of the index µ.
In order to satisfy the section condition, the fields and gauge parameters of the
theory can only depend on either x or x̃, but not both. Therefore the simplest way
of solving the section condition is to only allow for a coordinate dependence on the
spacetime coordinates xµ with everything independent of the winding coordinates x̃µ .
The theory then reduces to a formulation of supergravity along the lines of generalized
geometry where the tangent space is doubled but the underlying space itself is not. The
opposite choice where everything depends on the x̃µ but not the xµ gives a description
of the T-dual picture. One can also pick a mixture of normal and winding coordinates,
but for each pair matched by ηM N only one or the other is allowed.
Therefore, imposing the section condition picks out a maximally isotropic subspace
of half-maximal dimension. One can think of this as a D-dimensional slice or section
through the 2D-dimensional doubled space which forms the physical spacetime of supergravity. The orientation of the subspace, i.e. which of the 2D coordinates are part
of the section, can be rotated by an O(D, D) transformation with different orientations (or polarizations) corresponding to different T-duality frames. This perspective
of T-duality and the identification of spacetime as a null subspace determined by the
O(D, D) structure η was described first in [10].
At this point it is useful to clarify a slight ambiguity in the statement of the section
condition in (2.21) where ⊗ means that the differential operators act on any field or
product of fields. It is better to state these two conditions separately as
η M N ∂M ∂N Φ = 0

and

η M N ∂M Φ∂N Ψ = 0

(2.27)

where Φ and Ψ are any fields or gauge parameters of DFT. The first form is called the
weak constraint while the second form is the strong constraint. The former is the one
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with its origin in the level-matching condition as explained above while the latter one
is equivalent to the section condition, i.e. demanding that fields only depend on half
the number of coordinates. Together these two constraints are sufficient for the closure
of the gauge algebra and to render to whole formulation of DFT gauge invariant (see
below). However, they need not to be necessary.
Since imposing both the weak and the strong constraint gives an elegant formulation
which makes T-duality a manifest symmetry but has no extra physical content beyond
supergravity, it would be interesting to consider relaxations of the strong constraint and
study theories for backgrounds which depend on both the normal and dual coordinates.
Important developments in this direction [55–60] consider compactifications of DFT
with a Scherk-Schwarz reduction. In such a scenario the reduction of DFT leads to
gauged supergravities in lower dimensions. This approach also provides higher dimensional origins for gauged supergravities with non-geometric fluxes which become purely
geometric in the doubled space. These methods and results are reviewed in great detail in [62]. A entirely different approach towards a weakly constrained formulation of
double field theory can be found in [61].
In this thesis we will always impose the strong form of the constraint and in general
use the terms (physical) “section condition” and “strong constraint” synonymously.
Only in Section 3.3 we will make a subtle distinction between these two expressions
when discussing how T-duality emerges in double field theory.

2.4

The Action and Projected Equations of Motion

Having studied the generalized geometry of the doubled space and its generalized gauge
structure we are finally in a position to present one of the key results of double field
theory: a manifestly O(D, D) invariant action for the bosonic NSNS-sector fields of
supergravity. The action integral [41] may be written in an Einstein-Hilbert-like form
as

Z
S=

d2D Xe−2d R

(2.28)

with the scalar R given by
1
1
R = HM N ∂M HKL ∂N HKL − HM N ∂M HKL ∂K HN L
8
2
+ 4HM N ∂M ∂N d − ∂M ∂N HM N − 4HM N ∂M d∂N d + 4∂M HM N ∂N d
1
+ η M N η KL ∂M E A K ∂N E B L HAB .
2

(2.29)

Recall that M, N are curved doubled spacetime indices and A, B are flat doubled tangent space indices with the generalized vielbein defined in (2.6). The object R is
expressed in a fully covariant manner solely in terms of the O(D, D) tensor HM N and
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scalar d. It can be shown [41] that R is itself an O(D, D) scalar6 . Furthermore it is
also a gauge scalar under generalized diffeomorphisms.
When imposing the strong constraint by setting ∂˜ = 0 the last line in (2.29) drops
out and this DFT action reduces (after integrating by parts) to the standard action for
the common NSNS-sector of supergravity
Z
S=

D

√

−2φ

d x −ge



1 2
2
R + 4(∂φ) − H .
12

(2.30)

Here R is the usual Ricci scalar corresponding to the spacetime metric gµν with determinant g, φ is the dilaton and H = dB is the three-form field strength of the two-form
B-field.
The DFT action (2.28) is a great success since it is manifestly O(D, D) invariant and reduces to the correct low-energy action of supergravity. However, it is not
constructed in a geometric manner à la general relativity, i.e. it is not expressed in
terms of a curvature or a generalization thereof. There has been a number of different
approaches [41, 44, 45, 50, 130] to construct an appropriate connection and curvature
tensor for the doubled geometry of DFT. These constructions are all legitimate and
each has its advantages, but all come with some drawbacks (only being partially covariant, connection not completely determined, no curvature but torsion). As of yet,
there is no complete and consistent picture of how to describe the doubled geometry
and its curvature.
We will now turn to the equations of motion of the DFT fields H and d. The
equation of motion for the dilaton is easily obtained by varying the action
Z
δS =

d2D Xe−2d (−2R)δd

(2.31)

which has to vanish for any variation δd and thus gives
R = 0.

(2.32)

(Note that δR/δd = 0 up to total derivatives.) To find the equation of motion for
the generalized metric we have to be a bit more careful. Varying the action with the
generalized metric gives
Z
δS =

d2D Xe−2d KM N δHM N

(2.33)

6
Note that due to the last line in (2.29) R is only a weakly constrained O(D, D) scalar. This last line
is not present in the original formulation of DFT [12] but is required when considering Scherk-Schwarz
reduction to reproduce the correct gauged supergravity actions [58].
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where KM N is given by
1
KM N = ∂M HKL ∂N HKL + 2∂M ∂N d
8


+ (∂L − 2∂L d) H

KL

∂(M HN )K

1
− ∂ K HM N
4




1
HKL HP Q − 2HKQ HLP ∂K HM P ∂L HN Q
4


1
KL P Q
A
A
−η η
∂K d∂L E P − ∂K ∂L E P H(N |R E R A H|M )Q .
2

(2.34)

+

The last term uses the variation of the vielbein with respect to the metric
1
δE A M = HAB E N B δHM N .
2

(2.35)

The expression in (2.33) does not have to vanish for any δHM N since the generalized
metric is constrained to parametrize the coset space O(D, D)/O(D) × O(D) (see 2.1
above). This means the generalized metric can be parametrized by gµν and Bµν as
written in (2.4). Thus deriving the equations of motion is a little more complicated.
This was first done in [41]. We will re-derive the equations of motion here using a
slightly different method because this method will be more readily applicable to the
cases of extended geometry with the exceptional groups that we discuss later. The
basic idea is that rather than varying with respect to the generalized metric one varies
with respect to the spacetime metric and the B-field and then make the result O(D, D)
covariant.
By applying the chain rule, the action can be varied with respect to δgµν and δBµν
separately. Making use of
δg µν
= −g µ(ρ g σ)ν ,
δgρσ

δgµν
= δµ (ρ δν σ) ,
δgρσ

δBµν
= δµ [ρ δν σ]
δBρσ

(2.36)

leads to
Z
δS =
Z
=

d2D Xe−2d KM N
d2D Xe−2d



δHM N
δHM N
δgρσ +
δBρσ
δgρσ
δBρσ


(2.37)

nh
−Kµν g µ(ρ g σ)ν + 2Kµ ν g µ(ρ g σ)τ Bτ ν

i
+K µν δµ (ρ δν σ) + Bµτ g τ (ρ g σ)λ Bλν δgρσ
(2.38)
h
i
o
+ −2Kµ ν g µτ δτ [ρ δν σ] − 2K µν Bµτ g τ λ δλ [ρ δν σ] δBρσ .

Now the g’s and B’s are re-expressed in terms of H, the symmetrizing brackets are
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dropped and the antisymmetrizing ones are expanded
Z
δS =

d2D Xe−2d



[−Kµν Hµρ Hσν + 2Kµ ν Hµρ Hσ ν + K µν (δµ ρ δν σ − Hµ ρ Hσ ν )] δgρσ

ν µτ
µν
τ 1
ρ σ
σ ρ
−2 [Kµ H + K Hµ ] (δτ δν − δτ δν ) δBρσ .
(2.39)
2

The crucial step is to then re-covariantize the indices by using ηM N given in (2.3)
Z
δS =



d2D Xe−2d KKL η Kρ η σL − HKρ HσL δgρσ

(2.40)


−KKL HKP ηP M η LN − HKP δP N δM L η M ρ δ σ N δBρσ
which reproduces the previous line once the doubled indices are expanded and summed
over. In a final step the terms inside the brackets are brought into a form corresponding
to a projected set of equations as follows
Z
δS =

n

d2D Xe−2d KKL δM K δN L − HKP ηP M ηN Q HQL η M ρ η σN δgρσ

− KKL HKP ηP M η LQ HQR − HKP δP Q δM L HQR
HRN η M ρ δ σ N δBρσ

Z
=

d2D Xe−2d 2PM N KL KKL η M ρ η σN δgρσ + η M ρ HσN δBρσ



o
(2.41)

where we have introduced the projector
PM N KL =

i
1 h (K L)
δM δN − HM P η P (K ηN Q HL)Q .
2

(2.42)

which is symmetric in both M N and KL.
The variation of the action has to vanish for any δgµν and δBµν independently,
therefore the equations of motion are given by
PM N KL KKL = 0

(2.43)

and not KM N = 0, the naive equations expected from setting (2.33) to zero.
This equation of motion was derived in a slightly different way in [41] by using the
constraint equation Ht ηH = η which ensures H is an element of O(D, D). The result
is

1
(KM N − ηM K HKP KP Q HQL ηLN ) = PM N KL KKL = 0
2

(2.44)

in agreement with ours. We wish to emphasize the point of re-deriving these equations
is just so that we can use this method in the exceptional case later.
Also note that the expression for KM N found in the literature, especially in [41],
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differs from the one given here. This difference arises as one can use either the invariant
O(D, D) metric η or the generalized metric H to raise and lower indices in the derivation
of KM N . Both methods are valid and the discrepancy disappears once the projector
acts. In a way, the projector enforces the constraint that H parametrizes a coset space.
When using η, this constraint is taken into account automatically, but when using H the
constraint needs to be imposed by the projector. Since KM N appears in the equations
of motion only with the projector acting on it, it does not matter which version is used.
The importance for the presence of the projector can be seen by counting degrees of
freedom. The symmetric spacetime metric has 12 D(D + 1) degrees of freedom and the
antisymmetric B-field contributes 21 D(D−1) for a total of D2 independent components.
The dimension of the doubled space is 2D, therefore KM N has 2D2 + D components.
Of these, D2 + D are in the kernel of the projector and are therefore eliminated, leaving
D2 degrees of freedom as desired. This can be shown by computing the characteristic
polynomial and all the eigenvalues of the projector P .
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Solutions in DFT
Having set up the basics of double field theory and considered the equations of motion
for its constituent fields, we will now turn our attention to constructing solutions to
these equations and interpreting them in terms of known supergravity objects. This
will lead to a better understanding of the novel coordinates – the winding directions
introduced – and some interesting insights into how T-duality emerges in the doubled
picture.
In the introduction the parallels between double field theory and Kaluza-Klein theory were highlighted. In particular, a pure momentum mode such as the wave solution
gives rise to a fundamental charge in the reduced picture of the KK-ansatz. A good
example for this is the wave in M-theory which gives the D0-brane in string theory.
In other words, the D0-brane is a momentum mode along the eleventh direction, the
M-theory circle. Its mass and charge are given by the wave momentum in that direction and hence satisfy a BPS condition. It was this example which led us to consider
momentum modes in the dual space of DFT. We will therefore begin by considering a
null wave propagating in the dual space.
Before we start, there is a caveat concerning the generalized metric. It is an open
question if the generalized metric is an actual metric tensor on the doubled space or
something different, in which case the term “metric” is a misnomer. For the purpose
of this thesis it is sufficient that the generalized metric transforms under generalized
diffeomorphisms (generated by the generalized Lie derivative) and for a given solution
satisfies the DFT equations of motion. Nevertheless, for convenience we will encode
the matrix HM N in terms of a “line element” ds2 = HM N dX M dX N which provides a
concise way of presenting the components of HM N . It is not necessary to us that this
line element defines an actual metric tensor in the doubled space.
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3.1

DFT Wave

We seek a solution for the generalized metric corresponding to a null wave whose
momentum is pointing the z̃ direction. The ansatz will be that of a pp-wave in usual
general relativity [131]. This has no compunction to be a solution of DFT. As we have
seen the equations of motion of the generalized metric in DFT are certainly not the
same as the equations of motion of the metric in relativity. Let us immediately remove
any source of confusion the reader may have, the pp-wave as a solution for gµν may
of course, by construction, be embedded as a solution in DFT by simply inserting the
pp-wave solution for gµν into HM N . Here we will consider a pp-wave (that is the usual
pp-wave ansatz [131]) not for gµν but for the doubled metric HM N itself and then
determine its interpretation in terms of the usual metric gµν and two-form Bµν .
The following is a solution to DFT in 2D dimensions given by a constant DFT
dilaton (2.9), d = const., and the generalized metric HM N with line element
ds2 = HM N dX M dX N


= (H − 2) dt2 − dz 2 + δmn dy m dy n


+ 2(H − 1) dtdz̃ + dt̃dz


− H dt̃2 − dz̃ 2 + δ mn dỹm dỹn

(3.1)

where the generalized coordinates are split as
X M = (xµ , x̃µ ) = (t, z, y m ; t̃, z̃, ỹm )

(3.2)

and a tilde denotes a dual coordinate as introduced above. This generalized metric and
rescaled dilaton solve the equations of motion of the DFT derived in Section 2.1. The
appendix A.1 provides the details demonstrating it is indeed a solution.
Since it is exactly of the same form as the usual pp-wave solution, the natural
interpretation is of a pp-wave in the doubled geometry. One therefore imagines a
massless mode which propagates and therefore carries momentum in the z̃ direction.
In [132–134] the conserved charges of DFT were constructed (by defining an analogue
to the ADM-mass and setting up generalized Komar integrals respectively) and it was
indeed shown that the DFT wave is massless but has momentum in the dual z̃ direction.
In this solution, H is taken to be a harmonic function of the usual transverse
coordinates7 y m (but not of their duals ỹm ) and as such is annihilated (up to delta
function sources) by the Laplacian operator in these directions, i.e. δ mn ∂m ∂n H = 0. In
DFT language, it is required (at least naively) that H satisfies the strong constraint and
therefore it is not a function of any of the dual coordinates. The fact that the harmonic
7

The range of the transverse index is m = 1, . . . , D − 2.
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function H is taken to only depend on y m and not the dual transverse directions implies
that the wave solution is smeared in these ỹm directions. One can think of it as a plane
wave front extending along the dual directions described by coordinates ỹm but with
momentum in the z̃ direction. An explicit form of H is
H =1+

h
rD−4

with

r2 = y m y n δmn

(3.3)

where h is a constant proportional to the momentum carried and r is the radial coordinate of the transverse space.
We will now use the form of the doubled metric HM N in terms of gµν and Bµν to
rewrite this solution in terms of D-dimensional quantities, effectively reducing the dual
dimensions. This is like in Kaluza-Klein theory, writing a solution of the full theory in
terms of the reduced metric and vector potential using the ansatz
ds2 = (gµν − Bµρ g ρσ Bσν )dxµ dxν + 2Bµρ g ρν dxµ dx̃ν + g µν dx̃µ dx̃ν .

(3.4)

By comparing (3.4) with (3.1), the fields of the reduced theory with coordinates
xµ = (t, z, y m ) can be computed. We find the metric and its inverse to be
gµν = diag[−H −1 , H −1 , δmn ]

and

g µν = diag[−H, H, δ mn ]

(3.5)

whereas the only non-zero component of the B-field is given by
Btz = −Bzt = −(H −1 − 1) .
From the definition e−2d =

√

(3.6)

−ge−2φ of the rescaled dilaton d (which is a constant

here) it follows that the dilaton φ is given by (φ0 is another constant)
e−2φ = He−2φ0

(3.7)

since g = −H −2 . The corresponding line element is
ds2 = −H −1 (dt2 − dz 2 ) + δmn dy m dy n

(3.8)

which together with the B-field and the dilaton φ gives the fundamental string solution
extended along the z direction [135]. We have thus shown that the solution (3.1) which
carries momentum in the z̃ direction in the doubled space corresponds to the string
along the z direction from a reduced point of view. In other words, the fundamental
string is a massless wave in the doubled space with momentum in a dual direction.
As mentioned above, this follows the logic of usual Kaluza-Klein theory. In the
doubled formalism the solution is a massless wave with PM PN HM N = 0 (where the
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P M are some generalized momenta), but from a the reduced normal spacetime point of
view the string has a mass or rather tension T and charge q which are obviously given
by the momenta in the dual directions with a resulting BPS equation
T = |q| .

(3.9)

Of course this is no surprise from the point of view of T-duality. Momentum and
string winding exchange under T-duality. It is precisely as expected that momentum in
the dual direction corresponds to a string. What is more surprising is when one views
this from the true DFT perspective. There are null wave solutions that can point in
any direction. When we analyze these null waves from the reduced theory we see them
as fundamental strings or as usual pp-waves. It is a simple O(D, D) rotation of the
direction of propagation that takes one solution into the other. We will come back to
this view on T-duality in DFT in the last section of this chapter.

3.1.1

Goldstone Modes of the Wave Solution

In the previous section we presented a solution to the equations of motion of DFT which
reduces to the fundamental string. It will be interesting to analyze the Goldstone modes
of this solution in double field theory. Especially since the advent of M-theory, it was
understood that branes are dynamical objects and that when one finds a solution of the
low energy effective action one can learn about the theory by examining the dynamics
of the Goldstone modes. For D-branes in string theory this was done in [136] and for the
membrane and fivebrane in M-theory, where such an analysis was really the only way
of describing brane dynamics, this was done in [136, 137]. We will follow the excellent
exposition and the method described in [136] as closely as possible.
In DFT, the diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations are combined into generalized diffeomorphisms generated by a generalized Lie derivative. We will consider
small variations in the generalized metric, hM N and the dilaton, λ generated by such
transformations as follows
hM N = δξ HM N = Lξ HM N ,

λ = δξ d = Lξ d .

(3.10)

The generalized Lie derivative of DFT was introduced in (2.13). Acting on the generalized metric which is a symmetric tensor, it gives
Lξ HM N = ξ L ∂L HM N + 2HL(M ∂N ) ξ L − 2η LP ηQ(M HN )L ∂P ξ Q .

(3.11)

If the metric HM N and the transformation parameter ξ M = (ξ µ , ξ˜µ ) both satisfy the
section condition, then the vector part ξ µ generates a coordinate transformation while
the one-form part ξ˜µ gives a gauge transformation of the B-field.
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The generalized Lie derivative of the dilaton contains just the transport term plus
a term for d being a tensor density
1
Lξ d = ξ M ∂M d − ∂M ξ M .
2

(3.12)

For the purpose of this analysis, the space spanned by the coordinates {t, z} of
the wave solution is treated like the worldvolume of an extended object. All remaining
coordinates are treated as transverse in the extended space. The solution clearly breaks
translation symmetry and so one naturally expects scalar zero-modes. One immediate
puzzle would be to ask about the number of degrees of freedom of the Goldstone modes.
Given that the space is now doubled one would naively image that any solution which
may be interpreted as a string would have 2D − 2 degrees of freedom rather than the
expected D − 2. We will answer this question and show how the Goldstone modes have
the correct number of degrees of freedom despite the solution living in a 2D dimensional
space. The projected form of the equations of motion are crucial in making this work
out.
To carry out the analysis it will be useful to split up the space into parts longitudinal
and transverse to the wave. One collects the worldvolume coordinates t and z into xa
and similarly for their duals8 x̃ā = (t̃, z̃) such that the generalized coordinates are
X M = (xa , y m , x̃ā , ỹ m̄ ). This allows the non-zero components of the metric and its
inverse to be written as
Hab = (2 − H)Iab

Hab = HIab

Hāb̄ = HIāb̄

Hāb̄ = (2 − H)Iāb̄

Hab̄ = Hb̄a = (H − 1)Jab̄

Hab̄ = Hb̄a = (H − 1)Jab̄

Hm̄n̄ = δm̄n̄ Hmn = δ mn ,

Hmn = δmn ,

(3.13)

Hm̄n̄ = δ m̄n̄

where the constant symmetric 2 × 2 matrices I and J are defined as
I=

−1 0
0

1

!
and

0 1

J=

1 0

!
.

(3.14)

For later use also define their (antisymmetric) product
K = I · J = −J · I =

!
0 −1
1

0

.

(3.15)

Following [136], we now pick a transformation parameter ξ M with non-zero components only in the transverse directions, but with no transformation along the world8

In what follows we will use the alternative notation x̃µ̄ for the dual coordinates to avoid confusion
between inverse and dual parts of the metric.
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volume directions (and the directions dual to the worldvolume). This transformation
may then be described by the DFT vector field
ˆ
ξ M = (0, H α φ̂m , 0, H β φ̃m̄ )

(3.16)

ˆ
where φ̂m and φ̃m̄ are the constant vectors that later will become the Goldstone modes
once we allow them to have dependence on the worldvolume coordinates, H is the
harmonic function given above and α, β are constants that are to be determined by
demanding that the Goldstone modes become normalizable. Using (3.11), we can
ˆ
compute the components of hM N in terms of φ̂m , φ̃m̄ . Recall that both the metric
and the transformation parameter only depend on y through the harmonic function H.
Therefore ∂m is the only derivative that gives a non-zero contribution. We find
hab = −φ̂m (H α ∂m H)Iab

hmn = 2φ̂q δq(m δn) p ∂p H α

hāb̄ = φ̂m (H α ∂m H)Iāb̄

hm̄n̄ = −2φ̂q δq(m̄ δn̄) p ∂p H α

(3.17)

ˆ
hab̄ = hb̄a = φ̂m (H α ∂m H)Jab̄ hmn̄ = hn̄m = −2φ̃q̄ δq̄[m δn̄] p ∂p H β
and all terms with indices mixing a, ā with m, m̄ vanish. For the dilaton there is no
contribution from the transport term as d is a constant for our solution. This leaves
the density term which gives
1
λ = − φ̂m ∂m H α .
2

(3.18)

Once we have these equations, the next step is to allow the moduli to have dependence on the worldvolume coordinates,
ˆ
φ̃m̄ → φ̃m̄ (x)

φ̂m → φm (x) ,

(3.19)

and the hats are removed. These are the zero-modes.
We now determine their equations of motion by inserting (3.19) into (3.17) and
(3.18) and then subsequently into the equations of motion for DFT, (2.32) and (2.43).
As usual we keep only terms with two derivatives and first order in hM N and λ themselves. (It would certainly be interesting to move beyond this expansion and compare
with a Nambu-Goto type action but we will not do so here.) This gives
1
KM N = HLK ∂L ∂(M hN )K − HLK ∂L ∂K hM N + 2∂M ∂N λ
4
MN
R = 4H
∂M ∂N λ − ∂M ∂N hM N .

(3.20)
(3.21)

For convenience we will define  = HIab ∂a ∂b and ∆ = δ kl ∂k ∂l . Inserting hM N from
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(3.17), we find
1
Kab = −(1 + αH −1 )∂a ∂b φm (H α ∂m H) + Iab φm (H α ∂m H)
4
1
Kāb̄ = − Iāb̄ φm (H α ∂m H)
4
1
1
Kab̄ = Kb̄a = Kc b̄ ∂c ∂a φm (H α ∂m H) − Jab̄ φm (H α ∂m H)
2
4
α p
q
α
Kmn = − φ δp(m δn) (H ∂q H)
2
α p
Km̄n̄ = φ δp(m̄ δn̄) q (H α ∂q H)
2
β
Kmn̄ = δKn̄m = φ̃p̄ δp̄[m δn̄] q (H β ∂q H)
2
1
Kam = Kma = ∂a φn [δmn ∆H α − ∂m ∂n H α − ∂m (H α ∂n H)]
2
1 b
Kām = Kmā = K ā ∂b φn ∂m (H α ∂n H)
2
i
h
1
Kam̄ = Km̄a = ∂a φ̃n̄ δn̄ k δm̄ l δkl ∆H β − ∂k ∂l H β
2
Kām̄ = Km̄ā = 0

(3.22)

where K was defined in (3.15). Further, inserting λ from (3.18) gives the dilaton
equation
R = −H −1 (2α + 1)φm (H α ∂m H) = 0.

(3.23)

It is straight forward to see that the dilaton equation is solved by φ = 0. For
the other equations we have to work a bit harder. The full equations of motion for
the generalized metric are the projected equations (2.43) which contain D2 linearly
independent equations
Kmn = δm k̄ δn l̄ Kk̄l̄
Kmn̄ = δm k̄ δn̄ l Kk̄l

(3.24)

Kmt = (H − 1)δm n̄ Kn̄z − (2 − H)δm n̄ Kn̄t̄
Kmz = (H − 1)δm n̄ Kn̄t + (2 − H)δm n̄ Kn̄z̄
Kmt̄ = (H − 1)δm n̄ Kn̄z̄ − Hδm n̄ Kn̄t

(3.25)

Kmz̄ = (H − 1)δm n̄ Kn̄t̄ + Hδm n̄ Kn̄z
0 = (H − 1)(Kt̄t̄ − Kz̄ z̄ ) + H(Ktz̄ + Kz t̄ )
0 = (H − 1)(Ktt − Kzz ) + (2 − H)(Ktz̄ + Kz t̄ )
0 = (H − 1)(Ktz̄ − Kz t̄ ) − HKzz + (2 − H)Kz̄ z̄

(3.26)

0 = (H − 1)(Ktt̄ − Kz z̄ ) + HKtz + (2 − H)Kt̄z̄ .
Inserting for KM N from above yields the equations of motion for the zero modes. The
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first two read
−αφp δp(m δn) q (H α ∂q H) = 0

(3.27)

βφ̃q̄ δq̄[m δn̄] p (H β ∂q H) = 0

and can be solved by φ = 0 and φ̃ = 0 respectively. The next block of equations
(3.25) can be re-covariantized by using
cb

− Iac  = −

−1 0
0

!

0

1

−1 0

1

!
=

0 1

!

1 0

(3.28)

which leads to
∂a φn [δmn ∆H α − ∂m ∂n H α −∂m (H α ∂n H)]
h
i
= −Iac cb ∂b φ̃n̄ δn̄ p (H − 1) δpm ∆H β − ∂p ∂m H β
h
i
∂a φn ∂m (H α ∂n H) = Iac cb ∂b φ̃n̄ δn̄ p H δpm ∆H β − ∂p ∂m H β .

(3.29)

Adding these two equations gives
(α)
(β)
∂a φn Wmn
= Iac cb ∂b φ̃n̄ δn̄ n Wmn

(3.30)

(γ)

where for γ = α, β we have Wmn = δmn ∆H γ − ∂m ∂n H γ . If α = β we have the same
object Wmn on both sides which can be shown to be invertible. The equation can thus
be reduced to a duality relation between φ and φ̃
∂a φm = Iab bc ∂c φ̃n̄ δn̄m

or

dφm = ?dφ̃n̄ δn̄m .

(3.31)

This equation implies both φ = 0 and φ̃ = 0 as can be seen by acting with a
contracted derivative on the equation. If φm and φ̃m̄ are placed in a generalized vector
ΦM = (0, φm , 0, φ̃m̄ ) this can be written as a self-duality relation
HM N dΦM = ηM N ? dΦN

(3.32)

and precisely matches the result in [5] for the duality symmetric string.
The final block of equations of motion (3.26) are either trivial or are also of the form
φm (H α ∂m H)

= 0 provided α = −1. If one was not concerned by normalization of

the modes then this also provides a way of constraining the value of α. The consistent
choice of α = −1 is fortunately the choice that also leads to normalizable modes. This
may be seen by examining the case α = −1 and integrating over the transverse space.
This exactly mirrors the situation described in [136]. The Goldstone modes are really
the normalizable modes corresponding to broken gauge transformations. Where for
gravity the gauge transformations are ordinary diffeomorphisms, in the case of DFT it
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is generated by the generalized Lie derivative.
One can now turn equation (3.31) into a (anti-)chiral equation for a linear combination of φ and φ̃ as follows. Introducing ψ± to be given by
ψ± = φ ± φ̃

(3.33)

and inserting them into (3.31) and its Hodge dual gives the familiar (anti-)self-dual
left- and right-movers
dψ± = ± ? dψ±

(3.34)

of the Tseytlin-string [6, 7]. Thus the dynamics of the Goldstone modes of the wave
solution reproduce the duality symmetric string in doubled space. The number of
physical degrees of freedom are not doubled but just become rearranged in terms of
chiral and anti-chiral modes on the world-sheet.

3.2

DFT Monopole

In the previous section a null wave in the doubled space was shown to reduce to a
fundamental string or a pp-wave when viewed from the ordinary supergravity point of
view. The interpretation of the solution in terms of the normal supergravity theory
associated to the reduction of DFT was determined by the direction the null wave
was traveling in. If the DFT solution carries momentum in a spacetime direction z it
reduces to a wave. But if it carries momentum in a dual winding direction z̃ it gives the
string whose mass and charge are determined by the momentum in that dual direction.
Instead of the wave we will now consider the Kaluza-Klein monopole solution also
known as the Sorkin-Gross-Perry monopole [35, 36]

2
ds2 = H −1 dz + Ai dy i + Hδij dy i dy j
H =1+

h
,
|~y(3) |

1
∂[i Aj] = ij k ∂k H
2

(3.35)

where H is a harmonic function and Ai a vector potential with i = 1, 2, 3. This solution
has the following non-trivial topology. The z-direction is taken to be compact, i.e. a
circle S 1 . The three y-directions span R3 which becomes R+ × S 2 when expressed in
polar coordinates. Locally, we can thus identify S 2 × S 1 as the Hopf fibration of S 3
where the first Chern class is proportional to the magnetic charge.
If this solution is supplemented by some trivial world volume directions, it can be
turned into something known as a KK-brane. The low energy limit of string theory is
ten-dimensional supergravity. Thus, embedding the monopole solution (which is fourdimensional) requires adding six trivial dimensions (one of which is timelike) which
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would then produce a KK6-brane solution as follows

2
2
2
+ H −1 dz + Ai dy i + Hd~y(3)
ds2 = −dt2 + d~x(5)

(3.36)

where H and Ai are the same as above.9
Now let us consider a monopole-type solution in double field theory which we call
the DFT monopole. Appendix A.2 shows that the following is a solution and satisfies
the DFT equations of motion. The monopole solution is described by the generalized
metric HM N
ds2 = HM N dX M dX N
= H(1 + H −2 A2 )dz 2 + H −1 dz̃ 2 + 2H −1 Ai [dy i dz̃ − δ ij dỹj dz]
+ H(δij + H −2 Ai Aj )dy i dy j + H −1 δ ij dỹi dỹj

(3.37)

+ ηab dxa dxb + η ab dx̃a dx̃b
and the rescaled dilaton of DFT (defined as e−2d =

√

−ge−2φ )

e−2d = He−2φ0

(3.38)

where φ0 is a constant. The generalized coordinates are
X M = (z, z̃, y i , ỹi , xa , x̃a )

(3.39)

where i = 1, 2, 3 and a = 1, . . . , 6. The last line in (3.37) uses the Minkowski metric
ηab , i.e. x1 = t and x̃1 = t̃ are timelike, the signature being mostly plus.
Here H is a harmonic function of the y i only; it is annihilated (up to delta function
sources) by the Laplacian in the y-directions and is given by
H(r) = 1 +

h
,
r

r2 = δij y i y j

(3.40)

with h an arbitrary constant that is related to the first Chern class and hence the
magnetic charge. The vector Ai also obeys the Laplace equation, is divergence-free and
its curl is given by the gradient of H
~ ×A
~ = ∇H
~
∇

1
∂[i Aj] = ij k ∂k H .
2

or

9

(3.41)

By adding seven trivial dimensions, the monopole solution can be embedded in M-theory (elevendimensional supergravity) where it takes the form of a KK7-brane. Then from the point of view of Type
IIA supergravity – which is the theory that emerges upon Kaluza-Klein reduction of M-theory – the
KK7-brane becomes either the Type IIA D6- or KK6-brane, depending on which direction is reduced.
All of this is part of the usual supergravity story relating solutions of eleven-dimensional supergravity
to those of the Type IIA theory [138].
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This doubled solution is to be interpreted as a KK-brane of DFT. It can be rewritten
to extract the spacetime metric gµν and the Kalb-Ramond two-form Bµν in ordinary
spacetime with coordinates xµ = (z, y i , xa ). We will show explicitly that the “reduced”
solution is in fact an infinite periodic array of NS5-branes smeared along the z direction.
One can also show that if z̃ is treated as a normal coordinate and z as a dual
coordinate the reduced solution is the string theory monopole introduced above. This
means the (smeared) NS5-brane is the same as a KK-monopole with the KK-circle in
a dual (winding) direction.
One might be concerned about the presence of Ai in the generalized metric since
for the monopole picture to make sense, Ai must transform as a one-form gauge field.
(Below we show how this one-form is a component of the two-form Bµν ). Crucially,
the generalized metric transforms under the generalized Lie derivative. When the
generating double vector field of the generalized Lie derivative points in the dual space
directions it generates the gauge transformations of the B-field. When we have an
additional isometry, the z direction of this solution, then this generalized Lie derivative
generates the correct gauge transformations of a one-form field Ai . (This requires the
gauge parameters to also be independent of z).
We will now use the same KK-ansatz (3.4) as for the DFT wave to rewrite the
DFT monopole solution (3.37) in terms of ten-dimensional non-doubled quantities. By
Comparing (3.4) with (3.37) the reduced fields can be computed. The spacetime metric
gµν and the non-vanishing components of the B-field Bµν are given by
2
2
ds2 = −dt2 + d~x(5)
+ H[dz 2 + d~y(3)
]

(3.42)

Biz = Ai .
The determinant of this metric is −H 4 and therefore the string theory dilaton becomes
e−2φ = (−g)−1/2 e−2d = H −2 He−2φ0 = H −1 e−2φ0 .

(3.43)

This solution is the NS5-brane solution of string theory [125], more precisely it is the
NS5-brane smeared along the z direction. Usually the harmonic function of the NS5brane depends on all four transverse directions, that is y i and z. By smearing it over
the z direction the brane is no longer localized in z and so the z-dependence is removed
from the harmonic function.
Smearing the solution along z has also consequences for the field strength Hµνρ . The
NS5-brane comes with an H-flux whose only non-zero components are in the transverse
directions y i and z = y 4 . The field strength is written as
Hmnp = 3∂[m Bnp] = mnp q ∂q ln H(r, z)
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where m = (i, z) = 1, . . . , 4. We then note that the non-trivial part of the metric is
gmn = Hδmn so that g = det gmn = H 4 . This then allows us to write the field strength
as
Hmnp =

√

g˜
mnpq g qs ∂s ln H

= H 2 ˜mnpq H −1 δ qs H −1 ∂s H = ˜mnp q ∂q H

(3.45)

where the epsilon tensor has been converted to the permutation symbol (a tensor density) in order to make contact with the epsilon in a lower dimension. If the solution
then is smeared along z, H no longer depends on this coordinate. Therefore Hijk = 0
and
Hijz = 2∂[i Bj]z = ˜ijzk δ kl ∂l H
= ˜ijk δ kl ∂l H = ij k ∂k H = 2∂[i Aj] .

(3.46)

Thus the only non-zero component of the B-field (up to a gauge choice) of the smeared
NS5-brane is Biz = Ai . This then shows how the flux of the smeared NS5-brane is
just the same as the usual magnetic two-form flux from a magnetic monopole for the
electromagnetic field.
In conclusion, the smeared NS5-brane solution (3.42) can be extracted from the
DFT monopole (3.37) using (3.4). If z and z̃ are exchanged, the same procedure
recovers the KK-monopole of string theory. Since the monopole and the NS5-brane are
T-dual to each other in string theory and DFT makes T-duality manifest, this should
not come as a surprise.
In order to identify the NS5-brane with the KK-monopole, it needed to be smeared
along the z direction. Any monopole type solution is expected to need more than
a single patch to describe it (and in fact the topological charge may be viewed as
the obstruction to a global description). In [105] the problems of constructing a full
global solution containing NSNS magnetic flux, with patching between different local
descriptions in DFT, are discussed in detail. So have we resolved those issues here?
Not really, in the case described above, because of the additional isometry in the
transverse directions, the three-form flux is completely encoded in a two-form flux.
(This is non-trivial and can be constructed in the usual way, à la Dirac). In other
words because of the additional isometry H3 = F2 ∧ dz, so that although the H3
flux is an element of the third cohomology it is really completely given by the second
cohomology of which F2 is a non-trivial representative.
One can now ask the question if it is possible to localize the monopole and remove
this additional smearing. We will look at this in Section 6.2 where we consider solutions
localized in winding space.
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3.3

T-duality in DFT

In this chapter we have constructed and discussed two solutions to the DFT equations
of motion, the DFT wave and the DFT monopole. Both are solutions in the doubled
space which – depending on their orientation – reduce to a pair of T-duality related
objects in the supergravity picture, i.e. after removing the dual directions. The DFT
wave gives either the F1-string or a pp-wave, the DFT monopole leads to the smeared
NS5-brane or a KK-monopole. By considering these solutions and their relations, we
can gain an interesting insight into how T-duality is viewed in DFT. For this we will
make a distinction between the strong constraint and the section condition.
Naively speaking, the strong constraint (2.27) always needs to be imposed as explained in Section 2.3 to have a consistent theory which can be reduced to supergravity.
Essentially it restricts the dependence of fields on half of the coordinates. For each pair
(xµ , x̃µ ) of a normal and a winding coordinate one has to pick which coordinate the
fields depend on and impose either ∂µ = 0 or ∂˜µ = 0 for the other coordinate.
The usual spacetime manifold of supergravity is defined by picking out a maximally
isotropic subspace of the doubled space of DFT. It is the section condition (via the
O(D, D) structure η which provides the pairing of xµ and x̃µ ) which selects the set of
coordinates that form the physical spacetime slice or section within the doubled space.
So normally by imposing the strong constraint the dependence on half of the coordinates is removed and the remaining coordinates are identified with the coordinates of
spacetime via the section condition. In the absence of isometries the strong constraint
and the section condition are therefore the same and so far we have used the expressions
synonymously.
But what if there is an isometry? When there is an isometry then there is indeed
an ambiguity in how one identifies the physical spacetime within the doubled space. In
other words, due to the isometry fields can depend on fewer coordinates than required
by the strong constraint. Then there is a choice of how to solve the section condition,
i.e. how to pick the coordinates for spacetime.
This can be illustrated with the two DFT solutions we have encountered so far.
The harmonic function and thus all fields of the DFT wave as presented in (3.1) only
depends on the D − 2 transverse coordinates y m . Therefore the strong constraint is
satisfied since the solution depends on only half (actually less than half) the coordinates
of the doubled space. But the section condition requires us to pick D out of the 2D
coordinates to form the physical spacetime. Obviously one has to pick the D − 2 y m
and it is also natural to include t, the time coordinate. But for the last coordinate
there is a choice between z and z̃. Since the solution depends on neither, the strong
constraint remains satisfied by either choice.
As we have seen, picking z leads to the fundamental string solution while the oppo-
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site choice gives the pp-wave. Therefore the T-duality between these two supergravity
solutions arises from the ambiguity in picking the physical spacetime. It is this choice
of selecting either z or z̃ which translates to the choice of (T-dual) frames in the supergravity picture. Thus from the DFT perspective, traditional T-duality comes from
an isometry in the doubled space and hence an ambiguity in how one defines the halfdimensional subspace corresponding to a supergravity solution. The same holds for the
DFT monopole (3.37) where again there is a choice between z and z̃ in addition to the
y m and xa coordinates.
We will pick up this discussion again in Section 6.2 where solutions localized in
winding space which therefore have fewer isometries are considered. For now we will
ask a different question. We have seen how T-duality related solutions descend from
the same object in DFT. What about an electric/magentic duality or S-duality relation
between the fundamental object, the F1-string, and the solitonic object, the NS5-brane?
Double field theory only makes T-duality of string theory a manifest symmetry. In
order to incorporate S-duality, we have to move over to exceptional field theory which
makes the U-duality of M-theory manifest. Since S-duality (together with T-duality)
is part of U-duality, we will see how the same results for the wave and monopole in an
extended space hold, but in addition they can also be directly related to each other.
Therefore we will study exceptional field theory and its solutions next.
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Exceptional Field Theory
The primary idea behind exceptional field theory [23,24,27,68,69] is to make the exceptional symmetries of eleven-dimensional supergravity manifest. The appearance of the
exceptional groups in dimensionally reduced supergravity theories was first discussed
in [9,20]. In EFT one first performs a decomposition of eleven-dimensional supergravity
but with no reduction or truncation into an (11 − D) + D split. That is one takes the
eleven dimensions of supergravity to be
M 11 = M 11−D × M D .

(4.1)

Then one supplements the D so called “internal” directions of M D with additional
coordinates to linearly realize the exceptional symmetries and form an extended space
M dim R1 whose dimension is the dimension of the relevant10 representation R1 of the
exceptional group ED . The introduction of novel extra dimensions therefore leads to
an extension of the eleven-dimensional space to
M 11 −→ M 11−D × M dim R1

(4.2)

where M dim R1 is a coset manifold that comes equipped with the coset metric of ED /H
(where H is the maximally compact subgroup of ED given in Table 1). This “exceptional extended geometry” has been constructed for several U-duality groups but
was originally restricted to truncations of the eleven-dimensional theory [21–26] where
the “external” metric was taken to be flat and off-diagonal terms (the “gravi-photon”)
were set to zero. Furthermore, coordinate dependence was restricted to the internal
extended coordinates.
The full, non-truncated exceptional field theory allows for a dependence on all
10

For D = 6, 7, 8 this is the fundamental representation. For other groups a different representation
might be needed for the construction, e.g. for D = 4 where E4 = SL(5) it is the 10 (cf. Table 1 in the
Introduction and Table 2 below).
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coordinates, external, internal and extended. This allows for eleven-dimensional supergravity to be embedded into a theory that is fully covariant under the exceptional
groups ED . So far EFTs have been developed for 2 ≤ D ≤ 8: SL(2) × R+ [4],
SL(3) × SL(2) [33], SL(5) [32], SO(5, 5) [31], E6 [28], E7 [29] and E8 [30], including
the supersymmetrisation of the E6 and E7 cases [77, 78]. In addition, fairly complete
constructions have been developed for the general field content of these theories [73,79].
It is worthwhile at this stage to describe how the U-duality groups become related
to the embedding of the eleven dimensions in the extended space. The combination
of p-form gauge transformations and diffeomorphism give rise to a continuous local
ED symmetry. This however is not U-duality which is a global discrete symmetry
that only occurs in the presence of isometries. (See [102] for the equivalent discussion
for DFT). Crucially however there is also a physical section condition that provides a
constraint in EFT that restricts the coordinate dependence of the fields to a subset
of the dimensions and thus there naturally appears a physical submanifold which we
identify as usual spacetime. When there are no isometries present this section condition
constraint produces a canonical choice of how spacetime is embedded in the extended
space. However, in the presence of isometries there is an ambiguity in how one identifies
the submanifold in the extended space. This ambiguity is essentially the origin of Uduality with different choices of spacetime associated to U-duality related descriptions.
(This is discussed in detail for the case of DFT in Section 3.3 above and [2]).
Another remark concerns the nature of the dimensionality D. Originally in double
field theory only D of the dimensions were taken to be compact which gives rise to
the group O(D, D). By doubling these D coordinates, the T-duality in these directions
could be made manifest. The remaining “external” dimensions were not doubled. Then
D was extended to include all dimensions of string theory, i.e. everything was doubled.
In EFT, the ED duality groups only arise if the eleven dimensions are split and D
dimensions are singled out. These D directions are extended to form the exceptionally
extended space while the remaining external dimension are not extended. The E11
programme [80–86] states that all the EFTs with a given D are included in a theory
based on E11 , i.e. by setting D = 11 a split of the dimensions is avoided and all
directions become extended. The problem here is that E11 is of infinite dimension
and thus the exceptionally extended space would have to include infinitely many novel
coordinates to realize the symmetry.
In this thesis we will focus on D = 2, 4 and 7. We will first give an overview of
the exceptionally extended geometry, its structure and algebra, with an emphasis on
SL(5) and E7 . Then as a warm-up the truncated theories for these two groups are
presented. Only then do we move on to look at the full, non-truncated theory for E7 .
The SL(2) × R+ EFT will be considered in Chapter 7 with a focus on its relation to
F-theory.
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4.1

The Exceptional Extended Geometry of EFTs

All the defining features of double field theory such as an extended tangent space, a
generalized Lie derivative with corresponding gauge algebra and bracket, and the section condition are also found in the exceptional extended geometries of exceptional field
theories. In what follows, we will define these objects in a general manner, independent
of D and thus the relevant exceptional group ED . To this end we will introduce the
Y-tensor Y M N KL [70]. It can be constructed for each symmetry group G and captures
the deviation of the extended geometry from the usual Riemannian geometry of general
relativity.
To illustrate this, we can cast some of the definitions for the doubled geometry from
Chapter 2 into this general form by using the Y-tensor for DFT which is made from
the O(D, D) invariant structure η
Y M N KL = η M N ηKL .

(4.3)

Then the generalized Lie derivative of a doubled vector V M can be written as (cf.
(2.13))
LU V M = LU V M + Y M N KL ∂N U K V L
= U N ∂N V M − V N ∂N U M + η M N ηKL ∂N U K V L + ω(V )∂N U N V M ,

(4.4)

i.e. it is the ordinary Lie derivative LU V M plus a correction term for the doubled
geometry. Similarly the C-bracket (2.19) can be expressed in terms of the Y-tensor and
the extra term in the commutator of two generalized Lie derivatives is proportional to
Y M N KL . Hence when imposing the section condition (2.21)
Y M N KL ∂M ⊗ ∂N = η M N ηKL ∂M ⊗ ∂N = 0

(4.5)

the extra term vanishes and the algebra closes.
Therefore, by considering the Y-tensor for the various symmetry groups G, the
corresponding extended geometry can be constructed. The Y-tensor for 2 ≤ D ≤ 7 is
given in Table 2 [70]. While the extended coordinates X M are in the representation
R1 (usually the fundamental representation of G) of Table 1 given in the introduction,
the Y-tensor can be thought of a projector onto R2 (usually the adjoint).
The generalized diffeomorphism which is the relevant gauge transformation with
gauge parameter U M of a generalized vector V M can now be defined for any of the
exceptional groups as
δU V M = LU V M = LU V M + Y M N KL ∂N U K V L .
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D
2
3
4
5
6
7
D

G
SL(2) × R+
SL(3) × SL(2)
SL(5)
SO(5, 5)
E6
E7
O(D, D)

Y-tensor
Y
Y

αs

iα,jβ

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

βs

kγ,lδ
MN
KL
MN
KL
MN
KL
MN
KL
MN
KL

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

δβα
ij αβ
4δkl
δγδ
iM N iKL
1
i M N (Γ )
i KL
2 (Γ )
M
10d N P dKLP
(M N )
12cM N KL + δK δL + 21 ΩM N ΩKL
η M N ηKL

dim R1
3
6
10
16
27
56
2D

Table 2: The Y-tensor for exceptional extended geometries with 2 ≤ D ≤ 7. The last
column gives the dimensions of the extended space11 (and thus the range of the index
M in each case). The indices and elements of the Y -tensor are the following: in the
first two cases s is a singlet index, α, β are SL(2) indices and i, j are SL(3) indices;
next iM N = iabcd is the SL(5) alternating tensor (i = 1, . . . , 5, a = 1, . . . , 4); then
(Γi )M N are the 16 × 16 Majorana-Weyl representation of the SO(5, 5) Clifford algebra
(i = 1, . . . , 10); dM N K is the symmetric invariant tensor of E6 ; cM N KL is the symmetric
tensor of E7 and ΩM N is the symplectic invariant tensor of its 56. For comparison the
DFT Y-tensor made from the O(D, D) invariant structure η M N has been included in the
last line. In all cases except E7 , the Y-tensor is symmetric in both the upper and lower
indices.

The gauge algebra closes and the Jacobi identity is satisfied once the section condition
Y M N KL ∂M ⊗ ∂N = 0

(4.7)

is imposed. The algebra can be written in terms of the E-bracket [27] which is the
analogue of the the C-bracket of DFT
[LU , LV ]W M = L[U,V ]E W M

(4.8)

where the E-bracket is given by

1 MN
M
K L
K L
[U, V ]M
.
KL ∂N U V − ∂N V U
E = [U, V ] + Y
2

(4.9)

Here [U, V ]M is the ordinary Lie bracket and the extra term is proportional to the
Y-tensor. With this setup various further identities can be shown to hold, e.g. that the
Y-tensor is an invariant tensor
LU Y M N KL = 0 .

(4.10)

With these general definitions for the exceptional extended geometries in mind,
we can proceed to construct the theories for specific groups. First we will consider
the truncated theory where the external sector is trivial and there are no cross-terms
11

This is the dimension of the representation R1 of the extended coordinates given in Table 1 in the
Introduction.
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between external and internal sector. This setting allows us to gain some understanding
of the extended geometries upon which the full theory can then be built.

4.2

The truncated Theory

The SL(5) invariant theory [24] was the first theory constructed which applied the
ideas of generalized geometry and double field theory to the exceptional groups that
arise in M-theory truncations. We will therefore start by giving an outline of this
theory together with its action and equations of motion. After a brief intermezzo on
the general form of the equations of motion of the truncated theories, we will move on
to present the truncated E7 theory. This should be a good preparation for the next
section.
Note that the work on the truncated theories [21–26] predates the inception of the
full EFT formalism [27–30]. Therefore certain formulations and calculations might
seem superfluous in hindsight.

4.2.1

The SL(5) Duality Invariant Theory

Let us start by examining the extended geometry of the SL(5) duality invariant theory.
This arises from the full eleven-dimensional theory by splitting the dimensions into 4+7.
The U-duality group acts on the four dimensions and can be made manifest by including
the six dual dimensions corresponding to membrane wrappings. There is then a (4+6)dimensional extended space with manifest SL(5) invariance and no dependence on the
remaining seven dimensions.
The extended tangent bundle of the generalized geometry for SL(5) combines the
tangent space with the space of two-forms
E = T M ⊕ Λ2 T ∗ M

(4.11)

where M is the four-manifold in the 4 + 7 split. This combines the diffeomorphisms on
the four-manifold with the two-form gauge transformations of the three-form C-field.
Therefore the two terms in the extended tangent bundle correspond to momentum
modes and membrane wrapping modes respectively.
The next step is to introduce generalized coordinate vectors (sections of E) for the
extended tangent bundle. The four spacetime coordinates xµ are combined with the
six wrapping coordinates yµν to form the extended coordinate X M in the 10 of SL(5)
xµ

XM =

yµν

!
.

(4.12)

In the spirit of DFT and going beyond generalized geometry, not only the tangent
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bundle is extended but also the underlying space. The SL(5) theory is formulated on
this (4+6)-dimensional extended space.
Referring to the E11 decomposition into SL(5) × GL(7), schematically a generalized
metric of such an (10+7)-dimensional space can be written as (see [139])
H = det g11 −1/2

!

M̃

0

0

g7

(4.13)

where M̃ is the generalized metric on the extended space and g7 is the metric on the
remaining seven dimensions. The conformal factor up front is important as it relates
these two otherwise independent sectors, it is given in terms of the determinant of g11 ,
the metric of the full eleven-dimensional space.
This M̃M N is the generalized metric as first given in [24]. It parametrizes the coset
SL(5)/SO(5) in terms of the spacetime metric gµν and the form field Cµνρ
M̃M N =

gµν + 12 Cµρσ g ρσ,λτ Cλτ ν
√1 g ρσ,λτ Cλτ ν
2

√1 Cµρσ g ρσ,λτ
2
g ρσ,λτ

!
(4.14)

for coordinates X M = (xµ , yµν ) in the 10 of SL(5) and with g µν,ρσ = 12 (g µρ g νσ −g µσ g νρ )
which is used to raise an antisymmetric pair of indices. Note that there is no overall
factor in front, this metric has a determinant of g −2 where g is the determinant of the
four-metric gµν . Therefore in this form it is actually an element of GL(5), not SL(5).
This can be remedied by considering the following.
The theory contains a scaling symmetry for the GL(5) which can be used to rescale
M̃M N by g, e.g. MM N = g 1/5 M̃M N (this particular rescaling leads to a generalized
metric with unit determinant, i.e. det MM N = 1). Noting that det g11 = g det g7 and
assuming a simple form12 for the seven-metric such that det g7 = V we have
H=

!

V −1/2 g −1/2 g −1/5 M

0

0

V −5/14 g −1/2 δ7

=

e−∆ M

0

0

e−5∆/7 δ7

!
.

(4.15)

Under an SL(5) transformation the seven-sector should remain unchanged, therefore
we have the following SL(5) scalar density
e∆ = V 1/2 g 7/10

(4.16)

which we will us to write down the correctly weighted action for the extended theory.
In terms of the generalized metric MM N with unit determinant and the volume factor
12

For example when considering the compactification of the seven dimensions on a seven-torus with
equal radius R this is just g7 = Rδ7 and thus V = R7 .
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∆ the action reads

Z
S=

d10 Xe∆ R

(4.17)

where the scalar R is given by
R=

1
1
MM N ∂M MKL ∂N MKL − MM N ∂M MKL ∂L MKN
12
2
1 MN
MN
∂M ∆∂N ∆ .
+ ∂M M
∂N ∆ + M
7

(4.18)

The first two terms reproduce the Einstein-Hilbert and Maxwell term upon imposing
section condition. The last two terms are kinetic terms for ∆. The equations of motion
for ∆ can be found by varying the action and are given up to total derivatives by R = 0.
On the other hand, varying the action with respect to the generalized metric and
integrating by parts gives
Z
δS =

10

d Xe

∆



1
∂M MKL ∂N MKL − 2∂K MKL ∂L MM N − 2MKL ∂K ∂L MM N
12

+2MKL MP Q ∂K MM P ∂L MN Q − 2MKL ∂K ∆∂L MM N
1
− ∂M MKL ∂L MKN − 2∂L MKL ∂M MKN − 2MKL ∂L ∂M MKN
2

+2MKP MLQ ∂(K MM )Q ∂L MN P − 2MKL ∂K ∆∂M MLN

6
(4.19)
−∂M ∂N ∆ − ∂M ∆∂N ∆ δMM N .
7

Note that there is no term for varying e∆ . This factor contains information about the
determinant of MM N but does not change if the metric is varied as it is fixed to have
unit determinant. We will denote everything inside the brackets by KM N
Z
δS =

d10 Xe∆ KM N δMM N .

(4.20)

As in the case of DFT, (4.20) does not have to vanish for any variation δMM N since
the generalized metric is constrained to parametrize a coset space. This gives rise to
a projector to eliminate the additional degrees of freedom. To impose this constraint
and find this projector, one has to use the chain rule. In order to vary the generalized
metric with respect to the spacetime metric and the C-field, it will be useful to use
indices a = {µ, 5} in the 5 of SL(5). The coordinates are then

X M = X ab


X µ5
=
X µν

= xµ
= 12 µνρσ yρσ

(4.21)

where µνρσ is the permutation symbol in four dimensions, a tensor density. The gen-
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eralized metric and its inverse take the form
!
gµν + 21 Cµρσ g ρσ,λτ Cλτ ν
Mµ5,ν5 Mµ5,λτ
Mab,cd =
= g 1/5
−1
√ 
g αβ,λτ Cλτ ν
Mρσ,ν5 Mρσ,λτ
2 2 ρσαβ
ab,cd

M

=g

g µν

−1/5

1 ρσαβ
√

Cαβµ g µν
2 2

2

1
√

−1
√ C
g ρσ,αβ αβλτ
2 2 µρσ
g −1 gρσ,λτ

g µν Cναβ αβλτ
2

!

!

gg ρσ,λτ + 81 ρσαβ Cαβµ g µν Cνγδ γδλτ

(4.22)

with g µν,αβ gαβ,ρσ = 12 (δρµ δσν − δσµ δρν ). Note the factor of g 1/5 up front since this is the
rescaled metric with unit determinant. Using the chain rule and varying the metric in
(4.20) with respect to δgµν and δCµνρ gives
Z
δS =

10

∆

d Xe KM N
Z

=



δMM N
δMM N
δgµν +
δCµνρ
δgµν
δCµνρ


(4.23)

d10 Xe∆ g −1/5

1
0
0
0
−Kα5,β5 g α(µ g ν)β − 2Kα5,ββ 0 √ g α(µ g ν)α Cα0 γγ 0 γγ ββ
2 2

0
0
0 0
0
0
+Kαα0 ,ββ 0 gg µν g αα ,ββ − gg α(µ g ν)[β g β ]α − gg α[β g β ](µ g ν)α

1 αα0 γγ 0
σ(µ ν)σ 0
λλ0 ββ 0
0
0
0
Cγγ σ g g
Cσ λλ 
− 
8

1
− g 1/5 KM N MM N g µν δgµν
5

1
0
0
0
+ 2Kα5,ββ 0 √ g αα δγ[µ δγν0 δσρ] γγ ββ
2 2


1 αα0 γγ 0 [µ ν ρ] σσ0
λλ0 ββ 0
+2Kαα0 ,ββ 0 
δγ δγ 0 δσ g Cσ0 λλ0 
δCµνρ
(4.24)
8

where the term 51 KM N MM N g µν δgµν arises from varying the determinant factor. After
cleaning up and dropping the symmetrizing and antisymmetrizing brackets, the g’s and
C’s are re-expressed in terms of M (factors of g 1/5 have to be accounted for carefully)
Z
δS =

d10 Xe∆


0
1/5
g
− Kα5,β5 Mα5,µ5 Mν5,β5 − 2Kα5,ββ 0 Mα5,µ5 Mν5,ββ


0
0
0
0
+Kαα0 ,ββ 0 g −1/5 Mµ5,ν5 gg αα ,ββ − Mαα ,µ5 Mν5,ββ

1
MN
µ5,ν5
M
δgµν
− KM N M
5

i
1 h
α5,µ5 νρββ 0
αα0 ,µ5 νρββ 0
+ √ Kα5,ββ 0 M

+ Kαα0 ,ββ 0 M

δCµνρ
2
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Now the indices can be re-covariantized to be expressed as


1
d10 Xe∆ g 1/5 KKL MM,µ5 Mν5,N MM P aP K aN Q MQL − MK,µ5 Mν5,L
4


1 KL µ5,ν5
1
K,µ5 νρL5
− M M

δCµνρ
δgµν + √ KKL M
5
2
(4.26)

Z
δS =

which reproduces the previous line if the extended indices are expanded and summed
over. In a final step these expressions can be written in terms of a projected set of
equations
Z
δS =

10

∆

d Xe (−3)PM N

KL



1
1/5
M,µ5
ν5,N
M,µ5 νρN 5
M
δgµν − √ M
KKL g M

δCµνρ
2 2
(4.27)

where the projector is given by
PM N

KL

1
=
3



1
1
(K
L)
KL
aP (K
L)Q
δM δN + MM N M
− MM P 
aN Q M
5
4

(4.28)

which is symmetric in both M N and KL as can be seen from the contraction with the
symmetric δgµν and KKL respectively. Note that the term containing δCµνρ does not
impose any symmetry property on the projector.
The variation of the action has to vanish for any δgµν and δCµνρ independently,
therefore the equations of motion are given by
PM N KL KKL = 0

(4.29)

with KM N defined in (4.20).

4.2.2

Divertimento: Equations of Motion with a Projector

In general, the dynamics of the extended geometry can be described using a projected
equation of motion. In the truncated theories, i.e. with trivial external sector and
vanishing cross-terms, the action of the internal sector is given by
Z
S=

dN XL

(4.30)

where the Lagrangian L includes the integration measure for the extended space and
N is the dimension of the extended space (that is 2D for O(D, D) and 10 for SL(5) for
example – see Table 2 where it is called dim R1 ). Setting the variation of the action to
zero gives
Z
δS =

dN XKM N δMM N = 0
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where KM N = δL/δMM N is the variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the generalized metric. The integrand does not have to vanish for any δMM N since the
generalized metric is constraint to parametrize the coset space G/H. This constraint
gives rise to a projector in the equations of motion
PM N KL KKL = 0.

(4.32)

Following the method for O(D, D) in Section 2.4 and SL(5) above where we use a chain
rule type argument, we see that the projector may be written in a standard form using
only the generalized metric and the Y -tensor
PM N

KL


1  (K L)
KL
P (K
L)Q
=
δM δN + bMM N M
− MM P Y
,
N QM
a

(4.33)

together with the constants a and b which depend on the dimension of the extended
space N and thus the U-duality group. In [1] the projectors have been constructed for
O(D, D), SL(5) and SO(5, 5) and the constants (a, b) where found to be (2, 0), (3, 51 )
and (4, 41 ) respectively.
Our PM N KL is a genuine projector in the sense that P 2 = P and its eigenvalues are
either 0 or 1. The eigenvectors with eigenvalue 0 span the kernel of the projector. Those
parts of KM N proportional to these eigenvectors are projected out and eliminated from
the equations of motion.
The multiplicity of the eigenvalues 0 and 1 are called nullity (dimension of the
kernel) and rank of the projector respectively. They add up to 12 N (N +1), the dimension
of the vector space of eigenvectors. We have not shown that this is true beyond the
groups mentioned above since the calculations have been done just by brute force.
However, given the structure of the exceptional geometric theories, in that the theories
up to E7 are completely determined by the generalized metric and the Y -tensor (along
with a few dimensionally dependent constants), then we expect this projector to be
true at least up to E7 with only the constants a and b to be determined.
Note, the object KM N is symmetric and thus has 12 N (N + 1) independent components in a generalized space with N dimensions. The bosonic degrees of freedom of
the theories under consideration are given by the metric tensor gµν and the form fields
Bµν or Cµνρ (plus one for the dilaton φ in DFT and the volume factor ∆ in the SL(5)
theory). One equation of motion is needed for each of those degrees of freedom. The
projector reduces the components of the equation KM N = 0 such that the right number
of independent equations remain.
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4.2.3

The E7 Duality Invariant Theory

Let’s now turn to the extended geometry of th E7 duality invariant theory. We consider
the case where the eleven-dimensional theory is a direct product of M 4 × M 7 , the Uduality group acting on the seven-dimensional space M 7 is E7 . We will truncate the
theory to ignore all dependence on the M 4 directions and will not allow any excitations
of fields with mixed indices such as the gravi-photon.
The exceptional extended geometry is constructed by extending the tangent bundle
from seven to 56 dimensions
E = T M ⊕ Λ2 T ∗ M ⊕ Λ5 T ∗ M ⊕ (T ∗ M ⊗ Λ7 T ∗ M ) .

(4.34)

where M is the seven-space. The terms in the sum correspond to brane charges: momentum, membrane, fivebrane and KK-monopole charge. Details of this construction
and the resulting theory are described in [21–26, 69, 70]. The algebra is E7 ⊗ GL(4)
with the E7 acting along the seven spacetime dimensions of the extended space. The
generators of the associated motion group are
Pµ , Qµν , Qµ1 ...µ5 , Qµ1 ...µ7 ,ν

and

Pα

(4.35)

where µ = 1, . . . , 7 and α = 1, . . . , 4. The first four generate the 56 representation of
E7 and the last one generates translations in the remaining four directions, the GL(4).
For convenience, the following dualization of generators is used
Q̃µν =

1
µνρ1 ...ρ5 Qρ1 ...ρ5
5!

and

Q̃µ =

1
ν ...ν Qν1 ...ν7 ,µ .
7! 1 7

(4.36)

For the E7 generators we can now introduce generalized coordinates13
XM = (X µ , Yµν , Z µν , Wµ )

(4.37)

to form the extended 56-dimensional space. Note that an index pair µν is antisymmetric
and we thus have indeed 7 + 21 + 21 + 7 = 56 coordinates. These are the coordinates
conjugate to the brane charges mentioned above which can be seen as brane wrapping
coordinates in analogy to the string winding coordinates of DFT.
The generalized metric MM N of this extended space can be constructed from the
vielbein given in [21–23, 25, 26, 69]. The full expression is quite an unwieldy structure,
so we will introduce it in several steps.
The underlying structure of MM N can be seen clearly if the M-theory potentials
C3 and C6 are turned off. Then the only field present is the spacetime metric gµν and
13
For this subsection and Section 5.2 which are both concerned with the truncated E7 EFT we will
use this alternative notation for the extended coordinates.
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the line element of the extended space14 reads
ds2 = MM N dXM dXN
n
= g −1/2 gµν dX µ X ν + g ρσ,λτ dYρσ dYλτ

(4.38)
o

+ g −1 gρσ,λτ dZ ρσ dZ λτ + g −1 g µν dWµ dWν .
Here the determinant of the spacetime metric is denoted by g = det gµν and the fourindex objects are defined by gµν,ρσ =

1
2

(gµρ gνσ − gµσ gνρ ) and similarly for the inverse.

The generalized metric has a scaling symmetry and can be rescaled by a power of
its determinant which in turn is just a power of g. The bare metric, i.e. without the
factor of g −1/2 upfront, has det MM N = g −28 . One could choose to rescale by including
a factor of g 1/2 which would then lead to det MM N = 1, an often useful and desirable
property. Here the factor g −1/2 is included. It arises completely naturally from the
E11 programme, see [69], and interestingly gives solutions in the Einstein frame when
rewritten by a KK-ansatz (i.e. no further rescaling is necessary).
If the gauge potentials are non-zero, there are additional terms for the “diagonal”
entries of (4.38) and also “cross-terms” mixing the different types of coordinates. For
what follows we will not need to use the full generalized metric with both potentials
present at the same time. We will just need to consider the two special cases where
either the C3 potential or the C6 potential vanishes.
In the first case with no three-form, the six-form is dualized and encoded as
Uµ =

1 µν1 ...ν6

Cν1 ...ν6
6!

(4.39)

which allows the line element to be written as


1
2
2
−1/2
ρ
ds = g
gµν + (gµν U Uρ − Uµ Uν ) dX µ X ν + √ g −1/2 gµ[λ Uτ ] dX µ dZ λτ
2
2


1
2
+ g ρσ,λτ − U [ρ g σ][λ U τ ] dYρσ dYλτ + √ g −1/2 U [ρ g σ]ν dYρσ dWν
2
2

−1
ρσ
λτ
−1 µν
+ g gρσ,λτ dZ dZ + g g dWµ dWν .
(4.40)
In the second case with no six-form, the three-form components are encoded in C, V
and X (see [69]). We will concentrate on the special case where
V µ1 ...µ4 =

1 µ1 ...µ4 ν1 ...ν3

Cν1 ...ν3 6= 0
3!

but Xµ ρσ = Cµλτ V λτ ρσ = 0 .

14

(4.41)

As for the generalized metric in DFT, we utilize a line element to present the components of the
matrix MM N and the coordinates of the extended space in a concise form. We do not wish to imply
that the generalized metric is an actual metric tensor on the extended space.
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Then the line element for the generalized metric is then given by


1
ds2 = g −1/2 gµν + Cµνρ g ρσ,λτ Cλτ ν dX µ dX ν
2


1 µ1 µ2 ρσ
µ1 µ2 ,ν1 ν2
λτ ν1 ν2
+ V
dYµ1 µ2 dYν1 ν2
+ g
gρσ,λτ V
2


1
−1
ρσ
+g
gµ1 µ2 ,ν1 ν2 + Cµ1 µ2 ρ g Cσν1 ν2 dZ µ1 µ2 dZ ν1 ν2
2
2
+ g −1 g µν dWµ dWν + √ g −1/2 Cµρσ g ρσ,λτ dX µ dYλτ
2
2 −1/2 µ1 µ2 ρσ
+√ g
V
gρσ,ν1 ν2 dYµ1 µ2 dZ ν1 ν2
2

2
+ √ g −1/2 Cµ1 µ2 ρ g ρν dZ µ1 µ2 dWν .
2

(4.42)

The action for the E7 theory can be constructed as in [21–23, 25, 26, 69]. The corresponding equations of motion can be derived as explained in the previous subsection
and will appear under a projector to take into account that the generalized metric is
constrained to be in the E7 /SU (8) coset.

4.3

The full non-truncated Theory

By constructing the generalized metrics on the exceptional extended spaces of SL(5)
and E7 we have encountered some of the essential parts of exceptional field theory.
But so far the formalism was restricted to the “extended internal” sector, the external
space (with 11 − D dimensions) was taken to be trivial and cast aside together with
the cross-terms which would have mixed – external and internal – indices. Also the
coordinate dependence of the fields was restricted to the extended internal sector.
The next step is therefore to find a formalism which includes all sectors, is fully
covariant and makes the ED duality group a manifest symmetry. This allows for the embedding of full eleven-dimensional supergravity without a truncation15 . Furthermore,
there is no restriction on the coordinate dependence of fields. We will demonstrate this
by studying the full EFT for the duality group E7 [29].
The E7 exceptional field theory lives in a (4 + 56)-dimensional spacetime. The four
dimensional external space has coordinates xµ and metric gµν = eµ a eν b ηab which may
be expressed in terms of a vierbein. The 56-dimensional extended internal space has
coordinates Y M which are in the fundamental representation of E7 . This exceptional
extended space is equipped with a generalized metric MM N which parametrizes the
15

Note that when we speak of “non-truncated” theories, we simply mean that the external sector
and the cross-terms between the external and internal extended sectors are included. This does not
mean that there are no other truncations of any kind to the theories.
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coset E7 /SU (8) and takes the same form as the one constructed for the truncated
version of the theory. The 56-dimensional exceptional extended geometry with the
extended tangent bundle (4.34) was already given in the previous section. Just note
the different notation Y M as opposed to XM for the generalized coordinates.
In addition to the external metric gµν and the generalized metric MM N , EFT also
requires a generalized gauge connection Aµ M and a pair of two-forms Bµν

α

and Bµν

M

to describe all degrees of freedom of eleven-dimensional supergravity (their corresponding field strengths Fµν M , Hµνρ

α

and Hµνρ

M

are described below). Here α = 1, . . . , 133

labels the adjoint and M = 1, . . . , 56 the fundamental representation of E7 . For more
on the nature of these two-forms see [29]. For the main part of this chapter and the
next they will both be zero and not play a role in what follows though they are of
course crucial for the consistency of the theory.
Thus, the field content of the E7 exceptional field theory is

gµν , MM N , Aµ M , Bµν α , Bµν

M

.

(4.43)

All these fields are then subjected to the physical section condition which picks a
subspace of the exceptional extended space. This section condition can be formulated in
terms of the E7 generators (tα )M N and the invariant symplectic form ΩM N of Sp(56) ⊃
E7 as
(tα )M N ∂M ∂N Φ = 0 ,

(tα )M N ∂M Φ∂N Ψ = 0 ,

ΩM N ∂M Φ∂N Ψ = 0

(4.44)

where Φ, Ψ stand for any field and gauge parameter. This form of the section condition
is equivalent to the form given in (4.7) in terms of the Y-tensor.
The equations of motion describing the dynamics of the fields can be derived from
the following action which now is an integral over the full (4+56)-dimensional spacetime
Z
S=

4

56



d xd Y e R̂ +

1 µν
g Dµ MM N Dν MM N
48

1
− MM N F µν
8

M

Fµν

N

−1

− V (MM N , gµν ) + e



(4.45)

Ltop .

The first term is a covariantized Einstein-Hilbert term given in terms of the spin connection ω of the vierbein eµ a (with determinant e)
LEH = eR̂ = eea µ eb ν R̂µν ab

where

R̂µν ab ≡ Rµν ab [ω] + Fµν M eaρ ∂M eρ b . (4.46)

The second term is a kinetic term for the generalized metric MM N which takes the
form of a non-linear gauged sigma model with target space E7 /SU (8). The third term
is a Yang-Mills-type kinetic term for the gauge vectors Aµ M which are used to define
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the covariant derivatives Dµ . The fourth term is the “potential” V built from internal
extended derivatives ∂M
1
1
MM N ∂M MKL ∂N MKL + MM N ∂M MKL ∂L MN K
48
2
1 −1
1 M N −1
1
MN
− g ∂M g∂N M
− M
g ∂M gg−1 ∂N g − MM N ∂M g µν ∂N gµν
2
4
4

V =−

(4.47)

where g = e2 = det gµν . The last term is a topological Chern-Simons-like term which
is required for consistency.
All fields in the action depend on all the external and extended internal coordinates.
The derivatives ∂M appear in the non-abelian gauge structure of the covariant derivative
and together with the two-forms Bµν in the field strengths Fµν M . Note that this action
can be reduced to the action of the truncated theory presented in the previous section
by setting Aµ M and the Bµν to zero and restricting the coordinate dependence to Y M ,
i.e. ∂µ = 0. Then only the potential term containing the generalized metric remains.
The gauge connection Aµ M allows for the theory to be formulated in a manifestly
invariant way under generalized Lie derivatives. The covariant derivative for a vector
of weight λ is given by
Dµ V M = ∂µ V M − Aµ K ∂K V M + V K ∂K Aµ M +

1 − 2λ
∂ K Aµ K V M
2


1
+
24(tα )M N (tα )KL + ΩM N ΩKL ∂N Aµ K V L .
2

(4.48)

The associated non-abelian field strength of the gauge connection, defined as
Fµν M ≡ 2∂[µ Aν] M − 2A[µ N ∂N Aν] M

1
24(tα )M N (tα )KL − ΩM N ΩKL A[µ K ∂N Aν] L ,
−
2

(4.49)

is not covariant with respect to vector gauge transformations. In order to form a
properly covariant object we extend the field strength with Stückelberg-type couplings
to the compensating two-forms Bµν

α

and Bµν

M

as follows

Fµν M = Fµν M − 12(tα )M N ∂N Bµν

α

1
− ΩM N Bµν
2

N

.

(4.50)

For a detailed derivation and explanation of this we refer to [29]. The Bianchi identity
for this generalized field strength is
3D[µ Fνρ] M = −12(tα )M N ∂N Hµνρ

α

1
− ΩM N Hµνρ
2

which also defines the three-form field strengths Hµνρ

α

and Hµνρ

N
M.

(4.51)
The final ingre-

dient of the theory are the twisted self-duality equations for the 56 EFT gauge vectors
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Aµ M
1
Fµν M = eµνρσ ΩM N MN K F ρσ
2

K

(4.52)

which relate the 28 “electric” vectors to the 28 “magnetic” ones. This self-duality
relation is a crucial property of the E7 EFT and is essential for the results presented
here. In fact this sort of twisted self-duality equation has been described many years
ago in the seminal work of [20].
To conclude this brief overview of the full exceptional field theory, we note that
the bosonic gauge symmetries uniquely determine the theory. They are given by the
generalized diffeomorphisms of the external and extended internal coordinates. For
more on the novel features of the generalized diffeomorphisms in exceptional field theory
see [29].
An immediate simplification to the above equations presents itself when the coordinate dependence of fields and gauge parameters is restricted. In Chapter 5 we will
consider a solution of EFT which only depends on external coordinates. Thus any
derivative of the internal extended coordinates, ∂M , vanishes trivially. Furthermore,
our solution comes with zero two-form fields Bµν

α

and Bµν

M,

thus simplifying the

gauge structure further. The upshot of this is a drastic simplification of the theory:
covariant derivatives Dµ reduce to ordinary partials ∂µ , the generalized field strength
Fµν M is simply given by 2∂[µ Aν] M , the covariantized Einstein-Hilbert term reduces to
the ordinary one and the potential V of the generalized metric vanishes. Finally the
Bianchi identity reduces to the usual dF M = 0.

4.3.1

Embedding Supergravity into EFT

Having outlined the main features of the E7 EFT, we proceed by showing how elevendimensional supergravity can be embedded in it (again following [29] closely). Applying
a specific solution of the section condition (4.44) to the EFT produces the dynamics
of supergravity with its fields rearranged according to a 4 + 7 Kaluza-Klein coordinate
split.
The appropriate solution to the section condition is related to a decomposition of
the fundamental representation of E7 under its maximal subgroup GL(7)
56 → 7 + 21 + 7 + 21

(4.53)

which translates to the following splitting of the extended internal coordinates
Y M = (y m , ymn , ym , y mn )

(4.54)

where m = 1, . . . , 7 and the pair mn is antisymmetric. We thus have indeed 7 + 21 +
7 + 21 = 56 coordinates. The section condition is solved by restricting the coordinate
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dependence of fields and gauge parameters to the y m coordinates. We thus have
∂ mn → 0 ,

∂m → 0 ,

∂mn → 0

(4.55)

Bµν mn → 0 , Bµν m → 0 , Bµν mn → 0

where the second line is the necessary consequence for the compensating two-form
Bµν M .
The complete procedure to embed supergravity into EFT can be found in [28,
29], here we will focus on those aspects relevant to our results. The Kaluza-Klein
decomposition of the eleven-dimensional spacetime metric takes the following form
ĝµ̂ν̂ =

ĝµν

ĝµn

ĝmν

ĝmn

!
=

gµν + Aµ m Aν n gmn Aµ m gmn
gmn Aν n

!

gmn

(4.56)

where hatted quantities and indices are eleven-dimensional. The four-dimensional external sector with its metric gµν is carried over to the EFT. The seven-dimensional
internal sector is extended to the 56-dimensional exceptional space and the internal
metric gmn becomes a building block of the generalized metric MM N . The KK-vector
Aµ m becomes the y m -component of the EFT vector Aµ M .
The gauge potentials C3 and C6 of supergravity are also decomposed under the 4+7
coordinate split. Starting with the three-form, there is the purely external three-form
part Cµνρ which lives in the external sector. The purely internal scalar part Cmnp is
included in MM N . The one-form part Cµ
remaining two-form part Cµν

m

mn

is the ymn -component of Aµ M . The

gets encoded in the compensating two-form Bµν α .

Similarly for the six-form, the purely internal scalar Cm1 ...m6 is part of MM N . The
one-form Cµ

m1 ...m5

is dualized on the internal space and forms the y mn -component of

Aµ M . The remaining components of C6 with a mixed index structure (some of which
need to be dualized properly) are again encoded in the two-form Bµν α .
In the next chapter we will work with supergravity solutions where the gauge potentials only have a single non-zero component which will be of the one-form type under
the above coordinate split. There will not be any internal scalar parts or other mixed
index components. The above embedding of supergravity fields into EFT can therefore
be simply summarized as follows. The spacetime metric gµν of the external sector is
carried over; the generalized metric MM N of the extended internal sector is given in
terms of the internal metric gmn by (cf. (4.38))
MM N (gmn ) = g 1/2 diag[gmn , g mn,kl , g −1 g mn , g −1 gmn,kl ]

(4.57)

where the determinant of the internal metric is denoted by g = det gmn , the fourindex objects are defined by gmn,kl = gm[k gl]n and similarly for the inverse; and the
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components of the EFT vector potential Aµ M are
Aµ m = Aµ m ,

Aµ mn =

1 mn

5!

m1 ...m5

Aµ

mn

= Cµ

The final component, Aµ

m,

is related to the dual graviton and has no appearance in

mn ,

Cµ

m1 ...m5

.

(4.58)

the supergravity picture, see [29].
It is also possible to embed the Type II theories in ten dimensions into EFT. The
Type IIA embedding follows from the above solution to the section condition by a
simple reduction on a circle. In contrast, the Type IIB embedding requires a different, inequivalent solution to the section condition [29]. Both Type II embeddings are
presented in Appendix C
We are now equipped with the tools to relate exceptional field theory to elevendimensional supergravity and the Type IIA and Type IIB theory in ten dimensions.
This will be useful when analyzing the EFT solution we are presenting next.
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Solutions in EFT
In this chapter we look at solutions such as the wave and the monopole for the exceptional field theories introduced in the previous chapter. First the wave solution in
the truncated SL(5) theory is considered which gives the membrane. By working in
the larger extended space of the truncated E7 theory, one can construct a monopole
solution which corresponds to the fivebrane in the reduced picture. These two results
mirror the DFT wave and monopole discussions. Then we move on the the full, nontruncated E7 theory to present a single, self-dual solution which gives all 1/2 BPS
branes in ten- and eleven-dimensional supergravity.

5.1

The Wave in the truncated SL(5) EFT

In double field theory we have seen how a null wave, i.e. a momentum mode, in a dual
direction of the doubled space gives a fundamental string. Now we want to demonstrate
the same holds for the membrane in M-theory. It will be given by a null wave along
one of the “wrapping” directions of an extended geometry. A simple scenario to start
with is the truncated SL(5) exceptional field theory where the extended space consists
of four ordinary and six dual directions (here µ = 1, . . . , 4)
X M = (xµ , yµν ) .

(5.1)

The wave solution for this case is given by a generalized metric MM N with line
element
ds2 = MM N dX M dX N


= (H − 2) (dx1 )2 − (dx2 )2 − (dx3 )2 + (dx4 )2


+ 2(H − 1) dx1 dy23 + dx2 dy13 − dx3 dy12


− H (dy13 )2 + (dy12 )2 − (dy23 )2 + (dy34 )2 + (dy24 )2 − (dy14 )2 .
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This generalized metric solves the equations of motion of the SL(5) theory derived in
Section 4.2.1 (see Appendix A.3). It can be interpreted as a pp-wave in the extended
geometry which carries momentum in the directions dual to x2 and x3 i.e. combinations
of y12 , y13 and y23 . Since it is a pp-wave it has no mass or charge and the solution is
pure metric, there is no form field it couples to. As before, H is a harmonic function
of the transverse coordinate x4 : H = 1 + h ln x4 . It is smeared in the remaining dual
directions.
A Kaluza-Klein ansatz suitable for the extended geometry here that allows us to
rewrite the solution in terms of four-dimensional quantities and reducing the dual directions is



ds2 = gµν + e2φ Cµλτ g λτ,ρσ Cρσν dxµ dxν

(5.3)

+ 2e2φ Cµλτ g λτ,ρσ dxµ dyρσ + e2φ g λτ,ρσ dyλτ dyρσ .
The factor e2φ is a scale factor and needs to be included for consistency. This decomposition of the generalized metric into the usual metric and C-field resembles the form
of the generalized metric (4.14) as in the DFT case.
By comparing (5.3) with (5.2), the fields of the reduced system with coordinates xµ
can be computed. From the diagonal terms we find
gµν = diag(−H −1 , H −1 , H −1 , 1)

g µν,ρσ = e−2φ diag(−H, −H, −1, H, 1, 1)

and

(5.4)
and since

g µν,ρσ

is given by

g µν ,

the inverse of gµν , we need

e2φ

=

H −1

for consistency.

The corresponding line element is


ds2 = −H −1 (dx1 )2 − (dx2 )2 − (dx3 )2 + (dx4 )2 .

(5.5)

The off-diagonal terms give the antisymmetric C-field whose only non-zero component
is
C123 = −(H −1 − 1).

(5.6)

This metric and C-field look like the membrane in M-theory. To complete this identification, (5.5) has to be rescaled to be expressed in the Einstein frame.
The standard rescaling procedure (in four dimensions) gives
gµν = Ω−2 g̃µν = H −3/2 g̃µν

(5.7)

where
2

Ω =

q

| det e2φ g µν,ρσ | = H 3/2 .

(5.8)

Therefore the rescaled metric reads g̃µν = H 3/2 gµν and the full solution in the Einstein
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frame is16


ds2 = −H −1/2 (dx1 )2 − (dx2 )2 − (dx3 )2 + H 3/2 (dx4 )2

(5.9)

which is indeed the M2-brane in four dimensions in the Einstein frame. The membrane
is extended in the x2 − x3 plane. We have thus shown that the solution (5.2) which
carries momentum in the directions dual to x2 and x3 in the extended geometry corresponds to a membrane stretched along these directions from a reduced point of view.
By similar arguments as in the string case, the mass and charge of the M2-brane are
given by the momenta in the dual directions.

5.2

The Monopole in the truncated E7 EFT

So far it was not only shown how the wave in DFT gives rise to the fundamental
string but also that a null wave in the truncated SL(5) EFT reduces to the membrane
in ordinary spacetime. The same is true for the truncated E7 EFT. A null wave
propagating along a membrane wrapping direction gives rise to the M2-brane.
Furthermore, due to the larger extended space, it is now also possible to consider
a wave traveling in a fivebrane wrapping direction. Unsurprisingly, this reduces to the
M5-brane in ordinary spacetime. We will demonstrate this explicitly and for completeness reproduce the membrane result.
In DFT, the section condition is easily solved by reducing the coordinate dependence to half the doubled space. Thus each pair of solutions related by an O(D, D)
transformation, such as the wave and string or the monopole and fivebrane, can be presented in a straightforward fashion. In contrast in the exceptional extended geometry,
the solutions to the section condition are more complex since a much larger extended
space has to be dealt with. In the case of E7 , the section condition takes one from
56 to seven dimensions. We thus present the solutions step by step and relate them
“by hand” rather than constructing the different solutions to the section condition
explicitly.

5.2.1

The M2- and M5-brane as a Wave

Consider the following solution for an extended E7 theory built from a seven-dimensional spacetime with coordinates X µ = (t, xm , z) → XM with m = 1, . . . , 5 (in the
coordinate system of the classic supergravity solutions given in Appendix F.1, reduce
on x3 , x4 , x5 and x6 and collect the remaining transverse directions x1 , x2 and y i into
16

The C-field is unaffected by the rescaling, only its field strength obtains a different factor in the
action.
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xm ). The generalized metric is given by17


ds2 = (2 − H) −(dX t )2 + δ mn dYmz dYnz + δmn dZ tm dZ tn − (dWz )2 − (dYtz )2


+ H (dX z )2 − δ mn dYtm dYtn − δmn dZ mz dZ nz + (dWt )2 + (dZ tz )2


+ 2(H − 1) dX t dX z − δ mn dYtm dYnz + δmn dZ tm dZ nz − dWt dWz
+ δmn dX m dX n + δ mn,kl dYmn dYkl − δmn,kl dZ mn dZ kl − δ mn dWm dWn .
(5.10)
This is a massless, uncharged null wave carrying momentum in the X z = z direction and
H = 1 + |~x h |3 is a harmonic function of the transverse coordinates xm . The solution is
(5)

smeared over all other directions and thus there is no coordinate dependence on them.
If the extra wrapping dimensions are reduced by using a Kaluza-Klein ansatz based on
(4.38), one recovers the pp-wave in M-theory in seven dimensions.
If the wave is rotated to travel in a different direction, the momentum it carries
becomes the mass and charge of an extended object in the reduced picture. The different M-theory solutions obtained upon a KK-reduction of the extended wave solution
pointing in various directions are summarized in Table 3.
direction of
propagation
X ∈ TM
Y ∈ Λ2 T ∗ M
Z ∈ Λ5 T ∗ M
W ∈ (T ∗ M ⊗ Λ7 T ∗ M )

supergravity
solution
pp-wave
M2-brane
M5-brane
KK-monopole

Table 3: The wave in exceptional extended geometry can propagate along any of the
extended directions giving the various classic solutions when seen from a supergravity
perspective.

The rotation that points the wave in the Z tz direction is achieved by the following
swap of coordinate pairs in the above solution
X z ←→ Z tz

Wz ←→ Ytz

X m ←→ Z tm Wm ←→ Ytm .

(5.11)

The rotated wave solution can now be rewritten by using a KK-ansatz based on the
line element given in (4.40) to remove the extra dimensions. This gives the M5-brane
17

The delta with four indices is defined as δmn,kl =
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solution (F.4) reduced to seven dimensions (and smeared over the reduced directions)
h
i
2
ds2 = H 1/5 −dt + d~x(5)
+ Hdz 2
C̃tx1 x2 x3 x4 x5 = −(H −1 − 1)
H =1+

(5.12)

h
.
z

The details of this calculation can be found in Appendix B.1.
It can also be shown that the wave in the E7 extended theory pointing along one
of the Y -directions gives the membrane from a reduced point of view. The key steps of
this calculation are given here.
Start by splitting the transverse coordinates xm into xa and y i with a = 1, 2 and
i = 1, 2, 3 as before so that the extended space is given by X µ = (t, xa , y i , z) → XM .
Then the wave can be rotated to point in the Yx1 x2 direction. This is achieved by the
mapping
1 x2

X z ←→ Yx1 x2

Wz ←→ Z x

X a ←→ ab Ybz

Wa ←→ ab Z bz

(5.13)

Yij ←→ ijk Z tk Z ij ←→ ijk Ytk
while leaving the remaining coordinates unaltered. The extended solution (5.10) then
reads (recall that x1 = u and x2 = v)
h
ds2 = (2 − H) −(dX t )2 + δab dX a dX b + δ ij dYiz dYjz
i
+δab dZ ta dZ tb + δ ij,kl dYij dYkl − (dZ uv )2 − (dYtz )2
h
+ H (dYuv )2 − δ ab dYta dYtb − δij,kl dZ ij dZ kl
i
−δ ab dWa dWb − δij dZ iz dZ jz + (dWt )2 + (dZ tz )2

(5.14)

h

+ 2(H − 1) dX t dYuv − dX u dYtv + dX v dYtu − ij k dZ ij dYkz
+ij k dYij dZ kz + dWu dZ tv − dWv dZ tu − dWt dZ uv

i

+ δ ab dYaz dYbz + δij dX i dX j + (dX z )2 + δij dZ ti dZ tj + δ ab δ ij dYai dYbj
− (dWz )2 − δ ij dYti dYtj − δab δij dZ ai dZ bj − δab dZ az dZ bz − δ ij dWi dWj .
The KK-ansatz to reduce this metric is based on the line element given in (4.42) and
is spelled out explicitly in the appendix in (B.16). The procedure is the same as in the
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reduction calculation that yielded the fivebrane and gives
h
i
2
2
ds2 = H −2/5 −dt + d~x(2)
+ H(d~y(3)
+ dz 2 )
Ctx1 x2 = −(H −1 − 1)

(5.15)

h
H =1+ 2
~y(3) + z 2
which is the M2-brane solution reduced to seven dimensions (with the harmonic function
smeared accordingly).
Hence, both the M2 and the M5 can be obtained from the same wave solution in the
exceptional extended geometry and all branes in M-theory are just momentum modes
of a null wave in the extended theory. The direction of the wave determines the type of
brane (from the reduced perspective) or indeed gives a normal spacetime wave solution.
From this point of view the duality transformations between the various solutions are
just rotations in the extended space.

5.2.2

The M5-brane as a Monopole

In Section 3.2 we showed that the NS5-brane of string theory was the monopole solution of DFT. In this section we want to show something similar for the M5-brane in
exceptional extended geometry.
If the KK-circle of the monopole in the E7 extended theory is not along a usual
spacetime direction but instead along one of the novel Y -directions, then this produces
a smeared fivebrane solution.
First, a slightly different extended space has to be constructed. Starting from eleven
dimensions and reducing on x3 , x4 , x5 and t allows for a construction of the monopole
solution in the extended space with coordinates X µ = (xa , w, y i , z) → XM (where
w = x6 ) and potential Ai . The generalized metric is given by
h
i
ds2 = (1 + H −2 A2 ) δ ab dYaz dYbz + (dYwz )2 + H −2 (dWz )2
h
i
+ (1 + H −2 A21 ) (dX 1 )2 + H −2 δab dZ a1 dZ b1 + H −2 (dZ w1 )2
+ (1 + H −2 A22 ) [. . . ] + (1 + H −2 A23 ) [. . . ]


+ (1 + H −2 A21 + H −2 A22 ) H −1 (dY3z )2 + H −1 (dZ 12 )2
+ (1 + H −2 A21 + H −2 A23 ) [. . . ] + (1 + H −2 A22 + H −2 A23 ) [. . . ]

+ 2H −2 A1 A2 dX 1 dX 2 − H −1 dY1z dY2z + H −1 dZ 13 dZ 23
i
+H −2 δab dZ a1 dZ b2 + H −2 dZ w1 dZ w2
+ 2H −2 A1 A3 [. . . ] + 2H −2 A2 A3 [. . . ]
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h
+ 2H −1 A1 H −1 (dX 1 dX z − δ ab dYaz dYb1 − dYwz dYw1 )
+H −2 (dY12 dY2z + dY13 dY3z − dZ 12 dZ 2z − dZ 13 dZ 3z )
i
+H −3 (δab dZ a1 dZ bz + dZ w1 dZ wz − dW1 dWz )
+ 2H −1 A2 [. . . ] + 2H −1 A3 [. . . ]
h
i
+ H −1 δab dX a dX b + (dX w )2 + δ ab dYaw dYbw + δ ab,cd dYab dYcd
h
i
+ H −2 (dX z )2 + δ ab δ ij dYai dYbj + δ ij dYwi dYwj
h
+ H −3 δ ab dWa dWb + (dWw )2 + δab dZ aw dZ bw + δab,cd dZ ab dZ cd
i
ij,kl
iz
jz
+δ
dYij dYkl + δij dZ dZ
h
i
+ H −4 δab dZ az dZ bz + (dZ wz )2 + δ ij dWi dWj

(5.16)

where A2 = Ai Ai = A21 + A22 + A23 . The ellipsis denotes the same terms as in the
line above, with the obvious cycling through the i index. The harmonic function H is
a function of the three y’s and is given by H = 1 +

h
|~
y(3) | .

The relation between the

harmonic function and the vector potential are the same as before given in (3.41).
This is a monopole with the KK-circle in the X z = z direction. The solution as
before may be rotated such that this “special” direction is of a different kind. If the
KK-circle is along Ywz , a membrane wrapping direction, the solution reduces to a M5brane smeared along z. This rotation is achieved by the following map (recall that
x1 = u and x2 = v)
X z ←→ −Ywz

Wz ←→ Z wz

X w ←→ Yuz

Ww ←→ Z uz

Yuv ←→ −Yvz

Z uv ←→ Z vz

Yui ←→ −Yiz
1
Yvi ←→ ijk Z jk
2

Z

ui

Z vi

(5.17)

iz

←→ Z
1
←→ ijk Yjk .
2

Using (4.40) to read off the fields, the exceptional extended geometry monopole reduces
to the M5-brane solution
2
2
ds2 = H −3/5 [d~x(2)
+ H(dw2 + d~y(3)
+ dz 2 )]

Cizw = Ai
H =1+

(5.18)
h
2 + z 2 |3/2
|w2 + ~y(3)

.

The fivebrane is given in terms of its magnetic potential, i.e. to the dual gauge potential
C3 given in (F.4). The full calculation is shown explicitly in Appendix B.2.
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We have thus demonstrated how a monopole with its KK-circle along a membrane
wrapping direction is identified with a (smeared) fivebrane. This is the analogous result
to the KK-monopole/NS5-brane identification in DFT shown in Section 3.2.

5.2.3

The Situation for the M2-brane

In theory the same story should be true for the membrane. In the previous sections the
wave was shown not only to give the membrane but also the fivebrane. From the same
reasoning the monopole should not only give the fivebrane, but also the membrane.
The problem is that this cannot be shown as simply as for the fivebrane in the E7
truncated theory. To obtain the membrane from the monopole one has to consider
its magnetic potential C6 given in (F.3). But this six-form has non-zero components
with indices Cizx3 x4 x5 x6 , i.e. in directions which are truncated in order to construct the
exceptional extended geometry.
More technically, if the electric C3 of the membrane is dualized in seven dimensions,
this gives a two-form. This means that only some part of the above six-form lives in the
seven-space that gets extended, the remainder lives in the other four directions. Thus
it is not possible to describe the membrane this way and stay in the truncated space.
This is simply a problem with the tools at our disposal, i.e. the truncated version of the
E7 exceptional field theory. By looking at all the relations we have built between the
solutions in the extended space, it seems natural that a monopole with its KK-circle
in a fivebrane wrapping direction gives a membrane. This problem then is demanding
the full non-truncated EFT [29] and we will turn to this next.

5.3

A Self-dual Solution in the full E7 EFT

In order to construct a solution which has both wave and monopole aspects and thus
can be simultaneously related to the membrane and the fivebrane requires the full
non-truncated EFT outlined in 4.3. The coordinates of the 4 + 56-dimensional theory
are (xµ , Y M ), the field content was given in (4.43) and the crucial twisted self-duality
relation is equation (4.52).
Now consider the following set of fields. We take the external sector with coordinates
xµ

to be four-dimensional spacetime with one timelike direction t and three spacelike

directions wi with i = 1, 2, 3. The external metric is that of a point-like object, given
in terms of a harmonic function of the transverse coordinates by
gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ] ,

H(r) = 1 +

h
r

where r2 = δij wi wj and h is some constant (which will be interpreted later).
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The 56-dimensional extended internal sector uses the coordinates Y M given in
(4.54). The EFT vector potential Aµ M of our solution has “electric” and “magnetic”
components (from the four-dimensional spacetime perspective) that are given respectively by
At M =

H −1 M
a
H

and

Ai M = Ai ãM ,

(5.20)

where Ai is a potential of the magnetic field. The magnetic potential obeys a BPS-like
condition where its curl is given by the gradient of the harmonic function that appears
in the metric
~ ×A
~ = ∇H
~
∇

1
∂[i Aj] = ij k ∂k H .
2

or

(5.21)

The index M in Aµ M labels the 56 vectors, only two of which are non-zero for our
solution. The vector aM in the extended space (a scalar form a spacetime point of
view) points in one of the 56 extended directions. Later we will interpret this direction
as the direction of propagation of a wave or momentum mode. The dual vector ãM
denotes the direction dual to aM given approximately by aM ∼ ΩM N MN K ãK . This
sense of duality between directions of the extended space will be formalized in Section
5.3.2.
Using the relation between H and Ai , one can immediately check that Aµ M satisfies
the twisted self-duality equation (4.52). Loosely speaking, the duality on the external
spacetime via µνρσ exchanges electric At M and magnetic Ai M components of the potential. The symplectic form ΩM N acts on the extended internal space and swaps aM
with its dual ãM . If one goes through the calculation carefully, one sees that minus
signs and factors of powers of H only work out if both actions on the external and
extended internal sector are carried out simultaneously. We will show this explicitly in
Section 5.3.2.
The generalized metric of the extended internal sector, MM N , is a diagonal matrix
with just four different entries, {H 3/2 , H 1/2 , H −1/2 , H −3/2 }. The first and last one
appear once each, the other two appear 27 times each. The precise order of the 56
entries of course depends on a coordinate choice, but once this is fixed it characterizes
the solution together with the choice of direction for aM .
For definiteness, let’s fix the coordinate system and pick a direction for aM which
we call z, i.e. aM = δ M z . The dual direction is denoted by z̃ and we have ãM = δ M z̃ .
Then Mzz = H 3/2 and Mz̃ z̃ = H −3/2 . For completeness, the full expression for the
generalized metric for the coordinates in (4.54) is18
MM N = diag[H 3/2 , H 1/2 δ6 , H −1/2 δ6 , H 1/2 δ15 , H −3/2 , H −1/2 δ6 , H 1/2 δ6 , H −1/2 δ15 ] .
(5.22)
The second 28 components are the inverse of the first 28 components, reflecting the
18

Here δn denotes an n-dimensional Kronecker delta.
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split of the EFT vector Aµ M into 28 “electric” and 28 “magnetic” components.
To get the fields for any other direction, one simply has to perform a rotation in the
extended space which is a duality transformation. The rotation matrix R ∈ E7 rotates
aM in the desired direction a0 M and at the same time transforms MM N according to
a0

M

M0M N = RM K MKL RL N .

= R M N aN ,

(5.23)

Since the action and the self-duality equation is invariant under such a transformation,
the fields can freely be rotated in the extended space.
The remaining fields of the theory, namely the two-form gauge fields Bµν
Bµν

M,

α

and

are trivial. Also the external part of the three-form potential, Cµνρ , vanishes for

our solution. This will eventually restrict somewhat the possible supergravity solutions
obtained from this EFT solution. Dropping these restrictions would be interesting and
it would provide a technical challenge to repeat this section and include other fluxes
such as those on the external space.
To recap, the fields gµν , Aµ M and MM N as given in equations (5.19), (5.20) and
(5.22) (together with (5.21)) form our solution to EFT. They satisfy the self-duality
equation and their respective equations of motion.
Note that all fields directly or indirectly depend on the harmonic function H which
in turn only depends on the external transverse coordinates wi . There is thus no
coordinate dependence on any of the internal or extended coordinates. This solution
therefore is de-localized and smeared over all the internal extended directions. It is
an interesting open question to look at solutions localized in the extended space. In
theory, EFT allows for coordinate dependencies on all coordinates, even the extended
ones. We leave this for future work.

5.3.1

Interpreting the Solution

How do we interpret this solution in exceptional field theory? Before we do this let
us return to how solutions in the truncated theory may be interpreted. A wave whose
momentum is in a winding direction describes a brane associated with that winding
direction, e.g. a wave with momentum along y12 describes a membrane extended over
the y 1 , y 2 directions. A monopole-like solution — by which we mean a Hopf fibration
— where the S 1 fibre is a winding direction describes the S-dual brane to that winding
direction, e.g. if the fibre of the monopole is y12 then the solution describes a fivebrane.
Thus in the extended (but truncated) theory branes can have either a description as
monopole or as a wave. These statements were the conclusions of [1, 2] and presented
in the chapters so far.
Now because of the truncation it was not possible to describe a given solution in
both ways within the same description of spacetime. The key point of EFT is that
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there is no truncation and so such things are possible. The self-duality relation is
simply the Kaluza-Klein description of a solution that has both momentum and nontrivial Hopf fibration, i.e. it is simultaneously electric and magnetic from the point
of view of the KK-gravi-photon. These are not just solutions to some linear abelian
theory but full solutions to the gravitational theory (or in fact EFT). As such they
are exact self-dual solutions to the non-linear theory though are charged with respect
to some U (1) symmetry that is given by the existence of the S 1 in extended space.
Our intuition should be shaped by this experience with Kaluza-Klein theory and the
solution thought of as simultaneously a wave and a monopole whose charge is equal to
the wave’s momentum.
Let us look at the moduli of the solution. The solution is specified by two pieces
of data, the vector aM and the constant h that appears in the harmonic function.
The vector specifies the direction the wave is propagating in. That is, it gives the
direction along which there is momentum. The constant h in the harmonic function of
the solution is then proportional to the amount of momentum carried.
In addition, the solution comes with a monopole-like structure, whose fibre is in
the direction dual to the direction of propagation of the wave and whose base is in the
external spacetime. In the case of the smeared solution studied in this chapter this
fibration may be classified by its first Chern class which is h. (See Section 6.2 for a
discussion of the localized non-smeared solution.)
To give a non-trivial first Chern class the fibre must be an S 1 and then the magnetic
charge h is integral. This is essentially Dirac quantization but now our theory also
requires self-duality which in turn implies that the momentum in the dual direction
to the fibre is quantized. The presence of quantized momentum in this direction then
implies that this direction itself must also be an S 1 . Let us examine this quantitatively.
The electric charge of the solution is related to the radius of the circle by
qe =

n
Re

with n ∈ Z

(5.24)

and the magnetic charge is related to the radius of the fibre by
with m ∈ Z .

qm = mRm

(5.25)

Now the twisted self-duality relation implies
qe = qm

=⇒

n/m = Re Rm .

(5.26)

From examining the norms of the E7 vectors that specify the solution we can determine
Re and Rm as
Re = |aM |

and
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Calculating these norms using the metric of the solution (see the next section) then
reveals
Rm = H −3/4

Re = H 3/4 ,

thus

Re Rm = 1

and n = m.

(5.28)

So the E7 related radii are duals and the electric and magnetic quantum numbers are
equal. Note that the harmonic function H (and thus the radii) is a function of r, the
radial coordinate of the external spacetime. This will lead to interesting insights when
we analyze the solution close to its core or far away from it in Section 6.1.
The actual direction aM that one chooses determines how one interprets the solution
in terms of the various usual supergravity descriptions. That is we can interpret this
single solution in terms of the brane solutions in eleven dimensions or the Type IIA
and Type IIB brane solutions in ten dimensions. We will show this in detail in Section
5.3.3.
Finally let us a add a comment about the topological nature of these solutions.
The more mathematically minded reader will note that brane solutions like the NS5brane are not classified by the first Chern class which in cohomology terms is given by
H 2 (M ; Z) but instead by the Dixmier-Douady class, i.e. H 3 (M ; Z). For the smeared
solution these two are related since H 3 (S 2 × S 1 ; Z) = H 2 (S 2 ; Z) × H 1 (S 1 ; Z). Thus
for the smeared branes there is no issue. The question of the global structure of the
localized solutions where one has a genuine H 3 is however an important open question
that has recently received some attention [92, 105, 106].

5.3.2

Twisted Self-duality

The EFT gauge potential Aµ M presented above satisfies the twisted self-duality equation (4.52). This can be checked explicitly by looking at the components of the equation
and making use of the relation between the harmonic function H and the spacetime
vector potential Ai given in (5.21).
First though, we will look at the relation between the two vectors aM and ãM that
define the directions of At M and Ai M . The duality relation between them can be made
precise by normalizing the vectors using the generalized metric MM N . The unit vectors
âM =

aM
aM
=p
|a|
aK aL MKL

and

M
M
ˆM = ã = p ã
ã
|ã|
ãK ãL MKL

(5.29)

are related via the symplectic form Ω by
M

â

MN

=Ω

ˆK

MN K ã ,

ΩM N =
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!
.
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If the vectors are not normalized the metric in the duality relation introduces extra
ˆM =
factors. For the specific directions given above we have âM = H −3/4 δ M z and ã
H 3/4 δ M z̃ which indeed satisfy (5.30) for the MM N given in (5.22).
Let’s now turn to the self-duality of the field strength. We begin by computing the
field strength Fµν M of Aµ M as given in (4.50), recalling the simplifications our solution
provides. There are two components which read
Fit M = 2∂[i At] M = −∂i (H −1 − 1)aM = H −2 ∂i Hδ M z
Fij M = 2∂[i Aj] M = 2∂[i Aj] ãM = ij k ∂k Hδ M z̃ .

(5.31)

The spacetime metric gµν is given in (5.19) and has determinant e2 = | det gµν | = H.
This can be used to rewrite the self-duality equation (4.52) as
1
Fµν M = H 1/2 µνρσ g ρλ g στ ΩM N MN K Fλτ K
2

(5.32)

where the spacetime metric is used to lower the indices on F M . Now we can look at
the components of the equation. Starting with
Fij M = H 1/2 ijkt g kl g tt ΩM N MN K Flt K

(5.33)

and inserting for the spacetime metric and the field strength gives
Fij M = −H 1/2 tijk H −1/2 δ kl (−H 1/2 )ΩM N MN K H −2 ∂l HaK
= H −3/2 (ij k ∂k H)ΩM N MN K δ Kz

(5.34)

where the extra minus sign in the first line comes from permuting the indices on the
four-dimensional epsilon which is then turned into a three-dimensional one. In the next
step we make use of (5.21) and the components of Ω and M that are picked out by the
summation over indices are substituted
Fij M = H −3/2 2∂[i Aj] ΩM z Mzz
= H −3/2 2∂[i Aj] δ M z̃ H 3/2 = 2∂[i Aj] ãM

(5.35)

and we obtained the expected result. Similarly, the other component of the self-duality
equation reads
1
Fit M = H 1/2 itjk g jp g lq ΩM N MN K Fpq K .
2
Going through the same steps as before leads to
1
Fit M = − H 1/2 tijk H −1/2 δ kp H −1/2 δ lq ΩM N MN K 2∂[p Aq] ãK
2
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= −H −1/2 (i jk ∂j Ak )ΩM N MN K δ K z̃ .

(5.37)

Again substituting for Ω and M gives the expected result
Fit M = −H −1/2 ∂i HΩM z̃ Mz̃ z̃
= −H −1/2 ∂i H(−δ M z )H −3/2 = H −2 ∂i HaM

(5.38)

to match with (5.31).
Thus the components of the field strength of the EFT vector Aµ M given in (5.31)
satisfy the self-duality condition. It is also possible to satisfy an anti-self-duality equation. If the magnetic charge of our solution is taken to be minus the electric charge,
this has the effect of modifying the magnetic component of the EFT vector by an extra
minus sign, Ai M = −Ai ãM . The above calculation then works exactly the same but
the extra minus sign ensures that the field strength is anti-self-dual. This choice would
then be consistent with the original EFT paper [29] (of course the choice of self-dual
or anti-self-dual is ultimately related to how supersymmetry is represented).

5.3.3

Reductions to Supergravity Solutions

The self-dual EFT solution presented in the previous section gives rise to the full
spectrum of 1/2 BPS branes in eleven-dimensional supergravity and the Type IIA and
Type IIB theories in ten dimensions. We will now show how applying the appropriate
solution to the section condition and rotating our solution in a specific direction of
the exceptional extended space leads to the wave solution, the fundamental, solitonic
and Dirichlet p-branes, the KK-branes which are extended monopoles, and an example
of an intersecting brane solution. All these extracted solutions together with their
Kaluza-Klein decomposition can be found in Appendix F for easy referral.
Supergravity Solutions in Eleven Dimensions
We start by looking at the EFT solution from an eleven-dimensional supergravity point
of view. Using the results of Section 4.3.1 in reverse, the supergravity fields can be
extracted from the EFT solution. Recall that the resulting supergravity fields will be
rearranged according to a 4 + 7 Kaluza-Klein coordinate split.
First, the extended coordinates Y M are decomposed into y m , ymn and so on as
given in (4.54). Then by comparing the expression for the generalized metric of the
internal extended space, MM N , of our solution in (5.22) to (4.57), one can work out the
seven-dimensional internal metric gmn . The components of the EFT vector potential
Aµ M given in (5.20) can be related to the KK-vector of the decomposition and the
C3 and C6 form fields respectively according to (4.58). Finally, the external spacetime
metric gµν in (5.19) is simply carried over to the 4-sector of the KK-decomposition.
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As mentioned before, the EFT solution is characterized by the direction of the vector
aM and a corresponding ordering in the diagonal entries of MM N . If the procedure
of extracting a supergravity solution just described is applied to the EFT solution as
presented in Section 5.3, i.e. with the direction of the y m -type, aM = δ M z where we
now identify z with y 1 , the first of the ordinary y m directions, the pp-wave solution of
supergravity can be extracted. From MM N , the internal metric is given by
gmn = diag[H, δ6 ]

(5.39)

where δ6 is a Kronecker delta of dimension six. These are the remaining six directions
of y m . The “electric” part of the EFT vector, At z = −(H −1 − 1), becomes the crossterm in the supergravity metric. The “magnetic” part Ai z̃ = Ai is like a dual graviton
and does not appear in the supergravity picture. Note that the dual direction to z
is y1 = z̃. See Appendix F.2.1 for the supergravity wave decomposed under a 4 + 7
split. Since our self-dual EFT solution is interpreted as a wave now propagating in the
ordinary direction y 1 = z, it is not too surprising to recover the supergravity wave once
the extra exceptional aspects are removed.
As shown in previous chapters and [1, 2], we know that a wave in an exceptional
extended geometry can also propagate along the novel dimensions such as ymn or y mn . If
our solution is rotated to propagate in those directions, e.g. aM = δ M 12 or aM = δ M

67 ,

the membrane and fivebrane solutions of supergravity are recovered. For the former,
the membrane is stretched along y 1 and y 2 , for the latter, the fivebrane is stretched
along the complimentary directions to y 6 and y 7 , i.e. y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 and y 5 . This result
is obtained by an accompanying rotation of the generalized metric according to (5.23)
and extracting the internal metrics for the M2 and the M5 (cf. Appendix F.2.1)
gmn = H 1/3 diag[H −1 δ2 , δ5 ] ,

gmn = H 2/3 diag[H −1 δ5 , δ2 ] .

(5.40)

The masses and charges of the branes are provided by the momentum in the extended
directions. The electric potential is given by At M which encodes the C3 for the M2 and
the C6 for the M5. The magnetic potential is given by Ai M which gives their duals, i.e.
the C6 for the M2 and the C3 for the M5. We will explain this procedure of obtaining
the membrane and fivebrane from the EFT solution in more detail below.
In Section 5.2 we have previously hinted at the idea that the wave in EFT along
ym , the fourth possible direction, should correspond to a monopole-like solution in
supergravity. Since we are now working with a self-dual solution, we can show that this
is indeed the case. If the direction of aM is of the ym -type, e.g. aM = δ M z̃ , and thus
ãM along y m (essentially swapping aM and ãM of the pp-wave), the KK-monopole is
obtained. Again performing the corresponding rotation of the generalized metric, the
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internal metric can be extracted
gmn = diag[H −1 , δ6 ] .

(5.41)

The “magnetic” part of the EFT vector, Ai z = Ai , becomes part of the KK-monopole
metric in supergravity. The “electric” part At z̃ = −(H −1 − 1) now has the nature of a
dual graviton and does not contribute in the supergravity picture. This is the opposite
scenario to the pp-wave described above, underlining the electric-magnetic duality of
these two solutions.
The four supergravity solutions we have extracted from our EFT solution all have
the same external spacetime metric gµν under the KK-decomposition,
gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ]

(5.42)

which has the character of a point-like object (in four dimensions). The four solutions
only differ in the internal metric gmn , the KK-vector of the decomposition and of course
the C-fields. But these elements are just rearranged in Aµ M and MM N (gmn ) and are
all the same in EFT, up to an E7 rotation of the direction aM of the solution.
From Wave to Membrane
Let’s pause here briefly and take a closer look at a specific example of such a rotation.
The EFT solution presented in Section 5.3 with the choice for the vector aM given
there and the generalized metric MM N in (5.22) for a fixed coordinate system directly
reduces to the pp-wave in eleven dimensions.
We now want to demonstrate how this can also give the M2-brane at the same time
by simply picking a different duality frame, that is choosing a different section of the
extended space to give the physical spacetime. This new duality frame is obtained by
rotating the fields of the solution according to (5.23).
As explained above, if the EFT solution is propagating along a ymn direction,
say y12 , it gives the membrane. Thus the vector aM = δ M 1 has to be rotated into
a0 M = δ M 12 . This has the effect of exchanging y 1 with y12 and their corresponding
components in the metric, i.e. M1 1 ↔ M12 12 . This should not come as a surprise
since here momentum and winding directions are exchanged which is exactly what is
expected in relating the wave and the membrane via duality.
Besides y 1 ↔ y12 , the frame change also swaps the following pairs of coordinates
and the corresponding components of the metric (here the index a takes the values 3
to 7)
y 2 ↔ y2 , yab ↔ y ab , y1a ↔ y 1a .

(5.43)

These are simple exchanges between dual pairs of coordinates that reflect the new
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duality frame.
After the rotation, the generalized metric reads (still in the coordinate system given
by (4.54))
MM N = diag[H −1/2 δ2 , H 1/2 δ5 , H 3/2 , H 1/2 δ10 , H −1/2 δ10 ,
H 1/2 δ2 , H −1/2 δ5 , H −3/2 , H −1/2 δ10 , H 1/2 δ10 ] .

(5.44)

This can now be compared to (4.57) to read off the internal metric in the reduced,
eleven-dimensional picture as described above, and gives (5.40), the M2-brane stretched
along y 1 and y 2 . Similar rotation procedures can be applied to relate the pp-wave or
the membrane to the fivebrane and the monopole.
Our self-dual EFT wave solution with attached monopole-structure thus unifies the
four classic eleven-dimensional supergravity solutions and provides the so-far missing
link in the duality web of exceptionally extended solutions.
The Membrane / Fivebrane Bound State
The self-dual EFT solution does not only give the standard 1/2 BPS branes of supergravity but also bound states. Such solutions were first mentioned in [140] and then
interpreted by Papadopoulos and Townsend in [141]. As an illustrative example we will
show how the dyonic M2/M5-brane solution of [142] can be obtained from our EFT
solution.
Before we find this bound state of a membrane and a fivebrane, it is useful to see
how to pick a duality frame such that the EFT solution reduces to the (pure) fivebrane.
Above we have just seen how to rotate the frame to get the (pure) membrane instead
of the wave. If we rotate further to have the solution propagate in the y 67 direction,
i.e. a00 M = δ M 67 , then we get the fivebrane.
Starting from the membrane frame of the previous subsection with a0 M = δ M 12
and the generalized metric in (5.44), the new frame rotation exchanges the membrane
direction y12 with the fivebrane direction y 67 and their corresponding components in the
metric, M12 12 ↔ M67 67 . Again it is very natural to exchange a membrane coordinate
ymn with a fivebrane coordinate y mn in this kind of duality transformation.
sector
coordinate
membrane
fivebrane

t
◦
◦

external
wi
1
w
w2 w3
-

ya
y1

y2

◦
◦

◦
◦

internal
yA
3
y
y4 y5
◦
◦
◦

yα
y6
-

y7
-

Table 4: The coordinates of the membrane and fivebrane are either in the external or
internal sector of the KK-decomposition. A circle ◦ denotes a worldvolume direction of
the brane while a dash − indicates a transverse direction.
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In what follows, it will be useful to split the index of the coordinate y m into m =
(a, A, α). Here y a with a = 1, 2 are the two worldvolume directions of the membrane
or two of the worldvolume directions of the fivebrane. The y A with A = 3, 4, 5 are the
remaining three worldvolume directions of the fivebrane, they are transverse directions
for the membrane. And finally the y α with α = 6, 7 are transverse directions to both the
membrane and fivebrane. Table 4 shows the worldvolume (a circle ◦) and transverse (a
dash −) directions of the membrane and fivebrane together with the coordinate labels
and sector under the KK-decomposition.
Besides yab = y12 ↔ y αβ = y 67 , the frame change also swaps some other pairs of
coordinates. This can now be neatly written as
y ab ↔ yαβ ,

yaα ↔ y aα ,

y A ↔ yBC ,

yA ↔ y BC .

(5.45)

The first line contains further exchanges between membrane directions and fivebrane
directions. The second line is a result of going from the membrane frame to the fivebrane
frame. Once the corresponding components of the metric have been exchanged as well,
it reads

MM N = diag[H −1/2 δ5 , H 1/2 δ2 , H 1/2 δ10 , H −1/2 δ10 , H −3/2 ,
H 1/2 δ5 , H −1/2 δ2 , H −1/2 δ10 , H 1/2 δ10 , H 3/2 ] .

(5.46)

which can be reduced to give the internal fivebrane metric (5.40). Inserting the rotated
vector a00 M into (5.20) then gives the corresponding C-form field as explained above.
Now that it is clear how to obtain both the M2-brane and the M5-brane from
our self-dual EFT solution, we can attempt to obtain the dyonic M2/M5 bound state
of [142]. To achieve this, we will again start from the membrane duality frame. This
time though, we do not rotate the frame all the way into the fivebrane frame but
introduce a parameter ξ which interpolates between a purely electric M2-brane and a
purely magnetic M5-brane. For ξ = 0 the transformation gives the fivebrane whereas
for ξ = π/2 the membrane is recovered19 . Therefore a vector of the form
M
M
aM
(M2/M5) = sin ξ a(M2) + cos ξ a(M5)

(5.47)

points the EFT solution in the direction which gives the M2/M5-brane (here aM
(M2) =
M 67 from above). If this vector is inserted into the EFT vector
δ M 12 and aM
(M5) = δ

potential, one obtains both the C3 and the C6 (together with their duals) of the membrane and fivebrane, each modulated by sin ξ or cos ξ. Since we are dealing with a
dyonic solution, both an electric and a magnetic potential are expected.
Having found the new EFT vector, the above rotation now needs to be applied
19

This choice of ξ – and not one shifted by π/2 – might be counter-intuitive but has been made to
match the ξ in [142].
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to the generalized metric. Comparing the metric for the M2 in (5.44) and the M5 in
(5.46), one finds that the components which get exchanged in (5.45) differ by a factor
of H. In most cases H 1/2 becomes H −1/2 or vice versa, e.g. MA B = H 1/2 δAB and
MAB CD = H −1/2 δ AB,CD are exchanged. The only exceptions are for the ab = 12 and
αβ = 67 components where H ±3/2 becomes H ±1/2 . The partial, ξ-dependent rotation
now introduces factors of sin ξ and cos ξ into the metric components and generates offdiagonal entries. To see how they arise, one has to consider the effect of the rotation
on the coordinates.
The coordinate pairs which get rotated into each other are the same as in (5.45),
but now superpositions are formed instead of exchanging them completely. One can
think of each pair as a 2-vector acted on by
R2 =

sin ξ

cos ξ

− cos ξ

sin ξ

!
(5.48)

which is the 2 × 2 submatrix of the full rotation matrix R in (5.23). Then the new
coordinate pair is schematically20 given by, for example
y0A

!
= R2

0
yBC

yA

!
=

yBC

sin ξ y A + cos ξ yBC

!
.

sin ξ yBC − cos ξ y A

(5.49)

The other coordinate pairs which are acted on by copies of R2 are
yab

!

y αβ

,

y ab

!

yαβ

,

yaα
y bβ

!
and

yA

!

y BC

.

(5.50)

These rotations have quite non-trivial consequences for the corresponding components
of the generalized metric. Conjugating the 2 × 2 blocks of the metric with R2 gives for
our example
M0A EF

M0A B

M0 CD B M0 CD EF

!
= R2

MA B

0

0

MCD EF

!
R2−1

(5.51)

and similarly for all the other metric components which are rotated into each other.
The essential action of this rotation becomes clearest when the indices are suppressed.
The result, which is the same for all the blocks, is
R2

20

y

0A

H 1/2

0

0

H −1/2

!
R2−1

=

H 1/2 sin2 ξ + H −1/2 cos2 ξ −H −1/2 (H − 1) sin ξ cos ξ

!

.
−H −1/2 (H − 1) sin ξ cos ξ H −1/2 sin2 ξ + H 1/2 cos2 ξ
(5.52)

More formally, one can introduce epsilon symbols so that the index structure works out, e.g.
= sin ξ y A + cos ξ ABC yBC .
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This transformation produces additional off-diagonal terms in the generalized metric.
In the ordinary supergravity picture these extra terms reduce to components of the Cfield in the internal sector of the KK-decomposition which are of the form Cmnk . These
terms are not present for the pure membrane and fivebrane, they only occur in the
bound state solution. The E7 generalized metric with cross-terms due to non-vanishing
internal C-field was constructed in general form in [69] and the appropriate reduction
ansatz (which has the same form as the metric) for our concrete scenario was spelled
out in [2] and can be found in Section 4.2.3.
The next step is thus to bring the above matrix into the standard coset form of a
generalized metric or a KK-reduction ansatz which can be done by using some trigonometric identities and introducing the shorthand
Ξ = sin2 ξ + H cos2 ξ .

(5.53)

Then the new metric components read
h
H 1/2 Ξ−1 1 +

(H−1)2
sin2 ξ cos2 ξ
H
−H −1/2 Ξ H−1
Ξ sin ξ cos ξ

i

−H −1/2 Ξ H−1
Ξ sin ξ cos ξ

!

H −1/2 Ξ

(5.54)

which is of the desired form. It is interesting to see that it is actually possible to
rewrite the transformed metric in a coset form. The underlying reason for this is that
the original matrix was already in coset form, just without any off-diagonal terms, i.e.
without a C-field.
Now this matrix can be compared to a suitable reduction ansatz to extract the
(components of) the metric and the C-field in supergravity. Such an ansatz – adapted
to our coordinates here – takes the form
g 1/2

gAB + CACD g CD,EF CEF B CACD g CD,EF
g CD,EF CEF B

!

g CD,EF

(5.55)

where g = det gmn is the determinant of the internal metric. Comparing these two
matrices leads to the following components (note that of course to find the determinant
all blocks have to be taken into account, not just those corresponding to y A and yBC )
gAB = H 1/3 Ξ−2/3 δAB
g CD,EF = H −2/3 Ξ4/3 δ CD,EF

g = H 1/3 Ξ−2/3
CABC = −

H −1
sin ξ cos ξ ABC .
Ξ

(5.56)

The same procedure also works for the other pairs of indices that need to be transformed and their corresponding metric components. The only difference is for (y12 , y 67 )
where the metric has an extra factor of H, i.e. M12,12 = H 3/2 and M67,67 = H 1/2 . But
this factor is just carried through and does not affect the calculation presented above.
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Similarly, for (y 12 , y67 ) there is an extra factor of H −1 in the metric.
Also note that for some cross-terms in the reduction ansatz one needs to define
V

m1 ...m4

=

1 m1 ...m4 n1 ...n3
Cn1 ...n3 ,
3! 

see Section 4.2.3 for more details. Since the only

non-zero component (in the internal sector) of C3 is CABC , the only component of this
abαβ .
V that does not vanish is V abαβ = − H−1
Ξ sin ξ cos ξ

Once the transformation of each index pair and the corresponding metric component
together with the reduction to supergravity is performed, the dyonic M2/M5-brane
solution is obtained in the usual 4+7 Kaluza-Klein split. Its internal metric gmn (and
its determinant g) recovered form the generalized metric together with the external
metric gµν which is just carried over from the external sector of the EFT solution are
given by
gmn = H 1/3 Ξ1/3 diag[H −1 δab , Ξ−1 δAB , δαβ ] , g = H 1/3 Ξ−2/3
gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ] .

(5.57)

with Ξ as defined in (5.53). Reversing the KK-decomposition, finally gives the elevendimensional spacetime metric of the solution as in [142]
ds2 = H −2/3 Ξ1/3 [−dt2 + δab dy a dy b ] + H 1/3 Ξ−2/3 [δAB dy A dy B ]
+ H 1/3 Ξ1/3 [δij dwi dwj + δαβ dy α dy β ] .

(5.58)

The harmonic function H = H(r) here only depends on the three wi where r2 =
δij wi wj . It is smeared over the remaining transverse coordinates y A and y α . In [142]
the solution is only delocalized in the three y A since it is constructed in eight dimensions
and then lifted to eleven dimensions by including the y A . Simply delocalizing it in y α
allows for a complete identification with the solution here. Furthermore, in the reference
a multi-brane solution is constructed whereas here only a single source is considered.
The result can of course be extended to take several identical brane sources into account.
It can be checked that setting ξ to 0 or π/2 and thus either Ξ = H or Ξ = 1
reproduces the pure M5-brane (F.11) and the pure M2-brane (F.9) respectively.
The components of the three-form gauge potential which have one external and
two internal indices, i.e. Cµ

mn

were obtained from the EFT vector potential Aµ M .

The component Cmnk which is entirely in the internal sector was extracted from the
generalized metric MM N . Together they read
H −1
sin ξ ab
H
= Ai cos ξ αβ

Ctab =
Ciαβ

CABC = −

(5.59)

H −1
sin ξ cos ξ ABC
Ξ

where Ai is defined as before. These are exactly the C-field components of the bound
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state solution (in [142] they are given in terms of their field strengths). Again one
can check that in the pure cases where either cos ξ = 0 or sin ξ = 0, the three-form
potential only has a single component as given in (F.9) and (F.11) respectively. The
third component above vanishes in the two pure cases.
An interesting observation is that Ξ = sin2 ξ + H cos2 ξ goes to 1 far away from the
brane solution since H → 1 for r → ∞ while near the core where Ξ ∼ H the fivebrane
geometry prevails.
In summary, it has been shown that the self-dual EFT solution contains the dyonic
M2/M5-brane solution. Therefore, the EFT solution does not only give the standard
supergravity branes but in fact also the brane bound states. The standard ones are
the objects obtained by pointing the vector along one of the axes of our 56-dimensional
exceptional extended coordinate space. But any combination of directions is possible,
thus giving rise to dyonic bound states of branes. Furthermore, the solutions of the
Type II theories in ten dimensions are also included. We will look at this aspect next.
Type IIA Solutions
In Appendix C it is shown how the ten-dimensional Type IIA theory can directly be
embedded into EFT without an intermediate step to the eleven-dimensional theory.
Applying this procedure in reverse, the EFT solution can be viewed from a Type IIA
point of view.
In the case of extracting the eleven-dimensional solutions, the internal extended
coordinate Y M was decomposed into four distinct subsets (4.54) such as y m or ymn .
Having the EFT wave propagating along those four kinds of directions gave rise to the
four different solutions in supergravity with the four components of the EFT vector
potential (4.58) providing the KK-vector and C-fields. Now in the ten-dimensional
Type IIA case, the generalized coordinate splits into eight separate sets of directions
(C.1) and we can thus expect to get eight different solutions, one for each possible
orientation of the EFT solution (together with the eight types of components of the
EFT vector (C.4)).
Let us first obtain the WA-solution, the pp-wave spacetime in Type IIA. The generalized metric has to be slightly reshuffled to accommodate our new choice of coordinates,
its precise form can be found in the appendix. To obtain the wave, the EFT solution
is made to propagate along one of the ordinary directions y m̄ , say y 1 = z. Using
the ansatz (C.3) for MM N in Type IIA and comparing it to the (rotated) generalized
metric of the EFT solution gives the dilaton e2φ and the internal 6-metric ḡm̄n̄ of the
WA-solution under the 4 + 6 KK-decomposition. The corresponding EFT vector component is At z = −(H −1 − 1) which provides the KK-vector of the decomposition and
combines with the internal and external metrics to form the ten-dimensional metric of
the wave. The other component of the vector potential, Ai z̃ = Ai is related to the dual
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graviton which does not appear in the ten-dimensional picture. The KK-decomposition
of the wave and other Type II solutions can be found in Appendix F.2.2.
If instead the EFT solution is chosen to propagate along the compact circle y θ , the
same procedure as above leads to the D0-brane. The RR-one-form C1 it couples to can
be extracted from the EFT vector At θ . The dual seven-form C7 is derived from the
other component, Ai θ̃ .
The picture should be clear by now. The EFT solution, that is the generalized metric
MM N and the vector potential Aµ M , are rotated in a specific direction. Depending
on the nature of that direction, different solution in the ten-dimensional theory arise.
The F1-string and NS5-brane solution can be extracted if the EFT solution propagates
along one of the ym̄θ and y m̄θ directions respectively. The corresponding EFT vector
provides the NSNS-two-form B2 and dual NSNS-six-form B6 for the string and vice
versa for the fivebrane. Similarly, if the directions are ym̄n̄ and y m̄n̄ , the D2- and D4branes with the corresponding set of dual RR-three-form C3 and RR-five-form C5 are
obtained.
The last two directions the EFT solution can be along are ym̄ and yθ . These are the
dual directions to y m̄ and y θ and hence provide the solutions dual to WA and D0, that is
the KK6A-brane and the D6-brane. For the KK6A-brane, essentially the KK-monopole
of the Type IIA theory, if we choose y1 = z̃ as the direction, the EFT vector Ai z̃ = Ai
gives the KK-vector for the ten-dimensional metric and the dual At z = −(H −1 − 1)
is the dual graviton for that solution. For the D6-brane, the EFT vector provides the
RR-seven-form C7 it couples to together with the dual one-form C1 .
We have thus outlined how eight different Type IIA solutions can all be extracted
from a single self-dual solution in EFT. The fundamental wave and string, the solitonic
monopole and fivebrane, and the four p-even D-branes all arise naturally by applying the
Type IIA solution to the section condition to the EFT wave rotated in the appropriate
direction. A summery of all the possible orientations and corresponding solutions can
be found in Table 5 at the end of this section.
Type IIB Solutions
Along the same lines as above, using the ansatz for embedding the Type IIB theory into
EFT allows for further solutions to be extracted from the EFT wave. The generalized
coordinate Y M is now split into five distinct sets according to (C.6) which gives five
possible directions to align the EFT solution (together with five types of components
in the EFT vector (C.9)).
As before, the entries of the generalized metric MM N have to be rearranged to accommodate the choice of coordinates (see Appendix C). Comparing the Type IIB ansatz
for MM N in (C.7) to the (rotated) generalized metric leads to the six-dimensional internal metric ḡm̄n̄ together with the SL(2) matrix γab . If the direction of choice is of
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the y m̄ type, the WB-solution can be extracted. This is the pp-spacetime of the Type
IIB theory which is identical to the WA-solution. The procedure is exactly the same
as before with the Aµ M providing the KK-vector for the ten-dimensional metric (and
the dual graviton which plays no role).
The dual choice of direction, i.e. ym̄ , gives the dual solution, that is the KK6Bbrane, the KK-monopole of the Type IIB theory. Again the EFT vector contributes
the KK-vector and dual graviton. The KK6B-brane is identical to the KK6A-brane.
theory

D = 11

D = 10
Type IIA

D = 10
Type IIB

solution
WM
M2
M2/M5
M5
KK7
WA
D0
D2
F1
KK6A
D6
D4
NS5
WB
F1 / D1
D3
NS5 / D5
KK6B

orientation
ym
ymn
*
y mn
ym
y m̄
yθ
ym̄n̄
ym̄θ
ym̄
yθ
y m̄n̄
y m̄θ̄
y m̄
ym̄ a
ym̄n̄k̄
y m̄ a
ym̄

EFT
vector
Aµ m
Aµ mn
*
Aµ mn
Aµ m
Aµ m̄
Aµ θ
Aµ m̄n̄
Aµ m̄θ
Aµ m̄
Aµ θ
Aµ m̄n̄
Aµ m̄θ
Aµ m̄
Aµ m̄ a
Aµ m̄n̄k̄
Aµ m̄ a
Aµ m̄

At M

Ai M

KK-vector
C3
C3 ⊕ C6
C6
dual graviton
KK-vector
C1
C3
B2
dual graviton
C7
C5
B6
KK-vector
B 2 / C2
C4
B 6 / C6
dual graviton

dual graviton
C6
C6 ⊕ C3
C3
KK-vector
dual graviton
C7
C5
B6
KK-vector
C1
C3
B2
dual graviton
B 6 / C6
C4
B 2 / C2
KK-vector

Table 5: This table shows all supergravity solutions in ten and eleven dimensions discussed in this section. The orientation indicates the type of direction along which the
EFT solution propagates to give rise to each of the supergravity solutions. It also determines the nature of the components of the EFT vector in the supergravity picture. * The
orientation of the M2/M5 bound state requires a superposition of a membrane direction
ymn and a fivebrane direction y mn . Therefore the EFT vector in that hybrid direction
gives both the C3 and the C6 since it is a dyonic solution.

A more interesting choice of direction is to rotate the EFT solution along one of
the ym̄ a . This produces the Type IIB S-duality doublet of the F1-string and D1-brane.
They couple to a two-form which carries an additional SL(2) index a to distinguish
between the NSNS-field B2 and the RR-field C2 . From the generalized metric MM N the
internal metric ḡm̄n̄ and the SL(2) matrix γab containing the dilaton e2φ (C0 vanishes
for this solution) can be extracted. The EFT vector Aµ

m̄ a

provides the two-form (and

also the dual six-form).
Similarly, the EFT solution along one of the y m̄

a

gives rise to the other S-duality

doublet of the Type IIB theory, the NS5-brane and the D5-brane. They couple to a
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six-form which also carries an SL(2) index to distinguish the NSNS- and RR-part, B6
and C6 respectively. The six-form is encoded in the electric part of the EFT vector
At m̄

a

= −(H −1 − 1) (and the dual two-form is encoded in the magnetic part Ai

m̄ a

=

Ai ) upon dualization on the internal coordinate.
Finally, having the EFT solution along the fifth direction from a Type IIB point
of view, ym̄n̄k̄ , leads to the self-dual D3-brane together with its self-dual four-form C4
encoded in Aµ

m̄n̄k̄ .

As in the Type IIA theory, the fundamental wave and string, the solitonic monopole
and fivebrane, and three p-odd D-branes, can all be extracted from the EFT solution
by applying the Type IIB solution to the section condition and rotating the fields
appropriately. All the obtained solutions are summarized in Table 5, together with the
orientation the EFT solution, i.e. its direction of propagation.
In theory it should also be possible to obtain the D-instanton (the D(-1)-brane)
and its dual, the D7-brane, from the EFT solution. The reason why this is not as
straightforward as for all the other D-branes is that the instanton, as the name implies,
does not have a time direction, it is a ten-dimensional Euclidean solution. Therefore
the EFT solution has to be set up in such a way that the time coordinate is not in the
external sector but in the internal sector of the KK-decomposition. Then being part
of the exceptional extended space it can be rotated and “removed” when taking the
section back to the physical space, leaving a solution without a time direction.
The issue for the D7-brane is that it only has two transverse directions, so it cannot
fully be accommodated by our KK-decomposition which places time plus three transverse direction in the external sector and the the world volume (with the remaining
transverse bits, if there are any) in the internal sector. This clearly does not work for
the D7-brane.
Both of these reasons are not fundamental shortcomings of the EFT solution, they
are just technical issues arising from the way we have set everything up in this chapter.
In Chapter 7 where the EFT for the duality group SL(2) × R+ is constructed we will
revisit some of the above solutions and also look at D7-branes. Before doing this we
will discuss some more properties and aspects of the DFT solutions of Chapter 3 and
the EFT solutions of this chapter next.
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Chapter 6

Aspects and Discussion of
Solutions
In this chapter we will look at some aspects of the DFT and EFT solutions presented so
far in more detail and analyze them further. Specifically we want to study the presence
or absence of singularities at the core of the solutions and see if there is a naturally
preferred frame choice to avoid the encounter with a singularity. Furthermore we want
to extend some of the solutions we have found by localizing them in the dual space,
i.e. give them a dependence on a winding coordinate. This leads to some interesting
insights into worldsheet instanton corrections. To some extend this has been done
before [143,144], but it is much more natural to formulate such a setup in the language
of double field theory.

6.1

Singularities and Preferred Frame Choices

In this section we wish to enter into some speculation that has motivated some of the
work at the heart of this thesis. In particular we want to comment on the issue of the
singularity structure of supergravity solutions21 .
Having constructed the self-dual wave solution with monopole-structure in EFT
(Section 5.3) and shown how it relates to the known solutions of supergravity, we can
analyze it further. The fields of the solution, that is the metrics gµν and MM N and
the vector potential Aµ M , are all expressed in terms of the harmonic function H(r)
with r2 = δij wi wj where r is the radial coordinate of the transverse directions in the
external sector. This leads to the immediate question of what happens to the solution
when r goes to zero or infinity, i.e. what happens close to the core of the solution or
far away from it?
21

We are grateful to Michael Duff for discussions on this issue.
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As is well known from the works of Duff and others [145, 146], the nature of singularities at the core of brane solutions depends on the duality frame that one uses.
Given that EFT provides a formalism unifying different duality frames then one would
imagine that solutions in EFT maybe be singularity free at the core. Since the solution
lives in an extended space, the additional dimensions help to smooth the singularity at
the core. This is not the case for the fundamental string, for example.
A good way to think about DFT or EFT is as a Kaluza-Klein-type theory. The space
is extended and the reduction of the theory through use of the section condition gives
supergravity. Let’s recall some basic properties of ordinary Kaluza-Klein theory that
will be useful for our intuition. The reduced theory is gravity plus electromagnetism
(and a scalar field which will not be relevant here). One typically allows various singular solutions such as electric sources which have delta function-type singularities and
magnetic sources which also are singular. Then the Kaluza-Klein lift of these solutions
smooths out the singularities. The electric charges are just waves propagating around
the KK-circle and the magnetic charges come from fibering the KK-circle to produce a
total space describing an S 3 . Thus the singularities inherent from the abelian charges
become removed when one considers the full theory and the U (1) is just a subgroup of
some bigger non-abelian group, in this case five-dimensional diffeomorphisms.
A similar process happens when one considers the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole where
in the low energy effective field theory the gauge group is broken to U (1) and the
monopole is a normal Dirac monopole (with a singularity at the origin). Near the core
of the monopole however, the low energy effective description breaks down, and the
full non-abelian theory becomes relevant. The non-abelian interactions smooth out the
core of the monopole and the singularity is removed. This intuition is exactly what we
wish to evoke when thinking about DFT and EFT. Solutions become smoothed out by
the embedding in a bigger theory, U (1) charges in particular are simply the result of
some reduction and the singularities are non-existent in the full theory [147].
So can one show that the EFT solutions described here are free of singularities
at their core? To see how this works, we will first return to a simpler example, the
DFT wave of Section 3.1 which gives the fundamental string when the direction of
propagation is a winding direction. After this short digression we will return to the
EFT solution and find a similar result.

6.1.1

The Core of the DFT Wave

It is well known that the fundamental string of string theory has a singularity at its core
(essentially there are delta function sources required by the solution). The existence
of this singularity can easily be inferred from looking at the Ricci scalar or sending a
probe towards the core of the string and looking at the proper time it takes the probe
to do so [145, 146].
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The other fundamental object in string theory, the T-dual of the string, is the
wave. The wave is clearly non-singular as a straightforward calculation of the Riemann
curvature shows. If one takes a closer look at the string and the wave, it is the crossterms in the wave metric that ensure that the curvature remains finite and does not
develop a singularity. The T-duality (essentially the Buscher rules) that turns the wave
into the string moves these cross-terms into the B-field of the string. The curvature of
the string then becomes singular as r goes to zero.
In double field theory T-duality simply is a rotation in the doubled space. In DFT
there is a single fundamental solution, the DFT wave. Depending on its orientation
in the doubled space, either the string or the wave solution of string theory can be
extracted when seen from an un-doubled point of view.
The DFT solution is non-singular everywhere. The notion of curvature in DFT is a
slightly ambiguous concept. By non-singular we mean that the generalized Ricci tensor
defined by varying the DFT action with respect to the generalized metric vanishes
everywhere for the DFT wave. Of course the equations of motion for DFT dictate that
this must vanish in the absence of any RR or fermionic sources since the NSNS sector
is contained in the generalized geometry. What is significant is that one might have
allowed delta function sources as one does for the Schwarzschild solution in ordinary
relativity. None are required by the wave solution in DFT. The lack of a singularity
at the core may also be argued from analogy with ordinary relativity. The solution in
question is the wave solution for DFT and the wave solution in ordinary GR is free from
singularities therefore we expect the DFT wave to also be singularity free. Thus looking
at the solution from the perspective of the doubled space eliminates the singularity at
the core of the fundamental string.
One can ask further how the solution behaves closes to the core or far away, i.e.
what happens when r is small or large? Is there is a natural choice of picking the
coordinates that form the physical spacetime? To answer this question we have to take
a closer look at the DFT wave. Recall the generalized metric of the DFT wave solution
(3.1)
ds2 = HM N dX M dX N


= (H − 2) dt2 − dz 2 + δmn dy m dy n


+ 2(H − 1) dtdz̃ + dt̃dz


− H dt̃2 − dz̃ 2 + δ mn dỹm dỹn

(6.1)

where the doubled coordinates are X M = (t, z, t̃, z̃, y m , ỹm̄ ). The doubled space has
dimension 2D and the transverse coordinates are labeled by m, m̄ = 1, . . . , D − 2. The
harmonic function here (for D > 4) is given by H = 1 +

h
rD−4

with r2 = δmn y m y n .

In order to study the behaviour of this solution we will take all the relevant doubled
coordinates to be compact such that (t, z, t̃, z̃) are periodic coordinates.
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In order to use our Kaluza-Klein inspired intuition we will first examine the behaviour of DFT on a simple 2D-dimensional torus. The 2D DFT torus is decomposed
into a D-torus with volume RD and a dual torus with volume (α0 /R)D . This decomposition is always possible due to the presence of the invariant O(D, D) structure η that
provides the doubled space with a polarization. Double field theory comes equipped
with a coupling
GDF T = e2d α0D−1

(6.2)

where e2d is the DFT dilaton and acts as a dimensionless coupling for DFT in the
same way as the usual dilaton does for supergravity. The DFT coupling GDF T is to be
compared with the usual Newton’s constant in D-dimensional supergravity given by
GN = e2φ α0

D−2
2

.

(6.3)

It is known (almost by construction) that reducing DFT on the dual D-torus à la
Kaluza-Klein gives supergravity in D dimensions and thus we can relate the coupling
for the reduced theory to the DFT coupling, GDF T =
e2φ =

α0D
G ,
RD N

to get

RD 2d
e .
α0D/2

(6.4)

Equivalently, we may instead reduce on the D-torus, to give the T-dual supergravity
picture via GDF T = RD GN which gives the relation
e2φdual =

α0D/2 2d
e .
RD

(6.5)

These three couplings then potentially provide a hierarchy that is governed by RD , the
volume of the torus. This analysis gives the completely intuitive result that for R much
larger than the string scale, the appropriate description is DFT reduced on the dual
torus since its coupling, e2φ , is greatest. For small R the appropriate description is for
the theory reduced on the torus itself, as its coupling, e2φdual , is greatest. For a circle
whose radius is of order α0 there is no preferred reduction and the hierarchy breaks
down. Thus the total doubled space should be taken into account without reduction.
This is as it should be, for tori near the string scale we need to include both ordinary
modes and the winding modes simultaneously. This somewhat pedestrian analysis is
just slightly formalizing the notion that on a compact space there is a natural T-duality
frame that is picked out by the one where the volume is largest.22
We now wish to apply this lesson to our DFT wave solution and determine which
22

The reader may prefer that this argument should be expressed in terms of energy scales in which
case simply convert the hierarchy of gravitational couplings to effective Planck masses and examine the
theory that dominates the low energy effective action (cf. the discussion in the Introduction).
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dimensions become large and thus pick the T-duality frame. These large dimensions
will be those that then become identified with the spacetime of supergravity. This is
non-trivial in the sense that the volume of the compact space will be a function of r, the
distance from the core of the solution. One should think of the solution as a toroidal
fibration with a one-dimensional base space with coordinate r and the toroidal fibre
being given by the generalized metric. For the solution at hand this is space described
by the 4 × 4 generalized metric for the coordinates X A = (t, z, t̃, z̃)

HAB



=



H −2

0

H −1

0

0

2−H H −1

0

0

H −1

−H

0

H −1

0

0

H




.



(6.6)

h
The function H = 1+ rD−4
completely determines the geometry and is solely a function

of r, the radial distance to the solution’s core. In these coordinates there is no notion of
one dimension being larger than another since the metric has off-diagonal components.
In order to see which dimensions become large it is necessary to go to a choice of
coordinates where the generalized metric is diagonal. To simplify the notation we set
ρ = rD−4 . Then the four eigenvalues of HAB are λA . They are given together with
their limits by
r→0 r→∞
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
where f =

h−f
=
ρ
h−f
=−
ρ
h+f
=−
ρ
h+f
=
ρ

−→

0

−1

−→

0

+1

−→

−∞

−1

−→

+∞

+1

(6.7)

p
h2 + ρ2 . The corresponding (normalized) eigenvectors can be used to

construct the diagonalizing matrix which in turn is utilized to find the new basis where
HAB is diagonal with entries λA . This new basis is given by
q

s
A

X0 =

f +ρ
h t

q



h
f +ρ z̃ 

−
q
q


f +ρ 
h

t̃
+
h  f +ρ
h z
q
q
.
f −ρ 
h
2f 
t̃
−
z
 f −ρ

q h 
q
f −ρ
h
h t+
f −ρ z̃

(6.8)

If we now take the limit where r either goes to zero or infinity (and thus f goes to h
or infinity), the diagonalized coordinate basis looks like (recall that the original basis
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was X A = (t, z, t̃, z̃))

r→0:

X0

A



t − z̃


t̃ + z 
1 

,
√
=

2
t̃ − z 
t + z̃

X0

r→∞:

A

 
t
 
z 

=
 t̃  .
 
z̃

(6.9)

This can be interpreted as follows. The DFT wave is asymptotically flat, thus for
large r there is no preferred set of coordinates, i.e. it does not matter which pair, (t, z)
or (t̃, z̃), we call “dual” and which we take as being our usual spacetime. Different
choices will just give T-duality related solutions. However, as one approaches the core
of the solution and r gets smaller, the space diagonalizes and takes the form of a sort of
twisted light-cone. It is twisted in the sense that the light cone mixes the coordinates
that at asymptotic infinity describe both the space and its dual. That is we have
1
u = √ (t − z̃) ,
2

1
v = √ (t̃ + z) ,
2

1
ṽ = √ (t̃ − z) ,
2

1
ũ = √ (t + z̃) .
2

(6.10)

There is a clear hierarchy in the volumes between the two sets. One set, ṽ and
ũ, comes with a large volume associated to those dimensions as can be seen from the
eigenvalues λ3 and λ4 which diverge. On the other hand, the other set of coordinates, u
and v, is associated with a small volume as the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 tend to zero. Thus
one set is picked out and we must think of the core of the solution as being given by the
space described by ṽ and ũ. Following these coordinates out of the core to asymptotic
infinity these coordinates become just t̃ and z̃. This fits in with the intuition that the
dual description is suitable for describing the spacetime near the singular core. What
may not have been apparent before DFT is that actually as one approaches the core
these dual coordinates twist with the normal spacetime coordinates to give a twisted
light-cone at the core of the fundamental string.

6.1.2

Wave vs Monopole

Now we return to the self-dual solution of EFT. To carry out the analysis, the solution
is not treated as living in 4+56 dimensions but as a truly 60-dimensional solution. Thus
the three constituents of the solution, the external metric gµν , the extended internal
metric MM N and the EFT vector potential Aµ M are combined in the usual KaluzaKlein fashion to form a 60-dimensional metric
HM̂ N̂ =

gµν + Aµ M Aν N MM N

Aµ M M M N

MM N Aν N

MM N
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where gµν is given in (5.19), Aµ M in (5.20) and MM N is taken from (4.38) to be
MM N = diag[H 3/2 , H 1/2 δ27 , H −1/2 δ27 , H −3/2 ] .

(6.12)

We then insert the EFT monopole/wave solution to find23
HM̂ N̂ =

!

wave
H 1/2 HAB

0

0

mono
H −1/2 HĀ
B̄

(6.13)

where to top left block is simply the metric of a wave with 27 transverse dimensions and
the bottom right block is the metric of a monopole, also with 27 transverse dimensions


H −2 H −1


wave
HAB
= H − 1

H

0


mono
HĀ
B̄ = 

0

0




0 ,
δ27

(6.14)

H(δij + H −2 Ai Aj ) H −1 Ai
H −1 Aj

H −1

0

0

0




0 .
δ27

(6.15)

In (6.13) it is interesting to see that there is a natural split into a block diagonal
form simply by composing the fields à la Kaluza-Klein. These two blocks come with
prefactors of H ±1/2 with opposite power, so the geometry will change distinctly between
large and small r.
Close to the core of the solution, where r is small, H becomes large and the wave
geometry dominates. Far away for large r, H will be close to one (and thus Ai vanishes)
and neither the monopole nor wave dominates. Thus one would imagine asymptotically
either description is valid and the different choices related through a duality transformation. However what is curious is the dominance of the wave solution in the small
r region. It appears according to this analysis that all branes in string and M-theory
when thought of as solutions in EFT are wave solutions in the core. It is hoped to
explore these questions in a more rigorous fashion in future work.

6.2

Localization in Winding Space

The supergravity solutions we have considered so far to construct DFT and EFT solutions were de-localized and heavily smeared over many dimensions, especially the dual
ones. This was not only done to keep things simple but also to relate the various solutions to each other via dualities which, at least in a first step, is easier done when there
are isometries.
23

The resulting object has dimension 60 whereas the two blocks have dimension 29 and 31 respectively
as indicated by the indices M̂ , A and Ā.
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In this section we want to study solutions which have a dependence on a winding
coordinate, i.e. they are localized in winding space. To put this scenario into context,
it will be useful to recall the discussion on T-duality in Section 3.3 which we will pick
up here. There it was argued that the presence of an isometry in the doubled space
leads to an ambiguity of how to pick the section which forms the physical spacetime.
The different choices give rise to the different T-duality frames from the supergravity
point of view. The crucial point was that either choice satisfies the strong constraint.
Now we want to ask the question what happens when the solution depends on one
of those coordinates, say z. Note that the solution is still independent of the dual
coordinate z̃. In such a scenario the strong constraint is still satisfied since overall the
solution only depends on half (or less than half) the coordinates. But now there is a
canonical choice to take the z coordinate as part of the physical spacetime. The reduction still gives a good supergravity solution, this time it is not smeared but localized
in z.
However, what happens if a non-canonical choice is made for the spacetime, i.e.
what if z̃ is chosen in order to end up with a solution in the T-dual frame? One
obtains a supergravity solution with a dependence on the “parameter” z which is not a
spacetime coordinate anymore. To see this in more detail, it helps to look at a concrete
example.

6.2.1

The Monopole Solution Localized in Winding Space

In order to appreciate the existence of a monopole solution localized in winding space,
some background material is required which we will briefly review here. Superstring
theory compactified on a circle contains Kaluza-Klein monopole solutions [35,36] which
have an isometry on the circle. T-duality along the circle transforms them into Hmonopoles [148, 149] which can be seen as the NS5-branes [150, 151] of string theory.
The KK-monopole is charged under the U (1) arising from the KK-reduction ansatz
for the spacetime metric while the H-monopole is charged under the U (1) originating
from the KK-reduction of the two-form B-field (whose field strength is the three-form
H-flux, hence the name).
The NS5-brane naturally corresponds to a localized H-monopole geometry while the
solution obtained by T-duality from the KK-monopole is smeared over the circle. This
breaking of the isometry around the circle leads to a throat behaviour when probed by
scattering strings at short distances. It was shown by Tong [152] that the smeared and
localized versions of the NS5-brane can be reconciled by considering string worldsheet
instantons. In the smeared background there are instanton corrections to the geometry
to reproduce the localized solution.
The presence of a duality means that the physics of the dual solutions is the same.
The problem now is that the throat behaviour of the NS5-brane is qualitatively different
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to the T-dual KK-monopole solution. It was therefore argued by Gregory, Harvey and
Moore [143] that a proper KK-monopole solution in string theory should be modified to
have a throat behaviour near its core when being probed by scattering string winding
states (as opposed to string momentum states as we are now in the T-dual picture).
This was confirmed by Harvey and Jensen [144] who used the same gauged linear
sigma model techniques as Tong [152] to demonstrate that instanton effects give corrections to the low energy effective action which can be interpreted as changes to the
effective geometry of the solution. In the same way the smeared H-monopole was turned
into the localized NS5-brane, we should now think of the KK-monopole as becoming
localized in winding space. The problem with such a result is to accommodate both the
normal and winding coordinates such a solution requires in a single framework. This
is where the doubled geometry of DFT comes into play.
Double field theory is a natural formalism to consider these background geometries
since by doubling the target space and thus making T-duality manifest, solutions which
depend on a dual coordinate can be analyzed [153]. In [154] Jensen used the gauged
linear sigma model for a doubled target space background to study the KK-monopole
in winding space and clarify some aspects of the worldsheet instanton calculation. Here
we now want to complement this picture by giving the DFT solution which corresponds
to the localized KK-monopole (from a target space as opposed to sigma model point
of view).
To construct a monopole solution which is not smeared but localized in the z direction, the harmonic function H needs an explicit dependence on z. For now we will just
denote this by H = H(r, z) using the coordinates of the DFT monopole solution given
in (3.39). We will discuss the exact form of the localized harmonic function below.
A first immediate effect of this extra coordinate dependence is that the field strength
Hµνρ in (3.44) of the NS5-brane has now two non-zero components
Hijz = 2∂[i Bj]z = ij k ∂k H(r, z) = 2∂[i Aj]

(6.16)

Hijk = 3∂[i Bjk] = ijk ∂z H(r, z) .
The first one can be expressed in terms of the magnetic potential Ai as before in the
smeared case. The second one is new, as the ∂z derivative now does not vanish. The
localized monopole solution of DFT then reads
ds2 = H(1 + H −2 A2 )dz 2 + H −1 dz̃ 2
+ 2H −1 Ai dy i dz̃ − 2H −1 Ai dỹi dz + 2H −1 Bi j dy i dỹj
+ H(δij + H −2 Ai Aj + H −2 Bi k Bkj )dy i dy j + H −1 δ ij dỹi dỹj
+ ηab dxa dxb + η ab dx̃a dx̃b
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where extra terms for dy 2 and dy i dỹj involving Bij arise as compared to (3.37).
Upon rewriting this solution by using the ansatz (3.4), one obtains the localized
NS5-brane with its full field strength. If we carry out the simple operation of swapping
the roles of z and z̃ in the reduction, then this gives the following result

2
2
2
+ H −1 dz̃ + Ai dy i + Hd~y(3)
ds2 = −dt2 + d~x(5)

(6.18)

Hijk = 3∂[i Bjk] = ijk ∂z H(r, z) .
This solution is the localized KK-monopole. The spacetime coordinates in this duality
frame now include z̃, crucially though the harmonic function H still depends on z,
which is a dual coordinate in this frame. Since the monopole can be thought of as a
purely gravitational solution, the field strength Hijk can be re-interpreted as torsion of
the geometry. One thus concludes that this is the monopole solution localized in the
dual winding space. This property is discussed in detail in [154]. This is exactly the
same result as blindly applying the Buscher rules [126, 127] (which would require an
isometry) to the localized NS5-brane along the z direction. It produces the monopole
(which is indeed the T-dual of the fivebrane) but the solution is localized in the dual
winding direction.
The alert reader will be aware that obviously one should not be allowed to use the
Buscher rules to carry out a T-duality in the z direction in the case where the NS5-brane
is localized. The z direction is not an isometry of the localized solution. This shows how
the O(D, D) symmetry in DFT (which is a local continuous symmetry) goes beyond the
usual notion of T-duality (à la Buscher) since it is applicable to any background without
any assumptions about the existence of isometries. This perspective was discussed for
example in [98, 102] amongst other places.
The usual spacetime manifold is defined by picking out a maximally isotropic subspace of the doubled space. Normally this is done by solving the strong constraint
which removes the dependence of fields on half of the coordinates. We then identify
the remaining coordinates with the coordinates of spacetime.
The DFT monopole is a single DFT solution which obeys the strong constraint;
how we identify spacetime is essentially a choice of the duality frame. When the halfdimensional subspace which we call spacetime matches that of the reduction through
the section condition, then we have a normal supergravity solution which, in the case
described above, is the NS5-brane. Alternatively, one can pick the identification of
spacetime not to be determined by the section condition, this then gives an alternative
duality frame. Generically this will not have a supergravity description even though it is
part of a good DFT solution. This is precisely the case described in this section. There
is a localization in winding space and so this solution cannot be described through
supergravity alone – even though it maybe a good string background. In DFT it is just
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described by picking a spacetime submanifold that is not determined by the solution
of the section condition.
duality frame
A
B

DFT solution
with H = H(r, z)
NS5-brane
localized in spacetime
KK-monopole
localized in winding space

DFT solution
with H = H(r, z̃)
NS5-brane
localized in winding space
KK-monopole
localized in spacetime

Table 6: In this table both DFT solutions are of the form (6.17) but with different
coordinate dependencies in the harmonic function. Each solution can be viewed in two
different duality frames. In frame A the z coordinate is a spacetime coordinate while z̃
is a dual winding coordinate. In frame B it is the other way round, z is a dual winding
coordinate while z̃ is a spacetime coordinate. The solutions extracted from the DFT
solutions that are localized in spacetime have good supergravity descriptions while those
that are localized in winding space have not.

With this in mind, we come to the following conclusion. There are two different DFT
solutions of the form (6.17), one with H(r, z) and the other with H(r, z̃) as harmonic
function. Here by z and z̃ we do not mean spacetime and winding coordinates a priori,
but just the coordinates as expressed in (6.17). For each of these two DFT solutions
there is a choice of duality frames which are of course related by O(D, D) rotations.
In one frame, for clarity call it frame A, z is a spacetime coordinate and z̃ is a dual
winding coordinate. In another frame, say frame B, the role of z and z̃ is exchanged,
i.e. z̃ is a spacetime coordinate and z is dual. See Table 6 for an overview.
In the case where H is a function of z, the DFT solution rewritten in the duality
frame A is the NS5-brane localized in spacetime. Its T-dual, found by going to frame B,
is the KK-monopole localized in winding space which has no supergravity description
as explained above. In the other case where H is a function of z̃, the DFT solution
rewritten in frame B gives the KK-monopole localized in spacetime while frame A gives
the NS5-brane localized in winding space. Again this is a solution with no supergravity
description but valid from a string theory point of view.
The DFT solution listed in the first column of Table 6 containing the winding localized monopole and spacetime localized NS5-brane was first given in the work by
Jensen [154]. The DFT solution described in the second column extend Jensen’s ideas
but are of course a natural consequence of the structure of DFT. We would also like to
emphasize that one may interpret Jensen’s solution as a DFT monopole as described
here (this interpretation has not been made before). Thus DFT allows us to pick subspaces that do not match the section condition. This choice does not allow a spacetime
interpretation but does have an interpretation from a string theory point of view.
As explained at the beginning of this section, in Tong’s paper [152] and more recently
in related works by Harvey and Jensen [144,154] and Kimura [119–124] a gauged linear
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sigma model was used to describe the NS5-brane and related solutions. By “related
solutions” we mean the KK-monopole and in fact also the exotic 522 brane [117, 118].
These are all solutions in the same O(D, D) duality orbit. The advantage of the gauged
linear sigma model description is that one may examine the inclusion of world sheet
instanton effects. As first shown in [152], the inclusion of such world sheet instantons
gives rise exactly to the localization in dual winding space we are describing above.
Thus in some sense DFT knows about world sheet instantons. We will discuss this in
the next section.
In terms of the topological questions raised by [105], the localized solution (which
does not have the additional isometry) requires an appropriate patching to form a
globally defined solution. Thus for this thesis we restrict ourselves to giving only
descriptions in a local patch. What is hopeful is that the solution described here has
very specific topology of the dual space since it is itself a monopole. It is hoped to
carry out a detailed analysis of the global properties in the future.

6.2.2

Worldsheet Instanton Corrections

Let us now return to the harmonic function H(r, z) of the localized solution above.
First, consider the harmonic function of the NS5-brane in string theory. Since the
fivebrane in ten dimensions has four transverse directions, it is expressed in terms of
a harmonic function H(y(4) ). By smearing the solution over one of these directions,
it becomes de-localized (called the H-monopole above) and can be related to the KKmonopole via T-duality which requires an isometry. Schematically we have
HNS5 = 1 +

h
|~y(4) |2

−→

Hsmeared = 1 +

h0
= HKK
|~y(3) |

(6.19)

where h, h0 are constants. Below we will set r2 = y i y j δij with i = 1, 2, 3 and y 4 = z.
When working with localized solutions, we want to retain the coordinate dependence on all four transverse directions. But the monopole solution requires a compact
direction for consistency (recall how it is given in terms of the Hopf fibration of S 3
which in a local patch is S 2 × S 1 where the S 1 – the “monopole circle” – is the compact direction), therefore the localization is performed on a circle of radius R and the
harmonic function on R3 × S 1 (as opposed to R4 above) is
Hlocalized = 1 +

h
sinh r/R
.
2Rr cosh r/R − cos z/R

(6.20)

In the limit of R → ∞, this reduces to the original function for the fivebrane on R4
where the circle is decompactified. On the other hand, for r  R this gives the smeared
solution in R3 , i.e. without a dependence on z. Note that r is the radial coordinate of
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R3 = R+ × S 2 expressed in polar coordinates.
The Hopf fibration of S 3 has vanishing first homotopy π1 (S 3 ) = 0 and so there
is no conserved string winding number. Therefore strings may dynamically unwind
which was shown by Gregory, Harvey and Moore in [143]. This means that a string
in the background of the localized monopole which carries winding charge can unwind
itself. A zeromode can be identified which transfers the winding charge to the monopole
background24 . So in the same way a string momentum mode scattering off the NS5brane sees a throat behaviour at short distances, a string winding mode scattering off
the localized KK-monopole also experiences the throat behaviour and T-duality indeed
relates dual solutions with the same physics.
This zeromode can be interpreted as an worldsheet instanton effect which correct
the smeared geometry to give the localized solutions. This can be seen by expanding
this localized harmonic function in Fourier modes
∞
h X −|k| r +ik z
R
R ,
H(r, z) = 1 +
e
2Rr

(6.21)

k=−∞

where now k can be related to the instanton number. This expression was used in the
above cited works to find the corrective contribution to the low energy effective action
of the instanton effect which can be labelled “winding mode corrections”

6.2.3

Localization on a Torus

With the above discussion in mind, we now want to try something similar for M-theory
backgrounds localized in the extended space. The equivalent solution in EFT to the
DFT monopole is the self-dual solution presented in Section 5.3 which contains both
the M5-brane and the KK-monopole. These solutions have five transverse directions in
eleven-dimensional supergravity. The harmonic function used for the EFT solution was
smeared to only depend on three of them. Therefore we want to localize the fivebrane
on two more directions, say z1 and z2 . These need to be compact directions to relate
1 × S 1 . This will
to the monopole and thus have the topology of a torus T 2 = SR
R2
1

introduce the complex modulus τ which together with the volume V encodes all the
information about the torus. Both are given in terms of the two radii R1 and R2 and
the angle between the circles. The hope is that once a harmonic function on R3 × T 2 is
found, it can be expanded (in terms of modular forms) and might provide some insights
into membrane “wrapping mode corrections”.
It is still an open question how this can be achieved due to the lack of a membrane
sigma model. Here we would like to provide a stepping stone by presenting the harmonic
24
Note that of course the winding charge can always be transfered by the string “falling into” the
monopole. The observation here is that the string can unwind at an arbitrary distance away from the
core.
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function localized on R3 × T 2
h XX
exp
H(r, z, z̄; τ, V ) = 1 +
r m,n ±


√

π h
z(m + τ̄ n) − z̄(m + τ n)
τ2 V
±ir

p

2(m + nτ )(m + τ̄ n)

i

(6.22)

where h is a constant (see Appendix D for a detailed derivation). The two coordinates
z a have been turned into the complex coordinate z = z 1 + τ z 2 where τ = τ1 + iτ2 is
the complex modulus of the torus. The
q torus can be seen as a doubly periodic lattice,
each point is identified with z ∼ z + τV2 (m + τ n) where m, n are integers.
Although we currently lack a closed-form expression for this harmonic function,
it can be used in the EFT solution of Section 5.3 to provide a background which is
localized on two of the 56 exceptionally extended internal directions. This geometry
can now be probed by a membrane. In analogy to the expansion in (6.21), it might be
possible to identify extra modes and find additional terms to the low energy effective
action which correct the geometry. This remains to be seen.
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Chapter 7

SL(2) × R+ EFT – An Action for
F-theory
Now we will slightly shift focus from the extended solutions and their properties back
to exceptional field theory in its own right and what it can be used for. This chapter
provides a shortened version of [4] where the EFT for D = 2 with duality group
SL(2) × R+ was constructed and it was shown how this provides an action for F-theory.
We begin by placing this achievement in a historical context.
It is 20 years since the study of non-perturbative string dynamics [155] and Uduality [156] led to the idea of M-theory. From its inception the low energy effective
description of M-theory was known to be eleven-dimensional supergravity with the
coupling of the Type IIA string promoted to the radius of the eleventh dimension.
The natural extension of this idea to the Type IIB string gave rise to F-theory [38]
where the complex coupling in the Type IIB theory is taken to have its origin in the
complex modulus of a torus fibred over the usual ten dimensions of the Type IIB
string theory. Thus by definition, F-theory is the twelve-dimensional lift of the Type
IIB string theory. The status of this twelve-dimensional theory has been somewhat
different to that of its Type IIA spouse with no direct twelve-dimensional description
in terms of an action and fields that reduce to the Type IIB theory. Indeed, there is no
twelve-dimensional supergravity and thus no limit in which the twelve-dimensions can
be taken to be “large”, unlike in the M-theory case. The emphasis has thus largely been
on using algebraic geometry to describe F-theory compactifications [157,158] such that
now F-theory is synonymous with the study of elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds.
The complex coupling of the Type IIB theory is naturally acted on by an SL(2) Sduality, which is a symmetry of the theory. F-theory provides a geometric interpretation
of this duality. An idea which was raised swiftly after the introduction of F-theory was
whether there exist similar geometrizations of the U-duality symmetries which one finds
after descending in dimension [159]. Here, one would hope to be able to associate the
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scalars of compactified supergravity with the moduli of some auxiliary geometric space.
However, the scope for doing so turns out to be somewhat limited.
More recently, the idea of re-imagining duality in a geometric origin has resurfaced
in the form of double field theory and exceptional field theory. Perhaps the key development that allows for the construction of these theories is that the new geometry is
not a conventional one, but an “extended geometry” based on the idea of “generalized
geometry” [15, 16]. For instance, a key role is played by a “generalized metric”, in
place of the torus modulus, and one introduces an extended space with a novel “generalized diffeomorphism” symmetry. We aim to use these innovations to construct a
twelve-dimensional theory which provides a local action for F-theory.
Let us briefly recap the key steps in construction an exceptional field theory for
general D following the original line of thinking on the subject adapted to the notation
of this chapter:
• Let us consider ourselves as starting with eleven-dimensional supergravity.
• We decompose the eleven-dimensional diffeomorphism group
GL(11) −→ GL(11 − D) × GL(D).
• We promote the SL(D) ⊂ GL(D) symmetry to ED by rewriting the bosonic
degrees of freedom in terms of objects which fall naturally into representations of
ED (in order to do so, we may need to perform various dualizations).
• We now take the step of introducing N new coordinates such that the D original
coordinates and the N extra (or “dual”) coordinates fit into a certain representation of ED : D + N = dim R1 .
• Our fields - which are already in representations of ED - are now taken to depend
on all the coordinates.
• The local symmetries of the theory are likewise rewritten in such a manner that
diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations unify into “generalized diffeomorphisms”.
• Invariance under these local symmetries may be used to fix the EFT action in
the total (11 + N )-dimensional space.
• For consistency the theory must be supplemented with a constraint, quadratic
in derivatives, known as the section condition. Inequivalent solutions (in the
sense that they cannot be mapped into each other by an ED transformation) of
this constraint will impose a dimensional reduction of the (11 + N )-dimensional
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theory down to eleven or ten dimensions. The reduction down to eleven we call
the M-theory section and the reduction down to ten the IIB section for reasons
that will become obvious. Note that although one may motivate and begin the
construction by starting in either eleven dimensions, or ten, the full theory will
automatically contain both M-theory and IIB subsectors [28, 89]
Here we give the result of following this procedure to construct the EFT relevant to
F-theory. The result will be a twelve-dimensional theory which may be reduced either
to the maximal supergravity in eleven dimensions or Type IIB supergravity in ten.
This theory is manifestly invariant under a SL(2) × R+ symmetry. The SL(2) part of
this is easily identified with the S-duality of Type IIB and after imposing the section
condition one can see the emergence of a fibration structure as considered in F-theory.
We note that the construction is a little different to the cases considered before
in that the extended space that is introduced is too small to include any effects from
geometrizing gauge field potentials such as the three-form of eleven-dimensional supergravity. In some sense, one may think of it as the minimal EFT. As such, it provides the
easiest way of seeing exactly how F-theory fits in to the general EFT framework. By
constructing the theory our goal is to bring into sharp focus the points of comparison
between the EFT construction and what is normally thought of as F-theory. It will be
of interest to embed this viewpoint into the higher rank groups already studied.
In this chapter, after describing the action and symmetries of the SL(2) × R+ EFT
in section 7.1, we begin the process of analyzing how it relates to F-theory. We can
precisely show the identification of the fields of the SL(2) × R+ EFT with those of
eleven-dimensional supergravity and ten-dimensional Type IIB supergravity, which we
do in section 7.2. After this, in section 7.3 we discuss in general terms how one may
view the IIB section - where there is no dependence on two coordinates - as an F-theory
description. The dynamics of the extended space are encoded in a generalized metric
whose degrees of freedom are precisely such as to allow us to recover the usual sort of
torus fibration familiar in F-theory.
We also discuss in detail how one sees M-theory/F-theory duality in the EFT framework. One can work out the precise maps between the M-theory and F-theory pictures
by comparing the identifications of the EFT fields in the different sections. In this
way one recovers the usual relationships relating eleven-dimensional supergravity on a
torus to Type IIB string theory on a circle in nine dimensions [160]. We carry this
out for a selection of familiar brane solutions in section 7.4, paying attention to the
different features that are seen in EFT depending on whether the brane wraps part
of the extended space or not. For instance, 1/2 BPS brane solutions may be seen as
simple wave/monopole type solutions in the EFT [3] as was shown for the E7 case in
Chapter 4.
At the same time, we stress that the EFT construction is an extension of the usual
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duality relationships. From the point of view of the M-theory section, we introduce one
additional dual coordinate y s , which can be thought of as being conjugate to a membrane wrapping mode when we have a background of the form M9 × T 2 . Alternatively,
the IIB section sees two dual coordinates y α related to winding modes of the F1 and
D1 in the direction y s . In EFT we treat all these modes on an equal footing - they are
related by the symmetry SL(2) × R+ .25
We hope that by presenting the twelve-dimensional SL(2) × R+ exceptional field
theory we can begin to properly connect the EFT constructions to F-theory.

7.1

The Theory and its Action

In this section, we describe the general features of the theory. First, we describe the
setup in terms of an extended space and the field content. Then we shall give the
form of the action. After this, we will briefly discuss the symmetries of the theory,
which can be used to determine the action. Our goal is to provide an introduction to
the main features. Thus, we refer to the original work for the technical details of the
construction, some of which can be found in Appendix E. Note that here we will restrict
ourselves to only the bosonic sector of the theory. We expect that supersymmetrization
will follow the form of other supersymmetrized EFTs [77, 78].
The theory we will describe may be thought of as a twelve-dimensional theory with
a 9 + 3 split of the coordinates, so that we have
• nine “external” coordinates, xµ ,
• three “extended” coordinates, Y M that live in the 21 ⊕ 1−1 reducible representation of SL(2) × R+ (where the subscripts denote the weights under the R+
factor). To reflect the reducibility of the representation we further decompose
the coordinates Y M = (y α , y s ) where α = 1, 2 transforms in the fundamental of
SL(2), and s stands, appropriately as we will see, for “singlet” or “string”26 .
The fields and symmetry transformation parameters of the theory can in principle
depend on all of these coordinates. However, as always happens in exceptional field
theory and double field theory, there is a consistency condition which reduces the
dependence on the extended coordinates. This condition is usually implemented as
the section condition, which directly imposes that that the fields cannot depend on all
extended coordinates. In our case, it takes the form
∂α ⊗ ∂s = 0 ,
25
26

(7.1)

Actually, in this case y s is a singlet of the SL2(2) part of the group while y α is a doublet.
The reducibility of the coordinate representation is not a feature of higher rank duality groups.
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with the derivatives to be thought of as acting on any field or pair of fields, so that we
require both ∂α ∂s Φ = 0 and ∂α Φ∂s Ψ+∂α Ψ∂s Φ = 0. The origin of the section condition
is the requirement that the algebra of symmetries closes, which we will review in the
next subsection.
The field content of the theory is as follows. The metric-like degrees of freedom are
• an “external” metric, gµν ,
• a generalized metric, MM N which parametrizes the coset (SL(2) × R+ )/SO(2).
(From the perspective of the “external” nine dimensions, this metric will correspond to the scalar degrees of freedom.) The reducibility of the Y M coordinates
implies that the generalized metric is reducible and thus may be decomposed as,
MM N = Mαβ ⊕ Mss .

(7.2)

The coset (SL(2) × R+ )/SO(2) implies we have just three degrees of freedom described
by the generalized metric. This means that Mss must be related to det Mαβ . One can
thus define Mαβ such that
Hαβ ≡ (Mss )3/4 Mαβ ,

(7.3)

has unit determinant. The rescaled metric Hαβ and Mss can then be used as the
independent degrees of freedom when constructing the theory. This unit determinant
matrix Hαβ will then appear naturally in the IIB/F-theory description.
In addition, we have a hierarchy of gauge fields, similar to the tensor hierarchy
of gauged supergravities [34, 161]. These are form fields with respect to the external
directions, and also transform in different representations of the duality group:
Representation
21 ⊕ 1−1

Gauge potential
Aµ

M

Field strength
Fµν M

20

Bµν αs

Hµνρ αs

11

Cµνρ [αβ]s

Jµνρσ [αβ]s

[αβ]ss

Kµνρσλ

10

Dµνρσ

21

Eµνρσκ γ[αβ]ss

Lµνρσκλ γ[αβ]ss

Fµνρσκλ M

not needed

20 ⊕ 12

(7.4)

[αβ]ss

These fields also transform under “generalized diffeomorphisms” and “external diffeomorphisms” which we describe in the next subsection, as well as various gauge symmetries of the tensor hierarchy which we describe in Appendix E.2. The field strengths are
defined such that the fields transform covariantly under generalized diffeomorphisms,
i.e. according to their index structure and the rules given in the following subsection,
and are gauge invariant under a hierarchy of interrelated gauge transformations given
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in detail in E.2. The expressions for the field strengths are schematically
ˆ µµ
Fµν = 2∂[µ Aν] + · · · + ∂B
1 2
ˆ µµµ ,
Hµ1 µ2 µ3 = 3D[µ1 Bµ2 µ3 ] + · · · + ∂C
1 2 3
ˆ µ ...µ ,
Jµ1 ...µ1 µ4 = 4D[µ1 Cµ2 µ3 µ4 ] + · · · + ∂D
1
4

(7.5)

ˆ µ ...µ ,
Kµ1 ...µ5 = 5D[µ1 Dµ2 ...µ5 ] + · · · + ∂E
1
5
ˆ µ ...µ ,
Lµ1 ...µ6 = 6D[µ1 Eµ2 ...µ6 ] + · · · + ∂F
1
6
where for the p-form field strengths the terms indicated by dots involve quadratic and
higher order of field strengths. We also see that there is always a linear term, shown,
of the gauge field at next order, under a particular nilpotent derivative ∂ˆ defined in
E.1. The derivative, Dµ that appears is a covariant derivative for the generalized
diffeomorphisms, as described in the next section. The detailed definitions of the field
strengths are also in E.2.
Crucially, the presence of the two kinds of diffeomorphism symmetries may be used
to fix the action up to total derivatives. For the details of this calculation we refer to
the original work [4]. The resulting general form of the action, which is common to all
exceptional field theories is given schematically as follows,
Z
S=

9

3

d xd Y

√



1
g R̂ + Lskin + Lgkin + √ Ltop + V .
g

(7.6)

The constituent parts are (omitting total derivatives27 ):
• the “covariantized” external Ricci scalar, R̂, which is
1
1
R̂ = g µν Dµ gρσ Dν g ρσ − g µν Dµ g ρσ Dρ gνσ
4
2
1 µν
1
+ g Dµ ln gDν ln g + Dµ ln gDν g µν ,
4
2

(7.7)

• a kinetic term for the generalized metric (containing the scalar degrees of freedom)
Lskin = −

7 µν
1
g Dµ ln Mss Dν ln Mss + g µν Dµ Hαβ Dν Hαβ ,
32
4

(7.8)

• kinetic terms for the gauge fields
Lgkin = −

1
1
MM N Fµν M F µνN −
Mαβ Mss Hµνρ αs Hµνρβs
2 · 2!
2 · 3!
1
−
Mss Mαγ Mβδ Jµνρσ [αβ]s J µνρσ[γδ]s .
2 · 2! · 4!

27

(7.9)

In the quantum theory the total derivatives are important and EFT will have a natural boundary
term given by an ED covariantization of the Gibbons-Hawking term [67].
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We do not include kinetic terms for all the form fields appearing in (7.4). As a
result, not all the forms are dynamical. We will discuss the consequences of this
below.
• a topological or Chern-Simons like term which is not manifestly gauge invariant
in 9+3 dimensions. In a standard manner however we may write this term in a
manifestly gauge invariant manner in 10+3 dimensions as
Z
Stop = κ

10

3

µ1 ...µ10 1

d xd Y ε

4


αβ γδ

1
∂s Kµ1 ...µ5 αβss Kµ6 ...µ10 γδss
5

5
− Fµ1 µ2 s Jµ3 ...µ6 αβs Jµ7 ...µ10 γδ
2

10
αs
βs
γδ
+ 2Hµ1 ...µ3 Hµ4 ...µ6 Jµ7 ...µ10
.
3

(7.10)

The index µ is treated to an abuse of notation where it is simultaneously tenand nine-dimensional. (This extra dimension is purely a notational convenience
and is unrelated to the extra coordinates present in Y M .) The above term is
such that its variation is a total derivative and so can be written again in the
correct number of dimensions. For further discussion of this term, including an
“index-free” description, see Appendix E.3. The overall coefficient κ is found to
1
be κ = + 5!·48
.

• a scalar potential


1
V = Mss ∂s Hαβ ∂s Hαβ + ∂s g µν ∂s gµν + ∂s ln g∂s ln g
4
9
1
+ Mss ∂s ln Mss ∂s ln Mss − Mss ∂s ln Mss ∂s ln g
32 "
2
1 αβ
1
+ M3/4
H ∂α Hγδ ∂β Hγδ + Hαβ ∂α Hγδ ∂γ Hδβ
ss
4
2


 1
3/4
+ ∂α Hαβ ∂β ln g 1/2 Mss
+ Hαβ ∂α g µν ∂β gµν
4
1
1
+∂α ln g∂β ln g + ∂α ln Mss ∂β ln Mss + ∂α ln g∂β ln Mss
4
2

(7.11)

#
.

This theory expresses the dynamics of eleven-dimensional supergravity and ten-dimensional Type IIB supergravity in a duality covariant way. In order to do so, we have
actually increased the numbers of degrees of freedom by simultaneously treating fields
and their electromagnetic duals on the same footing. This can be seen in the collection
of form fields in (7.4). For instance, although eleven-dimensional supergravity contains
only a three-form, here we have additional higher rank forms which can be thought of
as corresponding to the six-form field dual to the three-form.
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The action for the theory deals with this by not including kinetic terms for all the
gauge fields. The field strength Kµνρσκ of the gauge field Dµνρσ only appears in the
topological term (7.10). The field Dµνρσ in fact also appears in the definition of the
gauge field Jµνρ , under a ∂M derivative. One can show that the equation of motion for
this field is


κ µ1 ...µ9
1
γδss
µ1 ...µ4 γδs
∂s
− e Mss Mαγ Mβδ J
= 0.

αβ γδ Kµ5 ...µ9
2
48

(7.12)

The expression in the brackets should be imposed as a duality relation relating the
field strength Kµνρσλ to Jµνρσ , and hence removing seemingly extra degrees of freedom
carried in the gauge fields which are actually just the dualizations of physical degrees
of freedom. The above relation is quite important – for instance the proof that the
EFT action is invariant under diffeomorphisms is only obeyed if it is satisfied.
As for the remaining two gauge fields, the equation of motion following from varying
with respect to Eµνρσκ is trivially satisfied (it only appears in the field strength Kµνρσκ ),
while Fµνρσκλ is entirely absent from the action.

7.1.1

Local and Global Symmetries

It is clear that the above action has a manifest invariance under a global SL(2) × R+
symmetry, acting on the indices α, s in an obvious way. In addition, the exceptional
field theory is invariant under a set of local symmetries.
Alongside the introduction of the extended coordinates Y M one constructs so called
“generalized diffeomorphisms”. In the higher rank groups, these give a unified description of ordinary diffeomorphisms together with the p-form gauge transformations. Although the group SL(2) × R+ is too small for the p-form gauge transformations to play
a role here, the generalized diffeomorphisms provide a combined description of part of
the ordinary local symmetries of Type IIB and eleven-dimensional supergravity.
The generalized diffeomorphisms, generated by a generalized vector ΛM , act as a
local SL(2)×R+ action, called the generalized Lie derivative LΛ . These act on a vector,
V M of weight λV in a form which looks like the usual Lie derivative plus a modification
involving the Y-tensor (cf. Section 4.1)
δΛ V M ≡ LΛ V M = ΛN ∂N V M − V N ∂N ΛM + Y M N P Q ∂N ΛP V Q + (λV + ω)∂N ΛN V M .
(7.13)
This modification is universal for all exceptional field theory generalized Lie derivatives
[70] and is built from the invariant tensors of the duality group. In the case of SL(2) ×
R+ [79], it is symmetric on both upper and lower indices and has the only non-vanishing
components
Y αs βs = δβα .
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There is also a universal weight term, +ω∂N ΛN V M . The constant ω depends on the
1
number n = 11 − D of external dimensions as ω = − n−2
and for us ω = −1/7. The

gauge parameters themselves are chosen to have specific weight λΛ = 1/7, which cancels
that arising from the ω term.
In conventional geometry, diffeomorphisms are generated by the Lie derivative and
form a closed algebra under the Lie bracket. The algebra of generalized diffeomorphisms
involves the E-bracket,
[U, V ]E =

1
(LU V − LV U ) .
2

(7.15)

The condition for closure of the algebra is
LU LV − LV LU = L[U,V ]E

(7.16)

which does not happen automatically. A universal feature in all exceptional field theories is that we need to impose the section condition [70] so the algebra closes. This is
the following constraint determined by the Y-tensor
Y M N P Q ∂M ⊗ ∂N = 0 ,

(7.17)

which implies the form (7.1) given before.
From the definition of the generalized Lie derivative (7.13) and the Y-tensor (7.14),
we can write down the transformation rules for the components V α and V s , which are
1
6
LΛ V α = ΛM ∂M V α − V β ∂β Λα − V α ∂β Λβ + V α ∂β Λβ ,
7
7
8
6
LΛ V s = ΛM ∂M V s + V s ∂β Λβ − V s ∂s Λs .
7
7

(7.18)

Then by requiring the Leibniz property for the generalized Lie derivative, we can derive
the transformation rules for tensors in other representations of SL(2) × R+ , such as the
generalized metric MM N . (The form fields must be treated separately, see Appendix
E.2.)
In doing so, we also need to specify the weight λ of each object. It is conventional to
choose the generalized metric to have weight zero under generalized diffeomorphisms.
Meanwhile, the sequence of form fields A, B, C, . . . are chosen to have weights λA = 1/7,
λB = 2/7, λC = 3/7 and so on. Finally, we take the external metric gµν to be a scalar
of weight 2/7.
In the above we have only treated the infinitesimal, local SL(2)×R+ symmetry. This
should be related to finite SL(2) × R+ transformations by exponentiation. The relation
between the exponentiated generalized Lie derivative and the finite transformations are
quite nontrivial due to the presence of the section condition. For double field theory
there are now are series of works dealing with this issue [92, 100–103, 162] and recently
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the EFT case has been studied in [104].
The other diffeomorphism symmetry of the action consists of external diffeomorphisms, parametrized by vectors ξ µ . These are given by the usual Lie derivative
δξ V µ ≡ Lξ V µ = ξ ν Dν V µ − V ν Dν ξ µ + λ̂V Dν ξ ν V µ ,

(7.19)

with partial derivatives replaced by the derivative Dµ which is covariant under internal
diffeomorphisms, and explicitly defined by
Dµ = ∂µ − δAµ .

(7.20)

The weight λ̂V of a vector under external diffeomorphisms is independent of that under
generalized diffeomorphisms.
For this to work, the gauge vector Aµ must transform under generalized diffeomorphisms as
δΛ Aµ M = Dµ ΛM .

(7.21)

The external metrics and form fields then transform under external diffeomorphisms in
the usual manner given by the Leibniz rule, while the generalized metric is taken to be
a scalar, δξ MM N = ξ µ Dµ MM N .
In addition, we need to consider the gauge transformations of the remaining form
fields (7.4). Deriving the correct gauge transformations and field strengths is a nontrivial exercise, and we defer the presentation to Appendix E.2.
Each individual term in the general form of the action (7.6) is separately invariant
under generalized diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations. The external diffeomorphisms though mix the various terms and so by requiring invariance under these
transformations one may then fix the coefficients of the action.
An alternative derivation of the generalized Lie derivative is the following. We
consider a general ansatz for the generalized Lie derivative acting on elements in the
two-dimensional and singlet representation
LΛ V α = ΛM ∂M V α − V β ∂β Λα + aV α ∂β Λβ + bV α ∂β Λβ ,
LΛ V s = ΛM ∂M V s + cV s ∂β Λβ + dV s ∂s Λs .

(7.22)

We can fix the coefficients a, b, c, d as follows. We require a singlet ∆s and αβ to
define an invariant, i.e.
LΛ (αβ ∆s ) = 0 .

(7.23)

This property allows us to define the unit-determinant generalized metric (7.3). Furthermore, we require that the algebra of generalized Lie derivatives closes subject to a
section condition. Requiring this to allow for two inequivalent solutions then fixes the
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coefficients a, b, c, d above and – up to a redefinition – reproduces (7.18). This definition
of the generalized Lie derivative fits in the usual pattern of generalized diffeomorphism
in EFT described by the Y-tensor [70] deformation of the Lie derivative.

7.2

Relationship to Supergravity

Our SL(2) × R+ exceptional field theory is equivalent to eleven-dimensional and tendimensional Type IIB supergravity, in a particular splitting inspired by Kaluza-Klein
reductions. In this section, we present the details of this split and give the precise relationships between the fields of the exceptional field theory and those of supergravity.28

7.2.1

Metric Terms

Let us consider first the (n + d)-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term
Z
S=

√
dn+d x GR .

(7.24)

This discussion applies equally to eleven-dimensional supergravity and Type IIB supergravity. In both cases, n is the number of “external” dimensions and d the number
of internal. So n = 9 always but d = 2 in the eleven-dimensional case and d = 1 in the
IIB case.
The (n + d)-dimensional coordinates xµ̂ are split into xµ , µ = 1, . . . , 9 and y m , m =
1, . . . , d. After splitting the (n + d)-dimensional flat coordinates â into n-dimensional
flat coordinates a and d-dimensional flat coordinates m̄, we write the (n+d)-dimensional
vielbein as
E â µ̂ =

φω/2 ea µ

0

Aµ m φm̄ m φm̄ m

!
.

(7.25)

Fixing this form of the vielbein breaks the SO(1, n + d − 1) Lorentz symmetry to
SO(1, n − 1) × SO(d). Note however that we continue to allow the fields of the theory
to depend on all the coordinates, so at no point do we carry out a dimensional reduction.
Here we treat ea µ as the vielbein for the external metric gµν and can think of φm̄ m
as the vielbein for the internal metric φmn . We have also defined φ ≡ det φmn . The
corresponding form of the metric is
Gµ̂ν̂ =

φω gµν + Aµ p Aν q φpq Aµ p φpn
Aν p φpm

φmn

!
.

(7.26)

28
In general, our actions will have the same relative normalizations as that in the book [125] although
we use the opposite signature. The procedure that we use is essentially the same as carried out in the
exceptional field theory literature, see for instance [28, 163] for detailed descriptions of the M-theory
and Type IIB cases.
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The constant ω is fixed in order to obtain the Einstein-Hilbert term for the metric gµν
1
and is the same as in Section 7.1: ω = − n−2
= −1/7.

Diffeomorphisms ξ µ̂ split into internal Λm and external ξ µ transformations. We
define covariant derivatives Dµ = ∂µ − δAµ which are covariant with respect to internal
diffeomorphisms
Dµ ea ν = ∂µ ea ν − Aµ m ∂m ea ν + ω∂n Aµ n ea ν ,
Dµ φm̄ m = ∂µ φm̄ m − Aµ n ∂n φm̄ m − ∂m Aµ n φm̄ n .

(7.27)

The use of the letter Dµ here and also for the covariant derivatives (7.20) appearing in
the EFT is no accident. Indeed, on solving the section condition, those in EFT reduce
exactly to the expressions here.
One can think of ea µ as carrying density weight −ω under internal diffeomorphisms.
The Kaluza-Klein vector appears as a connection for internal diffeomorphisms, the field
strength is
Fµν m = 2∂[µ Aν] m − 2A[µ| n ∂n Am
|ν] .

(7.28)

To obtain external diffeomorphisms one must add a compensating Lorentz transformation of the vielbein. The resulting expressions are not covariant with respect to
internal diffeomorphisms, but can be improved by adding a field dependent internal
transformation (with parameter −ξ ν Aν m ) to each transformation rule. This leads to
the definition of external diffeomorphisms in our split theory
δξ ea µ = ξ ν Dν ea µ + Dµ ξ ν ea ν ,
δξ φm̄ m = ξ ν Dν φm̄ m ,

(7.29)

δξ Aµ m = ξ ν Fνµ m + φω φmn gµν ∂n ξ µ .
It is convenient to also define a derivative
ω a
e µ ∂m ln φ .
(7.30)
2
√
R
One can then show that the Einstein-Hilbert term S = dn+d x GR becomes
Dm ea µ = ∂m ea µ +

Z

"

dn xdd y

p

1
|g| R̂ − φ−ω F µνm Fµνm
4
1
1
+ g µν Dµ φmn Dν φmn + ωg µν Dµ ln φDν ln φ
4
4

1
µ
− ω Dµ D ln φ + Dµ ln gDµ ln φ
2

#
1
1
+ φω Rint (φ) + φmn Dm g µν Dn gµν + φmn Dm ln gDn ln g
4
4
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Z
−

dn xdd y∂m

p

|g|φω φmn Dn ln g .

(7.31)

Here Rint (φ) is the object given by the usual formula for the Ricci scalar applied to the
internal metric φmn , using only the ∂m derivatives (and not involving any determinant
e factors). Note that this vanishes when d = 1 i.e. for the IIB splitting. Meanwhile, R̂
is the improved Ricci scalar in which all derivatives that appear are Dµ rather than ∂µ .

7.2.2

Splitting of eleven-dimensional Supergravity

Now, we come to eleven-dimensional supergravity. We write the (bosonic) action as
Z
S11 =

√



1 µ̂ν̂ ρ̂λ̂
1
1 µ̂1 ...µ̂11
√ ε
d x G R − F̂
F̂µ̂ν̂ ρ̂λ̂ +
F̂µ̂1 ...µ̂4 F̂µ̂5 ...µ̂8 Ĉµ̂9 ...µ̂11 .
48
(144)2 G
(7.32)
11

We will slightly adapt our notation here. The index α = 1, 2 is used to denote internal
indices, while we denote the internal components of the metric by γαβ , i.e. with respect
to the previous section φmn → γαβ .
The four-form field strength is as usual
F̂µ̂ν̂ ρ̂λ̂ = 4∂[µ̂ Ĉν̂ ρ̂λ̂] .

(7.33)

The degrees of freedom arising from the metric are then the external metric gµν , the
Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ α with field strength
Fµν α = 2∂[µ Aν] α − 2A[µ| β ∂β Aα|ν] ,

(7.34)

and the internal metric γαβ .
The three-form field gives n-dimensional forms Ĉµνρ , Ĉµνα and Ĉµαβ . In order to
obtain fields which have better transformation properties under the symmetries in the
split (both diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations), one redefines the form field
components by flattening indices with Eâ µ̂ and then curving them with E â µ , so that
for instance C̄µαβ ≡ E â µ Eâ µ̂ Ĉµ̂αβ ,
C̄µαβ = Ĉµαβ ,
C̄µνα = Ĉµνα − 2A[µ β Ĉν]αβ ,

(7.35)

C̄µνρ = Ĉµνρ − 3A[µ α Ĉνρ]α + 3A[µ α Aν β Ĉρ]αβ .
The fields defined in this way are such that they transform according to their index
structure under internal diffeomorphisms Λm acting as the Lie derivative. The field
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strengths may be similarly redefined
F̄µναβ = 2D[µ C̄ν]αβ + 2∂[α C̄|µν|β] ,
F̄µνρα = 3D[µ C̄νρ]α + 3F[µν β C̄ρ]αβ − ∂α C̄µνρ ,

(7.36)

F̄µνρσ = 4D[µ C̄νρσ] + 6F[µν α C̄ρσ]α .
Here we have the covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ − δAµ introduced above.
The kinetic terms for the gauge fields may be easily decomposed by going to flat
indices and then using the above redefinitions. Including the Kaluza-Klein vector, one
finds the total gauge kinetic terms
1
1
− γ 1/7 γαβ Fµν α F µνβ − γ 1/7 γ αβ γ γδ F̄µναγ F̄ µν βδ
4
8
1
1 2/7 αβ
− γ γ F̄µνρα F̄µνρβ − γ 3/7 F̄ µνρσ F̄µνρσ .
12
48

(7.37)

Finally, consider the Chern-Simons term. A very convenient way of treating this reduction is to use the trick of rewriting the Chern-Simons term as a manifestly gauge
invariant term in one dimension higher (note this fictitious extra dimension has nothing
to do with the extra coordinate introduced in EFT). Thus one writes
SCS

1
=−
4 · (144)2

Z

d12 xεµ̂1 ...µ̂12 F̂µ̂1 ...µ̂4 F̂µ̂5 ...µ̂8 F̂µ̂9 ...µ̂12 .

(7.38)

The variation of this is
3
(144)2

Z



d12 x∂µ̂12 εµ̂1 ...µ̂12 F̂µ̂1 ...µ̂4 F̂µ̂5 ...µ̂8 δ Ĉµ̂9 ...µ̂11 ,

(7.39)

which is a total derivative as expected. This term can be decomposed according to the
above splitting. One obtains
SCS = −

1
8 · 12 · 144

Z


d10 xd2 yεµ1 ...µ10 εαβ 3F̄αβµ1 µ2 F̄µ3 ...µ6 F̄µ7 ...µ10


(7.40)

− 8F̄αµ1 µ2 µ3 F̄βµ4 µ5 µ6 F̄µ7 ...µ10 .

7.2.3

The EFT/M-theory Dictionary

Now, we take our SL(2) × R+ EFT described in section 7.1 and impose the M-theory
section condition, ∂s = 0. Thus, the fields of our theory depend on the coordinates xµ
and y α , which are taken to be the coordinates of eleven-dimensional supergravity in
the 9 + 2 splitting described above.
The metric-like degrees of freedom are easily identified. The external metric gµν used
in the SL(2) × R+ EFT is simply that appearing in the splitting of eleven-dimensional
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supergravity. Meanwhile, the generalized Lie derivative tells us how the generalized
metric should be parametrized in spacetime, by interpreting the transformation rules
it gives in the M-theory section in terms of internal diffeomorphisms. For instance, one
sees from (7.18) that with ∂s = 0
2
δΛ Mαβ = Λγ ∂γ Mαβ + ∂α Λγ Mγβ + ∂β Λγ Mαγ + ∂γ Λγ Mαβ ,
7
12
δΛ Mss = Λγ ∂γ Mss − ∂γ Λγ Mss .
7

(7.41)

which tells us that Mαβ transforms as a rank two tensor of weight 2/7 under internal
diffeomorphisms while Mss is a scalar of weight −12/7, so that
Mss = γ −6/7 .

Mαβ = γ 1/7 γαβ ,

(7.42)

It is straightforward to check that after inserting this into the EFT action that one
obtains the correct action resulting from the eleven-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term,
given by (7.31). This verification involves the scalar potential, the scalar kinetic terms
and the external Ricci scalar. The part of this calculation involving the external derivatives Dµ works almost automatically after identifying the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ α with
the α component of the vector Aµ M , such that the derivatives Dµ used in the EFT become those defined above in the splitting of supergravity.
Now we come to the form fields of EFT. The ones that appear with kinetic terms
in the action are Aµ M , Bµν αβs , Cµνρ αβss . These are related to the Kaluza-Klein vector
Aµ α and the redefined fields (7.35) by the following
1
Aµ s ≡ αβ C̄µαβ
2
1
Bµν αs ≡ αβ C̄µνβ − γδ A[µ α C̄ν]γδ
2
1
αβs
αβ
Cµνρ
≡  C̄µνρ − 2 γδ A[µ α Aν β C̄ρ]γδ
2

(7.43)

These definitions are such that the field strength components are
Fµν α = Fµν α ,
1
Fµν s = αβ F̄µναβ ,
2
αs
Hµνρ = αβ F̄µνρβ ,

(7.44)

Jµνρσ αβs = αβ F̄µνρσ .
We can then straightforwardly write down the gauge kinetic terms of the EFT action,
which in this section and with the parametrization (7.42) of the generalized metric are
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given by
1
1
1
− γ 1/7 γαβ Fµν α F µνβ − γ 1/7 γ −1 Fµν s F µνs − γ 2/7 γ −1 γαβ Hµνρ αs Hµνρβs
4
4
12
1
3/7 −1
[αβ]s µνρσ[γδ]s
−
γ γ γαγ γβδ Jµνρσ
J
,
4 · 24

(7.45)

and show that this automatically reduces to those of eleven-dimensional supergravity,
(7.37).
Similarly, one can show that we obtain the correct Chern-Simons term (7.40). The
remaining gauge fields that appear in EFT, which are a four-form, five-form and sixform are not dynamical. The action must always be complemented by a self-duality
relation that relates p-form field strengths to their magnetic duals. This is a natural consequence of the formalism where we have included both electric and magnetic
descriptions in the action simultaneously.

7.2.4

Splitting of ten-dimensional Type IIB Supergravity

The (bosonic) (pseudo-)action of Type IIB can be written as
Z
S=


√ 
1
1
1
d10 x G R + Gµ̂ν̂ ∂µ̂ Hαβ ∂µ̂ Hαβ − Hαβ F̂µ̂ν̂ρ α F̂ µ̂ν̂ρβ −
F̂µ̂1 ...µ̂5 F̂ µ̂1 ...µ̂5
4
12
480
Z
1
d10 xαβ µ̂1 ...µ̂10 Ĉµ̂1 µ̂2 µ̂3 µ̂4 F̂µ̂5 µ̂6 µ̂7 α F̂µ̂8 µ̂9 µ̂10 β .
+
24 · 144
(7.46)

This action must be accompanied by the duality relation for the self-dual five-form
F̂µ̂1 ...µ̂5 =

1√
Gµ̂1 ...µ̂10 F̂ µ̂6 ...µ̂10
5!

(7.47)

The field strengths themselves are written as
F̂µ̂ν̂ρ α = 3∂[µ̂ Ĉν̂ρ] α

(7.48)

F̂µ̂1 ...µ̂5 = 5∂[µ̂1 Ĉµ̂2 ...µ̂5 ] + 5αβ Ĉ[µ̂1 µ̂2 α F̂µ̂3 µ̂4 µ̂5 ] β

(7.49)

and

We carry out a 9 + 1 split of the coordinates. In this section, we will denote the internal
index by s (for singlet), and the single internal metric component by φss ≡ φ. The
metric then gives the external metric, gµν and the Kaluza-Klein vector, Aµ s with field
strength
Fµν s = 2∂[µ Aν] s − 2A[µ s ∂s Aν] s .
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The scalars Hαβ are trivially reduced using the decomposition of the metric to give
1
1
+ g µν Dµ Hαβ Dν Hαβ + φ−8/7 ∂s Hαβ ∂s Hαβ .
4
4

(7.51)

From the two-form, using the standard trick involving contracting with E â µ Eâ µ̂ to
obtain appropriate decompositions of the forms, we find the components
C̄µs α ≡ Ĉµs α ,
C̄µν α ≡ Ĉµν α + 2A[µ s Ĉν]s α ,

(7.52)

so that the field strengths are
F̄µνs α ≡ F̂µνs α
= 2D[µ C̄ν]s α + ∂s C̄µν α ,
F̄µνρ α ≡ F̂µνρ α − 3A[µ s F̂νρ]s

(7.53)

= 3D[µ C̄νρ] α − 3F[µν s C̄ρ]s α .
Note that the two-form doublet Ĉµν α consists of the NSNS-two-form Bµν as its first
component and the RR-two-form Cµν as its second component. For the four-form one
has similarly
C̄µνρs ≡ Ĉµνρs ,
C̄µνρσ ≡ Ĉµνρσ + 4A[µ s Ĉνρσ]s ,

(7.54)

with field strengths
F̄µνρσs ≡ F̂µνρσs


= 4D[µ C̄νρσ]s + ∂s C̄µνρσ + αβ 2C̄s[µ α F̄νρσ] β + 3C̄[µν F̄ρσ]z β ,

(7.55)

s

F̄µνρσλ ≡ F̂µνρσλ − 5A[µ F̂νρσλ]s
= 5D[µ C̄νρσλ] − 20F[µν s C̄ρσλ]s + 5αβ C̄[µν F̄ρσλ] β .
In terms of these objects, the duality relation becomes
F̄µνρσs =

1 4/7 1/2
φ g µνρσ ν1 ...ν5 F̄ν1 ...ν5 .
5!

(7.56)

These definitions lead to the following kinetic terms in the Lagrangian
1
1
1
− φ8/7 Fµν s F µνs − Hαβ φ−6/7 F̄µνs α F̄ µν s β − Hαβ φ2/7 F̄µνρ α F̄ µνρβ
4
4
12
1 4/7
1 4/7
µνρσ
− φ F̄µνρσs F̄
φ F̄µ1 ...µ5 F̄ µ1 ...µ5 .
s−
96
480
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Finally, consider the Chern-Simons term which can be written in one dimension higher
as
Z

1
−
5 · 24 · 144

d11 xαβ µ̂1 ...µ̂11 F̂µ̂1 µ̂2 µ̂3 α F̂µ̂4 µ̂5 µ̂6 β 5∂µ̂11 Ĉµ̂7 µ̂8 µ̂9 µ̂10 =
Z
1
d11 xαβ µ̂1 ...µ̂11 F̂µ̂1 µ̂2 µ̂3 α F̂µ̂4 µ̂5 µ̂6 β F̂µ̂7 µ̂8 µ̂9 µ̂11 .
−
5 · 24 · 144

(7.58)

Under the split, this becomes
−

1
5 · 24 · 144

Z


d10 xdyαβ µ1 ...µ10 6F̄µ1 µ2 s α F̄µ3 µ4 µ5 β F̄µ6 ...µ10


β

α

(7.59)

+ 5F̄µ1 µ2 µ3 F̄µ4 µ5 µ6 F̄µ7 ...µ10 s .

7.2.5

The EFT/Type IIB Dictionary

Now, we take our SL(2) × R+ EFT and impose the IIB section, ∂α = 0. The fields then
depend on the coordinates xµ and y s , which become the coordinates of ten-dimensional
Type IIB supergravity in the 9 + 1 split we have described above.
The external metric can be immediately identified. The components of the generalized metric are
Mαβ = φ−6/7 Hαβ ,

Mss = φ8/7 .

(7.60)

The Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ s can be identified as the s component of the gauge field
Aµ M . One can then verify the reduction of the scalar potential, scalar kinetic terms and
external Ricci scalar, and verify that they give the expected reduction of the EinsteinHilbert term, (7.31) and scalar kinetic terms (7.51). For completeness let us give here
the parametrization of Hαβ in terms of τ = C0 + ie−ϕ :
Hαβ

1
=
τ2

1

τ1

τ1 |τ |2

!
= eϕ

1

C0

C0 C02 + e−2ϕ

!
.

(7.61)

For the remaining forms, we need the following definitions
Aµ α ≡ C̄µs α ,
Bµν αs ≡ C̄µν α − A[µ s C̄ν]s α ,
Cµνρ αβs ≡ αβ C̄µνρ + 3C̄[µ|s| [α C̄νρ] β] + 4C̄[µ|s| α C̄ν|s| β Aρ] s
Dµνρσ αβss ≡ αβ C̄µνρσ + 6C̄[µν [α C̄ρ|s| β] Aσ] s ,
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such that
Fµν s = Fµν s ,
Fµν α = F̄µνs α ,
Hµνρ αs = F̄µνρ α ,

(7.63)

Jµνρσ αβs = αβ F̄µνρσs ,
Kµνρσλ αβss = αβ F̄µνρσλ .
The duality relation that one obtains from the EFT action by varying with respect to
∆Dµνρσ is (equation (7.12))

∂s

κ µ1 ...µ9
1

αβ γδ Kµ5 ...µ9 γδss − 2e Mss Mαγ Mβδ J µ1 ...µ4 γδs
2
96


=0

(7.64)

Here κ is the overall coefficient of the topological term (7.10). After some manipulation
one sees that this is consistent with the duality relation imposed in supergravity, given
in (7.56), if
κ=

2
,
5! · 96

(7.65)

which is satisfied by our coefficients.
The kinetic terms of the EFT action are in this parametrization given by
1
1
1
− φ8/7 Fµν s F µνs − Hαβ φ−6/7 Fµν α F µνβ − Hαβ φ2/7 Hµνρ αs Hµνρβs
4
4
12
1 4/7
− φ Hαγ Hβδ Jµνρσ [αβ]s J µνρσ[γδ]s .
96

(7.66)

Using the above definitions, we find that the first line of this (involving just the KaluzaKlein vector and the components of the two-form) matches exactly the first line of
(7.57). Before discussing the remaining term, we first consider the Chern-Simons term.
It is convenient in the IIB section to rewrite this using the Bianchi identities (E.22)
given in the appendix. Then the topological term as given in the form (E.23) can be
written as
Z
κ

"


1
d10 xdyµ1 ...µ10 αβ γδ Dµ1 Jµ2 ...µ5 αβs Kµ6 ...µ10 γδss
4
+ 4Fµ1 µ2 α Hµ3 µ4 µ5 βs Kµ6 ...µ10 γδss

(7.67)
#

+

10
Hµ1 µ2 µ3 αs Hµ4 µ5 µ6 βs Jµ7 ...µ10 γδs .
3

The last two lines here give exactly the Chern-Simons term (7.59).
The remaining terms give kinetic terms for the field strength. The terms that
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one obtains differ from those that one obtains from a decomposition of the Type IIB
pseudo-action by a multiplicative factor of 2, that is the EFT gives
−

1 4/7
1 4/7
φ F̄µνρσs F̄ µνρσ s −
φ F̄µ1 ...µ5 F̄ µ1 ...µ5 ,
48
240

(7.68)

to be compared with the coefficients of 1/96 and 1/480 in (7.57). This is as expected
due to the use of the self-duality relation which is an equation of motion for the gauge
field Dµνρσ . In ten dimensions one has the normalization
field strength instead of the standard

1
2·5!

1
2
4·5! (F5 )

for the five-form

due to the fact that there are unphysical

degrees of freedom which are eliminated by the self-duality relation after varying the
Type IIB action. Here we see only the physical half after using the self-duality relation
in the EFT action. The upshot is that strictly speaking the EFT is only equivalent to
Type IIB at the level of the equations of motion, as would be expected given that the
Type IIB action is only a pseudo-action.

7.2.6

Summary

The above results display the mapping between the fields of the SL(2) × R+ EFT and
those of supergravity in a certain Kaluza-Klein-esque split. It is straightforward to
relate this back directly to the fields in eleven- and ten-dimensions themselves.
For M-theory, one has for the degrees of freedom coming from the spacetime metric,
with the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ α = γ αβ Gµβ ,
Hαβ = γ −1/2 γαβ ,
Mss = γ −6/7 ,


1/7
α
β
gµν = γ
Gµν − γαβ Aµ Aν
,
1
Aµ s = αβ Ĉµαβ ,
2

(7.69)

1
Bµν α,s = αβ Ĉµνβ + βγ A[µ α Ĉν]βγ ,
2


Cµνρ αβ,s = αβ Ĉµνρ − 3A[µ γ Ĉνρ]γ + 2A[µ γ Aν] δ Ĉργδ .
The inverse relationships, giving the eleven-dimensional fields in terms of those in our
EFT are
γαβ = Hαβ (Mss )−7/12 ,

γ = (Mss )−7/6 ,

Gµν = gµν (Mss )1/6 + γαβ Aµ α Aν β ,
Ĉµαβ = Aµ s αβ ,


Ĉµνα = αβ −Bµν β,s + A[µ β Aν] s


1
αβ,s
α
β
s
α
β,s
Cµνρ
+ A[µ Aν Aρ] − 3A[µ Bνρ]
.
Ĉµνρ = αβ
2
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Similarly, for IIB we have, with φ ≡ φss and the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ s = φ−1 Gµs
gµν = φ1/7 (Gµν − φAµ s Aν s ) ,

Mss = φ8/7 ,

Aµ α = Ĉµs α ,
Bµν α,s = Ĉµν α + A[µ s Ĉν]s α ,
Cµνρ

αβ,s

Dµνρσ αβ,ss

αβ

[α

(7.71)
β]

α

β

s

Ĉµνρs + 3Ĉ[µ|s| Ĉνρ] − 2Ĉ[µ|s Ĉν|s| Aρ] ,


= αβ Ĉµνρσ + 4A[µ s Ĉνρσ]s + 6Ĉ[µν [α Ĉρ|s| β] Aσ] s ,
=

and
Gµν = (Mss )−1/8 gµν + (Mss )7/8 Aµ s Aν s ,

φ = (Mss )7/8 ,

Ĉµs α = Aµ α ,
Ĉµν α = Bµν α,s − A[µ s Aν] α ,


1
Ĉµνρs = αβ Cµνρ αβ,s − 3A[µ [α Bνρ] β],s − A[µ α Aν β Aρ] s ,
2


1
Ĉµνρσ = αβ Dµνρσ αβ,ss + 6B[µν α,s Aρ β Aσ] s − 4A[µ s Cνρσ] αβ,s .
2

7.3

(7.72)

Relationship to F-theory

In the previous section, we have given the detailed rules for showing the equivalence
of the SL(2) × R+ EFT to both eleven-dimensional supergravity and ten-dimensional
Type IIB supergravity. Let us now elaborate on the connection to F-theory, rather
than just Type IIB supergravity.
What is F-theory? Primarily we will take F-theory to be a twelve-dimensional lift
of Type IIB supergravity that provides a geometric perspective on the SL(2) duality symmetry

29 .

It provides a framework for describing (non-perturbative) IIB vacua

with varying τ , in particular it is natural to think of sevenbrane backgrounds as monodromies of τ under the action of SL(2). Equivalently, there is a process for deriving
non-perturbative IIB vacua from M-theory compactifications to a dimension lower.
Crucially, singularities of the twelve-dimensional space are related to D7-branes. We
take this duality with M-theory to be the second key property of F-theory.
Let us now briefly comment on how these two properties are realized here before
expanding in detail. We usually view the twelve-dimensional space of F-theory as consisting of a torus fibration of ten-dimensional IIB. The group of large diffeomorphisms
on the torus is then viewed as a geometric realization of the SL(2) S-duality of IIB.
In the SL(2)×R+ EFT a similar picture arises. This is because we take the group of
large generalized diffeomorphisms acting on the extended space to give the SL(2) × R+
29

We thank Cumrun Vafa for discussions on how one should think of F-theory.
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duality group. See [92, 100–104, 162] for progress on understanding the geometry of
these large generalized diffeomorphisms.
The EFT is subject to a single constraint equation, the section condition, with two
inequivalent solutions. One solution of the constraint leads to M-theory or at least
eleven-dimensional supergravity, and one leads to F-theory. Thus SL(2) × R+ EFT is a
single twelve-dimensional theory containing both eleven-dimensional supergravity and
F-theory, allowing us to naturally realize the M-theory / F-theory duality.

Figure 1: The relation of supergravity theories in nine, ten, eleven and twelve dimensions. Note here D denotes the overall dimensionality of the theory.

If we choose the IIB section, we can interpret any solution as being twelve-dimensional but with at least two isometries in the twelve-dimensional space. These two
isometries lead to the two-dimensional fibration which in F-theory consists of a torus.
Finally, the fact that the generalized diffeomorphisms, not ordinary diffeomorphisms, play the key role here also allows one to use the section condition to “dimensionally reduce” the twelve-dimensional SL(2) × R+ to ten-dimensional IIB (as
well as eleven-dimensional supergravity) as explained in Section 7.2. This explicitly
shows how F-theory, interpreted as the SL(2) × R+ EFT, can be a twelve-dimensional
theory, yet reduce to the correct eleven-dimensional and IIB supergravity fields. The
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relation between the twelve-dimensional theory and the supergravities in elven, ten and
nine dimensions is depicted in Figure 1.

7.3.1

M-theory/F-theory Duality

Before looking at the specifics of the SL(2) × R+ EFT, let us discuss in general how
duality works in exceptional field theories or indeed double field theory. First consider
the most familiar case of T-duality and how it comes about in DFT. The origin of
T-duality is the ambiguity in identifying the D-dimensional spacetime embedded in
the 2D-dimensional doubled space. For the most generic DFT background that obeys
the section condition constraint there is no T-duality. The section condition eliminates
the dependence of the generalized metric on half the coordinates and so there is unique
choice of how one identifies the D-dimensional spacetime embedding in the 2D-doubled
space.
However if there is an isometry then there is only a dependence on D−1 coordinates.
Thus what we identify as the D-dimensional spacetime is ambiguous. This ambiguity
is T-duality. This was discussed in detail in Section 3.3. (Note, even though DFT
has a manifest O(D, D; R) local symmetry this should not be confused with the global
O(n, n; Z) T-duality which only occurs when compactifying on a T n .)
One has a similar situation in EFT but with some differences. In DFT a solution
to the section condition will always provide a D-dimensional space. In EFT a solution
to the ED section condition will provide either a D-dimensional space or a (D − 1)dimensional space (where crucially the D − 1 solution is not a subspace of the Ddimensional space). The two solutions are distinct (and not related by any element of
ED ). The D-dimensional solution is associated to the M-theory description and the
(D − 1)-dimensional solution is associated to the type IIB description.
A completely generic solution that solves the section condition will be in one set
or the other and one will be able to label it as an M or IIB solution. However, if
there are two isometries in the M-theory solution then again we have an ambiguity and
one will be able interpret the solution in terms of the IIB section with one isometry.
This ambiguity gives the F-theory/M-theory duality. It is the origin of how M-theory
on a torus is equivalent to Type IIB on a circle [160]. Thus in summary the F/Mduality is an ambiguity in the identification of spacetime that occurs when there are
two isometries in an M-theory solution.
So the simplest case is where the eleven dimensional space is a M9 × T 2 and we
take the two-torus to have complex structure τ and volume V . The reinterpretation in
terms of a IIB section solution (which requires a single circle isometry) is given by
R9IIB = V −3/4
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where R9IIB is the radius of the IIB circle. This exactly recovers the well known M/IIB
duality relations [160].
Let us now further study the M-theory/F-theory duality with the following simple
ansatz. Consider the nine-dimensional space to be of the form
ds2(9) = ds2(1,2) + ds2(6) ,

(7.74)

where ds2(6) is the metric on some internal six-dimensional manifold B6 and ds2(1,2) is
the metric of an effective three-dimensional theory. We will consider the case where
y α parameterise a torus, as in F-theory. If for simplicity we ignore the one-form gauge
potential Aµ M , then using (7.70) we see that the M-theory section has the following
metric
i
h
ds2(11) = (Mss )1/6 ds2(1,2) + (Mss )1/6 ds2(6) + (Mss )−7/12 Hαβ dy α dy β .

(7.75)

The internal manifold takes the form of a T 2 -fibration over B6 . In the IIB section we
instead have the Einstein-frame metric
i
h
ds2(10) = (Mss )−1/8 ds2(1,2) + (Mss )7/8 (dy s )2 + (Mss )−1/8 ds2(6) .

(7.76)

This is precisely the four-dimensional effective theory with six-dimensional internal
space that we expect from F-theory, with the fourth direction y s becoming “large” in
the small-volume limit, here given by Mss → ∞. The dilaton and C0 profile are given
by Hαβ and are at this point arbitrary.
Let us mention another example of this M/IIB relationship which will be important
to us later. Consider M-theory with a three-form Ĉtx1 x2 . It is easy to show from
the dictionary (7.69) – (7.72) that in IIB this leads to a four-form tangential to the
four-dimensional spacetime Ĉtx1 x2 s .

7.3.2

Sevenbranes

In F-theory, a vital role is played by backgrounds containing sevenbranes. In this subsection we discuss some features of how one may view sevenbranes and their singularities
in the context of the SL(2) × R+ EFT.
Sevenbrane solutions of type IIB supergravity have non-trivial metric and scalar
fields τ . From the point of view of EFT, all of these degrees of freedom are contained
within the metric gµν and the generalized metric MM N . Thus we may specify entirely
a sevenbrane background by giving these objects. In the below, we will use the notation
ds2(9) = gµν dxµ dxν ,

ds2(3) = Mαβ dy α dy β + Mss (dy s )2 ,
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to specify the solutions. It is not obvious that one should view the generalised metric as
providing a notion of line element on the extended space, so in a sense this is primarily
a convenient shorthand for expression the solutions.
We consider a sevenbrane which is extended along six of the “external directions”,
denoted ~x6 , and along y s which appears in the extended space. The remaining coordinates are time and the coordinates transverse to the brane which we take to be polar coordinates (r, θ). In this language, the harmonic function of the brane is H ≈ h ln[r0 /r].30
The solution can be specified by

2
+ H dr2 + r2 dθ2
ds2(9) = −dt2 + d~x(6)


ds2(3) = H −1 (dy 1 )2 + 2hθdy 1 dy 2 + K(dy 2 )2 + (dy s )2
Aµ M = 0 ,

(7.78)

K = H 2 + h2 θ 2 .

If one goes around this solution in the transverse space changing θ = 0 to θ = 2π the
2 × 2 block Mαβ goes to
M → ΩT MΩ

(7.79)

where the monodromy Ω is an element of SL(2) and is given by
Ω=

!
1 2πh
0

1

.

(7.80)

Reducing this solution to the IIB section gives the D7-brane. By using (7.72) one
can extract the torus metric Hαβ and the scalar φ of the 10 = 9 + 1 split. From Hαβ
one then obtains the axio-dilaton, i.e. C0 and eϕ . The external metric is composed
with φ to give the ten-dimensional solution

2
ds2(10) = −dt2 + d~x(6)
+ H dr2 + r2 dθ2 + (dy s )2
C0 = hθ ,

e2ϕ = H −2

(7.81)

which is the D7-brane. Exchanging y 1 and y 2 and flipping the sign of the off-diagonal
term (this is an SL(2) transformation of the Mαβ block) leads to a solution which
reduces to the S7-brane. On the M-theory section the solution (7.78) corresponds to a
smeared KK-monopole which can be written as



2
2
ds2(11) = −dt2 + d~x(6)
+ H dr2 + r2 dθ2 + (dy 1 )2 + H −1 dy 2 + hθdy 1 .

(7.82)

30
In the EFT point of view, one can consider the sevenbrane as having the form of a generalised
monopole solution of the form given in section 7.4.2, after smearing on one of the transverse directions.
In this case r0 is a cut-off that is introduced in this process and is related to the codimension-2 nature
of the solution, i.e. we expect it to be valid only up to some r0 as the solution is not asymptotically
flat.
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To see this more clearly, consider the usual KK-monopole in M-theory, which has three
transverse and one isometric direction, the Hopf fibre. If this solution is smeared over
one of the transverse directions to give another isometric direction one arrives at the
above solution (where (r, θ) are transverse and (y 1 , y 2 ) are isometric). Therefore the
M/IIB-duality between smeared monopole and sevenbrane relates the first Chern class
of the Hopf fibration to the monodromy of the codimension-2 object.
We have now seen how the SL(2) doublet of D7 and S7 is a smeared monopole with
its two isometric direction along the y α in the extended space. This can be generalized
to give pq-sevenbranes in the IIB picture where the isometric directions of the smeared
monopole correspond to the p- and q-cycles. The external metric is the same as above,
the generalized metric now reads
ds2(3)

H −1
= 2
p + q2



 2 2



p H + (phθ − q)2 (dy 1 )2 + (p + qhθ)2 + q 2 H 2 (dy 2 )2

 2
 1 2
2
− 2 (p − q )hθ + pq(K − 1) dy dy + (dy s )2 .

(7.83)

The two extrema are p = 0 which gives the D7 and q = 0 which gives the S7.
As for all codimension-2 objects, a single D7-brane should not be considered on its
own. To get a finite energy density, a configuration of multiple sevenbranes needs to
be considered. Introducing the complex coordinate z = reiθ on the two-dimensional
transverse space, such a multi-sevenbrane solution in EFT reads
2
ds2(9) = −dt2 + d~x(6)
+ τ2 |f |2 dzdz̄

1  2
|τ | (dy 1 )2 + 2τ1 dy 1 dy 2 + (dy 2 )2 + (dy s )2
ds2(3) =
τ2

(7.84)

where all the tensor fields still vanish. Instead of specifying a harmonic function on the
transverse space, we now have the holomorphic functions τ (z) and f (z). Their poles
on the z-plane correspond to the location of the sevenbranes [164, 165]. One usually
takes
τ =j

−1



P (z)
Q(z)


,

(7.85)

where P (z) and Q(z) are polynomials in z and j(τ ) is the invariant j-function. The
roots of Q(z) will give singularities, which in the IIB section give the locations of the
sevenbranes. The configuration in this case consists of the metric
2
ds2(10) = −dt2 + d~x(6)
+ dys2 + τ2 |f |2 dzdz̄

(7.86)

together with the scalar fields encoded by τ . Meanwhile in the M-theory section, one
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finds a purely metric background,
2
+ τ2 |f |2 dzdz̄ + τ2 (dy 1 )2 +
ds2(11) = −dt2 + d~x(6)

2
1
dy 2 + τ1 dy 1 .
τ2

(7.87)

This retains the singularities at the roots of Q, at which τ2 → i∞.
A crucial point about singularities in F-theory is that they are seen as an origin for
nonabelian gauge symmetries. These arise from branes wrapping vanishing cycles at
the singularities. At this point we will not examine the details of this for our SL(2)×R+
EFT but instead we can point to interesting recent work in DFT. The authors of [166]
construct the full non-abelian gauge enhanced theory in DFT corresponding to the
bosonic string at the self-dual point. One would hope that one could apply a simlar
construction to produce a gauge enhanced EFT with non-abelian massless degrees of
freedom coming from wrapped states on vanishing cycles.

7.4

Solutions

In this section, we discuss the embedding of supergravity solutions into the SL(2) × R+
EFT, in particular showing how one can use the EFT form of a configuration to relate
eleven- and ten-dimensional solutions.

7.4.1

Membranes, Strings and Waves

In higher rank EFT constructions, and double field theory, the fundamental string and
the M2 solutions appear as generalized wave solutions in the extended space [1] as
presented in Chapters 3 and 5. This applies in the case when all worldvolume spatial
directions of these branes lie in the extended space. In this subsection, we will describe
first the form of such solutions in the SL(2) × R+ EFT, and then also look at the case
where the extended space is transverse to an M2.
Waves in extended space
The first family of solutions we are considering can be thought of as a null wave in
EFT.31 This can be reinterpreted on a solution of the section condition as branes
whose worldvolume spatial directions are wholly contained in the extended space. We
denote the spatial coordinates of the external space by ~x8 , which become the transverse
directions of the supergravity solutions. The harmonic function that appears is H =
1+

h
,
|~
x(8) |6

h a constant. As the fields only depend on ~x(8) the section condition (7.1)

31

To properly think of a given solution as being a wave carrying momentum in a particular direction of the extended space, one should construct the conserved charges associated to generalized
diffeomorphism invariance, as has been done in the DFT case [132–134].
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is automatically satisfied. The external metric and the one-form field for this set of
solutions are

h
i
2
ds2(9) = H 1/7 −H −1 dt2 + d~x(8)
At

M

= −(H

−1

M

− 1)a

(7.88)

.

Here aM is a unit vector in the extended space which – depending on its orientation –
distinguishes between the different solutions in this family. For aM = δsM , i.e. a wave
propagating along y s , the generalized metric is
h
i
ds2(3) = H −6/7 δαβ dy α dy β + H 2 (dy s )2 .

(7.89)

Upon a reduction to the M-theory section this corresponds to a membrane (M2)
stretched along y 1 and y 2 . On the IIB section one obtains a pp-wave propagating
along y s . In other words, a membrane wrapping the two internal directions is a wave
from a IIB point of view.
Explicitly, one sees that the internal two-metric γαβ of the 11 = 9 + 2 split of Mtheory together with its determinant can be extracted from the above line element with
the help of (7.42) as
γαβ = H −2/3 δαβ ,

γ = H −4/3 .

(7.90)

Using the dictionary (7.70) we obtain the membrane solution
i
h
2
ds2(11) = H −2/3 −dt2 + δαβ dy α dy β + H 1/3 d~x(8)
Cty1 y2 = −(H −1 − 1) .

(7.91)

A similar procedure on the IIB section using (7.60) and (7.72) leads to the pp-wave.
This time the EFT vector At s yields the KK-vector in the 10 = 9 + 1 split, and one
gets the pp-wave metric

2
2
ds2(10) = −H −1 dt2 + H dy s − (H −1 − 1)dt + d~x(8)
.

(7.92)

If on the other hand the solution (7.89) is oriented along one of the y α , say y 1 and thus
aM = δ1M , the corresponding generalized metric is
h
i
ds2(3) = H 9/14 H 1/2 (dy 1 )2 + H −1/2 (dy 2 )2 + H −3/2 (dy s )2 .

(7.93)

This now corresponds to a fundamental string on the IIB section. The opposite orientation, i.e. aM = δ2M and swapping y 1 and y 2 in MM N , gives the D1-brane. The
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reduction is performed as explained above, resulting in the 10-dimensional solutions


2
ds2(10) = H −3/4 −dt2 + (dy s )2 + H 1/4 d~x(8)
F1 : Bts = −(H −1 − 1)

(7.94)

D1 : Cts = −(H −1 − 1)
e2ϕ = H ∓1 .

Here e2ϕ is the string theory dilaton. The fundamental string comes with the minus
sign in the dilaton and couples to the NSNS-two-form Btys . The D-string has the plus
sign in the dilaton and couples to the RR-two-form Ctys .
On the M-theory section the solution (7.93) corresponds to a pp-wave propagating
along y 1 or y 2 . Thus the SL(2) doublet of F1 and D1 is a wave along the y α directions
in the extended space. This can be generalized to give the pq-string in the IIB picture
py 1 +qy 2
by orienting the wave in a superposition of the two y α directions like √
. Then
p2 +q 2

the direction vector is given by

aM

 
p
1
 
=p
q 
p2 + q 2
0

(7.95)

and the generalized metric for this configuration is
(
ds2(3)

=H

9/14

H −1/2  2
(p H + q 2 )(dy 1 )2 + 2pq(H − 1)dy 1 dy 2
p2 + q 2
)
2

2

2 2

+(p + q H)(dy )



+H

−3/2

(7.96)

s 2

(dy )

which reduces to the F1 for q = 0 and the D1 for p = 0. On the M-theory section this
now corresponds to a wave propagating in a superposition of the two internal directions.
The solutions (7.89), (7.93) and (7.96) form a family which all look the same from
the external point of view and only differ in the generalised metric (and the corresponding orientation in the extended space via aM ). The EFT wave solutions therefore nicely
combines the membrane solution of M-theory and the F1, D1 and pq-string solutions
of IIB into a single mode propagating in the extended space.
M2 and D3
We have now seen an M2-brane wrapping the y α space maps to a pp-wave in the IIB
theory. In this case, as we mentioned, the worldvolume directions were aligned within
the extended space and in particular this meant that we automatically had isometries
in these directions.
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Now instead consider an M2-brane extending on two of the external directions plus
time, so that its worldvolume extends along t and ~x(2) . From the general considerations
of the previous section, we expect this to get mapped to a D3-brane along the t, ~x(2) and
y s directions. Let’s see this explicitly. In these coordinates, the supergravity solution
of the M2-brane is given by
i
h
i
h
2
2
+ δαβ dy α dy β
+ H 1/3 dw
~ (6)
ds2(11) = H −2/3 −dt2 + d~x(2)
Ĉtx1 x2 = −(H −1 − 1) .

(7.97)

The harmonic function is a function of the transverse coordinates H = H(w
~ (6) , y α ). We
take the y α to be compact so that the harmonic function must be periodic in y 1 and
y 2 . With respect to the nine-dimensional theory, the dependence on the y α coordinates
gives rise to massive fields with masses inversely proportional to the volume of the y α
space. In the usual “F-theory limit” where this volume is taken to zero, we can thus
ignore the dependence on y 1 and y 2 and smear the solution over the y α space. Using
the dictionary (7.69), we see that as an EFT solution this would correspond to
h
i
2
2
ds2(9) = H −4/7 −dt2 + d~x(2)
+ H 3/7 dw
~ (6)
ds2(3) = H 3/7 δαβ dy α dy β + H −4/7 (dy s )2

(7.98)

Ctx1 x2 [αβ]s = αβ Ĉtx1 x2 .
We find that on the IIB section this corresponds to a D3-brane wrapped on the
2 + (dy s )2 , as one would expect. In
four-dimensional spacetime ds2(4) = −dt2 + d~x(2)

particular, we have
i
h
2
2
ds2(10) = H −1/2 −dt2 + d~x(2)
+ (dy s )2 + H 1/2 dw
~ (6)
Ĉtx1 x2 s = −(H −1 − 1) ,

7.4.2

(7.99)

eϕ = 1 .

Fivebranes and Monopoles

Similar to the relation between generalized null waves, strings and membranes above,
the solitonic fivebrane and the M5 solutions can be seen to appear as generalized
monopole solutions in the extended space (see [2] and Chapters 3 and 5 above), in
the case where the special isometry direction of the monopole lies in the extended
space. We will first review this case, and then give the other solutions in which one
obtains M5 branes (partially) wrapping the internal space.
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Monopole in extended space
The first set of solutions we consider takes the form of a monopole structure (Hopf
fibration) in the extended space, so as stated above the special isometric direction of
the monopole is one of the Y M . The coordinates on the external space are denoted
xµ = (t, ~x(5) , w
~ (3) ). The harmonic function is H = 1 +

h
|w
~ (3) |

(satisfying the section

condition) and the field configuration of the common sector is
h
i
2
2
ds2(9) = H −1/7 −dt2 + d~x(5)
+ Hdw
~ (3)
Ai M = Ai aM ,

(7.100)

2∂[i Aj] = ij k ∂k H .

Here Ai is the magnetic potential obtained by dualizing the six-form Ftx1 ...x5 M =
−(H −1 − 1)aM (and wi with i = 1, 2, 3 are the transverse coordinates). As for the
EFT wave, the unit vector aM distinguishes between the solutions in this family by
specifying the isometric direction. If the monopole is oriented along y s and therefore
aM = δsM , the generalized metric is
i
h
ds2(3) = H 6/7 δαβ dy α dy β + H −2 (dy s )2 .

(7.101)

This corresponds to a fivebrane (M5) on the M-theory section. Note that the fivebrane
is smeared over two of its transverse directions. Using the dictionary (7.70), the internal
two-metric extracted from this generalized metric combines with the external metric to
give an eleven-dimensional solution with the Ciy1 y2 component of the M-theory threeform provided by Ai s . This can be dualized to give the six-form the fivebrane couples
to electrically. The full solution reads
h
i
2
2
+ H 2/3 dw
~ (3)
ds2(11) = H −1/3 −dt2 + d~x(5)
Ciy1 y2 = Ai ,

Ctx1 ...x5 = −(H −1 − 1) .

(7.102)

If on the other hand (7.101) is considered on the IIB section, one obtains the KKmonopole in ten dimensions via (7.72) where the KK-vector for the 10 = 9 + 1 split is
encoded in Ai s . The ten-dimensional solution is given by

2
2
2
ds2(10) = −dt2 + d~x(5)
+ H −1 dy s + Ai dwi + Hdw
~ (3)
.

(7.103)

The alternative choice for the isometric direction of the EFT monopole is one of
the y α , say y 1 and thus aM = δ1M , the corresponding generalized metric is
h
i
ds2(3) = H −9/14 H −1/2 (dy 1 )2 + H 1/2 (dy 2 )2 + H 3/2 (dy s )2 .

(7.104)

This is the solitonic fivebrane (NS5) in the IIB picture. Note again that the resulting
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fivebrane is smeared over one of its transverse directions which corresponds to the
isometric direction of the monopole. One can also pick the opposite choice for aM , i.e.
aM = δ2M , which gives the D5-brane. The reduction procedure should be clear by now,
the ten-dimensional solution is
i
h
i
h
2
2
+ (dy s )2
+ H 3/4 dw
~ (3)
ds2(10) = H −1/4 −dt2 + d~x(5)
NS5 : Bis = Ai

Btx1 ...x5 = −(H −1 − 1)

D5 : Cis = Ai

Ctx1 ...x5 = −(H −1 − 1)

(7.105)

e2ϕ = H ±1
where the NS5 couples to the NSNS-B-fields and takes the positive sign in the dilaton
while the D5 couples to the RR-C-fields and takes the negative sign in the dilaton. So
the SL(2) doublet of NS5 and D5 is a monopole with its isometric direction along the y α
in the extended space. On the M-theory section the solution (7.104) is a KK-monopole
with its isometric direction along one of the two internal dimensions.
As for the EFT wave, this can be generalized to give the pq-fivebrane of the IIB
picture by having the isometric direction in a superposition of the two y α directions
py 1 +qy 2
like √
. Then the aM is given again by (7.95) and the generalized metric for this
p2 +q 2

configuration is
(
ds2(3)

=H

−9/14


H 1/2
(p2 H −1 + q 2 )(dy 1 )2 + 2pq(H −1 − 1)dy 1 dy 2
p2 + q 2
)

+(p2 + q 2 H −1 )(dy 2 )2 + H 3/2 (dy s )2 .

(7.106)

For q = 0 this is the NS5 and for p = 0 this gives the D5 (both smeared). On the
M-theory section this now corresponds to a KK-monopole with its isometric direction
in a superposition of the two internal directions.
The EFT monopole combines the fivebrane solution of M-theory and the NS5,
D5 and pq-fivebrane solutions of IIB into a single monopole structure with isometric
direction in the extended space.
M5 wrapped on internal space
In the above we saw that M5-branes oriented completely along the external nine directions lead to KK-monopoles in the IIB picture. Let us now also study M5-branes
(partially) wrapping the y α space. We consider the setup in Section 7.3.1 where our external spacetime consists of a three-dimensional part containing time and with spatial
coordinates ~x(2) and a six-dimensional part denoted B6 .
Let us begin with an M5-brane wrapping both y 1 and y 2 , as well as wrapping a
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two-cycle Σ2 in B6 (along the two directions ~z(2) ) and being extended along t and x1 .
This gives a D3-brane extended along t, x1 and wrapping the two-cycle Σ2 , as expected.
The twelve-dimensional EFT solution to which this corresponds is given by
h
i
h
i
2
2
+ H 4/7 (dx2 )2 + dw
~ (4)
,
ds2(9) = H −3/7 −dt2 + (dx1 )2 + d~z(2)
ds2(3) = H −2/21 δαβ dy α dy β + H 4/7 (dy s )2 ,

(7.107)

with non-trivial gauge field Cµνρ [αβ]s . On the M-theory section this gives rise to the
solution
h
i
h
i
2
2
+ H 2/3 (dx2 )2 + dw
~ (4)
,
ds2(11) = H −1/3 −dt2 + (dx1 )2 + δαβ dy α dy β + d~z(2)
(7.108)
with three-form Ĉ3 which couples magnetically to the M5. In the IIB section we find
the expected D4-brane
h
i
h
i
2
2
~ (4)
,
+ H 1/2 (dy s )2 + (dx2 )2 + dw
ds2(10) = H −1/2 −dt2 + (dx1 )2 + d~z(2)

(7.109)

with the magnetic four-form Ĉµνρs given by Ĉµνρ and all other fields vanishing.
We can also consider an M5-brane which wraps a closed three-cycle Σ3 of B6 as
well as one of the y α . In the IIB picture this should correspond to a NS5-brane or
D5-brane, for α = 1 or 2. Let us denote the coordinates on B6 as ~z(3) for the Σ3 and
w
~ (3) for the other three coordinates. The explicit EFT solution is given by
h
i
h
i
2
2
ds2(9) = H −2/7 −dt2 + (dx1 )2 + d~z(3)
+ H 5/7 (dx2 )2 + dw
~ (3)
,
ds2(3) = H −2/7 (dy 1 )2 + H 5/7 (dy 2 )2 + H −2/7 (dy s )2 ,

(7.110)

and gauge field Bµν αs = αβ Ĉµνβ where Ĉµνα will be specified shortly. As for the M2/D3
case, we can in the zero-volume limit take the harmonic functions to be smeared across
the y 1 direction. On the M-theory section this gives the expected M5-brane
h
i
h
i
2
2
+ H 2/3 (dx2 )2 + dw
~ (3)
+ (dy s )2 .
ds2(11) = H −1/3 −dt2 + (dx1 )2 + (dy 1 )2 + d~z(3)
(7.111)
The gauge field has only non-zero components Ĉz i z j y2 , where i, j = 1, . . . , 3. On the
other hand, on the IIB section we obtain a D5-brane along t, x1 and wrapping y s as
well as Σ3
h
i
h
i
2
2
ds2(10) = H −1/4 −dt2 + (dx1 )2 + (dy s )2 + d~z(3)
+ H 3/4 (dx2 )2 + dw
~ (3)
.

(7.112)

The six-form gauge field is then the dual to Ĉz i z j = Ĉz i z j y2 and we find a D5-brane.
By an SL(2) transformations we can also obtain NS5-branes this way.
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7.5

Comments

We saw above that the solutions described in Section 7.4.1 in which one had waves
in the extended space (corresponding to F1, D1 and M2 totally wrapping the internal
space) essentially split into two categories, depending on whether the vector aM giving
the wave’s direction pointed in the y α or y s directions. These different solutions were
not related by duality.32 However, as seen in previous chapters, in higher rank duality
groups one finds that all branes whose worldvolumes are only spatially extended in
the internal space are unified into a single solution of the EFT [2, 3]. Similarly, as one
increases the rank of the duality group considered, various of the M2 and M5 brane
solutions will be unified as more of the worldvolume directions fall into the internal
space. Thus, families of these solutions appear in a unified manner. With this lesson
learned, one may hope that studying F-theory compactifications in bigger EFTs may
allow one to more easily consider complicated set-ups.
We are aware that the approach of most practitioners in F-theory that has yielded so
much success over a number of years has been through algebraic geometry. It is doubtful
if the presence of this action can help in those areas where the algebraic geometry
has been so powerful. We do hope though that it may provide some complementary
techniques given that we now have a description in terms of twelve-dimensional degrees
of freedom equipped with an action to determine their dynamics.
One question people have tried to answer is to find the theory on a D3-brane when
τ varies. This might be computable in this formalism using a Goldstone mode-type
analysis similar to that in [1] where a Goldstone mode analysis was used to determine
string and brane effective actions in DFT and EFT (cf. Section 3.1.1). A useful result
from this formalism would be to show why elliptic Calabi-Yau are good solutions to the
twelve-dimensional theory. This would likely involve the construction of the supersymmetric version of the SL(2) × R+ EFT in order to study the generalised Killing spinor
equation. Another interesting area of investigation would be the Type II / heterotic
duality, where we should then consider EFT on a K3 background and relate this to
heterotic DFT [58, 168].
An interesting consequence of this work is that it shows how F-theory fits into a
general picture of EFT with various ED groups. One might then be inspired to consider
far more general backgrounds with higher dimensional fibres and with monodromies in
ED and so one would not just have sevenbranes but more exotic objects (of the type
described in [118]). In fact this idea appeared early in the F-theory literature [159].
32

However they can be related by a Z2 transformation on the generalized metric and the extended
coordinates as in [167]. This transformation maps the common NS-NS sector of Type IIA / IIB into
each other and would thus allow us to map the generalized metric containing the membrane into the
F1-string in IIB.
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More recent work in this direction has appeared where one takes the fibre to be K3
and then one has a U-duality group act on the K3 [169–171] in a theory sometimes
called G-theory. Further, the dimensional reduction of EFTs has now been examined
in some detail and in particular one can make use of Scherk-Schwarz-type reductions
that yield gauged supergravities [55, 56, 58–60, 75, 90, 172–177]. This shows that one
should perhaps consider a more general type of reduction than the simple fibrations
described here. This means one could consider Scherk-Schwarz-type reductions on the
F-theory torus. This makes no sense from the Type IIB perspective but it does from
the point of view of the SL(2) × R+ EFT.
A further quite radical notion would be the EFT version of a T-fold where we only
have a local choice of section so that the space is not globally described by Type IIB
or M-theory. One could have a monodromy such that as one goes round a one-cycle
in nine dimensions and then flips between the IIB section and M-theory section. This
would exchange a wrapped membrane in the M-theory section with a momentum mode
in the IIB section just as a T-fold swaps a wrapped string with a momentum mode.
Note, this is not part of the SL(2) × R+ duality group and thus is not a U-fold. This
is simply because with two isometries one has a Z2 choice of section that one can then
twist.
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Conclusion
Dualities lie at the heart of string theory. They relate seemingly different supergravity
backgrounds and provide a unifying link to the various types of string theories. The
presence of a duality or hidden symmetry often highlights a possible extension of the
underlying theory. One is therefore led to find a formalism where the duality can be
elevated to a manifest symmetry of the theory. Double field theory and exceptional field
theory provide such a formalism for T-duality and U-duality respectively by recasting
supergravity in a duality manifest way.
In this thesis an outline of the basic features and underlying concepts of DFT and
EFT was presented. The core idea is to extend the space by including dual coordinates
which correspond to winding modes of the fundamental objects of string theory and
M-theory. This leads to an doubled or exceptionally extended geometry which unifies
the metric and the gauge field(s) in a geometric manner. Also their local symmetries
are combined into general diffeomorphisms generated by a generalized Lie derivative.
This provides an elegant reformulation of supergravity with the dualities turned into
manifest symmetries of the action.
The main topic of this thesis was the study of solutions to the equations of motion
of DFT and EFT. It was shown how supergravity objects related by a duality transformation have a common origin in a single solution in the extended theory. The simplest
example is a null wave – a pure momentum mode – in the doubled space which gives
the F1-string and pp-wave of string theory depending on its direction of propagation.
Essentially the momentum carried in a dual direction gives a fundamental object with
mass and charge in the reduced picture. Similarly we have seen how the DFT monopole
leads to both the NS5-brane and the KK-monopole in string theory, i.e. the monopole
circle (the S 1 of the Hopf fibration) in a dual direction gives a solitonic object with
magnetic charge.
These two results can be combined in EFT where a single, self-dual solution was
found which has both wave-like and monopole-like aspects. Depending on its orientation
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in the exceptionally extended space of the E7 theory, it gives rise to the full spectrum
of 1/2 BPS branes in both ten- and eleven-dimensional supergravity. It is the crucial
feature of a twisted self-duality the E7 EFT is equipped with which allows for this neat
combination of electric and magnetic components into a single object33
Besides the EFTs for the symmetry groups SL(5) and E7 , we have also constructed
the theory for SL(2) × R+ which subsequently was related to F-theory. It is a twelvedimensional theory with manifest SL(2) × R+ symmetry. The two inequivalent ways
of imposing the section condition reproduce M-theory and F-theory respectively. By a
dimensional reduction to ten dimensions one arrives at Type IIA and Type IIB string
theory. This EFT not only promotes the SL(2) S-duality of the Type IIB sector to a
symmetry, it also incorporates the M/F-theory duality via the two different solutions
to the section condition. Furthermore, it provides an action for F-theory which can be
reduced to the appropriate supergravity action in ten dimensions.
By considering solutions in these extended field theories, it was established how the
presence of isometries in the extended space gives rise to the dualities from a reduced
point of view. Due to the isometries there is an ambiguity in how to pick the physical
spacetime after imposing the section condition. It is this ambiguity which manifests
itself as a duality between backgrounds arising from possible choices of section. For
example, the isometry of the DFT wave solution leads to the T-duality relation between
the F1-string and the pp-wave. The same can be said for other T-duality and Sduality relations of supergravity objects, in fact all the 1/2 BPS branes listed in Table
5 are connected by U-dualities which come from the isometries in the 56-dimensional
exceptionally extended space of the E7 EFT. This idea can also be extended to the
duality between M-theory and F-theory where now two isometries are required.
The fields of DFT and EFT are rapidly expanding and developing. Progress is
made on a huge variety of fronts such as the study of large gauge transformations
[100–104] and α0 -corrections [87,93,178–186]. On the solution side the extended theories
provide a natural framework to deal with non-geometric backgrounds, exotic branes
and their fluxes. The extended spaces virtually render everything geometric, albeit in
a generalized sense.
One idea the author would like to pursue in future concerns the relation between
the various EFTs and to study the difference between symmetry transformations and
solution generating transformations. The former is a subset of the latter, but this
depends on the “size” of the symmetry group G. For example, the action of T-duality
and the O(D, D) group is a solution generating transformation in ordinary string theory.
Via the Buscher rules one can relate e.g. the string and the wave. But by going to DFT
33

Note that strictly speaking we are not dealing with a dyonic solution since the electric and magnetic
charges arise from KK-reductions in different directions (although the directions are paired by the
duality structure).
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this duality transformation is lifted to a symmetry transformation of the whole theory.
Similarly the relation between the membrane and the wave in the SL(2) × R+ EFT
(D = 2) takes the form of a solution generating transformation since it is not part of
the symmetry group. But we have seen that this is indeed the case in the SL(5) EFT
(D = 4) where we do have a symmetry group large enough to include the transformation
from wave to membrane. The SL(5) group and its EFT though are not big enough to
include the relation between monopole and fivebrane. To capture this as a symmetry
transformation we have to go to the E7 EFT (D = 7) where all the relations between
wave, monopole and the branes are part of a symmetry transformation. One can think
of this transformation as an E7 rotation in the exceptionally extended space. But one
can also perform an Sp(56) transformation which is a group bigger than E7 (in fact
E7 ⊂ Sp(56)). This is then a solution generating transformation but not a symmetry
transformation. It is speculated that by going to even larger symmetry groups G = ED
with D > 7 these transformations might become a symmetry transformation again.
A big challenge that remains is the relaxing of the physical section condition. As
long as it is imposed in its strong form, the extended field theories provide very powerful and symmetric reformulations of the known theories but do not contain any extra
physics beyond supergravity. Only by demanding a weaker version of the constraint
can new insights such as providing a higher dimensional origin for certain gauged supergravities be obtained. It is therefore a highly desirable goal to find formulations of
DFT and EFT with less stringent constraints in the hope to discover new physics.
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Solutions satisfying EoMs
In this appendix we will proof that the DFT wave and DFT monopole solutions are
indeed solutions of the theory, i.e. satisfy the equations of motion (2.32) and (2.43)
derived from the DFT action (2.28). Recall the equations of motion were
R=0

and

PM N KL KKL = 0

(A.1)

where we had the scalar R
1
1
R = HM N ∂M HKL ∂N HKL − HM N ∂M HKL ∂K HN L
8
2
MN
+ 4H
∂M ∂N d − ∂M ∂N HM N − 4HM N ∂M d∂N d + 4∂M HM N ∂N d
1
+ η M N η KL ∂M E A K ∂N E B L HAB ,
2

(A.2)

the tensor KM N
1
KM N = ∂M HKL ∂N HKL + 2∂M ∂N d
8


+ (∂L − 2∂L d) H

KL

∂(M HN )K

1
− ∂K HM N
4




1
HKL HP Q − 2HKQ HLP ∂K HM P ∂L HN Q
4


1
KL P Q
A
A
−η η
∂K d∂L E P − ∂K ∂L E P H(N |R E R A H|M )Q
2

(A.3)

+

and the projector
PM N KL =

i
1 h (K L)
δM δN − HM P η P (K ηN Q HL)Q .
2
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A.1

DFT Wave

We start by checking the wave solution. For the wave we can actually show that
the stronger equation KM N = 0 instead of the projected equation is satisfied. Both
R and KM N have three kind of terms: those just containing the generalized metric
HM N , those containing the dilaton d and those with the generalized vielbein E A M .
The derivatives in the vielbein terms are always contracted with η and thus vanish
since our solution satisfies the section condition. In our solution d is constant so all the
dilaton terms vanish as well as they are always acted on by a derivative operator. This
leaves us to check the metric terms. Recall that the harmonic function H is a funtion
of the transverse y m only, so the only derivatives acting on H that give a non-vanishing
contribution are the ∂m .
We will split this task into several steps. First consider the term that is proportional
to ∂M HKL ∂N HKL . Using the notation of Section 3.1.1 where a winding coordinate is
denoted by x̃µ̄ , we can expand the indices to get
∂M HKL ∂M HKL → ∂m Hab ∂n Hab + ∂m Hkl ∂n Hkl
+ ∂m Hāb̄ ∂n Hāb̄ + ∂m Hk̄l̄ ∂n Hk̄l̄ + 2∂m Hab̄ ∂n Hab̄
= Iab Iab ∂m H∂n (2 − H) + Iāb̄ Iāb̄ ∂m (2 − H)∂n H
+ 2Jab̄ Jab̄ ∂m (H − 1)∂n (H − 1)

(A.5)

= (−2 − 2 + 4)∂m H∂n H
= 0.
Next consider the term in R proportional to ∂M HKL ∂K HN L . It vanishes as well
∂M HKL ∂K HN L → ∂m Hkl ∂k Hnl = 0.

(A.6)

Similarly the terms in KM N and R where the derivatives are contracted with the
generalized metric (in any combination) vanish since the only derivative we need to
consider is ∂m , but upon contraction this forces both indices on H to be of kl type and
Hkl = δ kl so its derivative vanishes.
This leaves us with two more terms in KM N to check
HKL ∂K ∂L HM N → δ kl ∂k ∂l HM N = 0

since δ kl ∂k ∂l H = 0

HKL HP Q ∂K HM P ∂L HN Q → δ kl HP Q ∂k HM P ∂l HN Q .

(A.7)

The first one vanishes since HM N is a linear function of H which is harmonic and thus
annihilated by the Laplacian. The second expression has to be expanded for all possible
values M N can take. In each case it vanishes either trivially or the terms sum to zero
along the lines of (A.5).
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Thus we have shown that all terms in KM N and R are zero and therefore the equations of motion is satisfied by our solution.

A.2

DFT Monopole

Let us now turn to the DFT monopole solution presented in (3.37). Again we will
prove that it satisfies the equations of motion (2.32) and (2.43). The components of the
generalized metric and its inverse (again using the notation x̃µ̄ for winding coordinates)
can be written as
Hzz = H −1

Hzz = H(1 + H −2 A2 )

Hz̄ z̄ = H(1 + H −2 A2 )

Hz̄ z̄ = H −1

Hij = H(δij + H −2 Ai Aj )

Hij = H −1 δ ij

Hīj̄ = H −1 δīj̄

Hīj̄ = H(δ īj̄ + H −2 Aī Aj̄ )

Hzi = H −1 Ai

Hzi = −H −1 Ai

Hz̄ ī = −H −1 Aī

Hz̄ ī = H −1 Aī

Hab = ηab

Hab = η ab

Hāb̄ = ηāb̄

Hāb̄ = η āb̄

(A.8)

and the DFT dilaton is simply
d = φ0 −

1
ln H .
2

(A.9)

The harmonic function H is a function of y i only, independent of z and any dual
coordinate. Therefore the only relevant derivatives will be ∂i . Furthermore, H obeys
the section condition and the Laplace equation. The vector Ai (whose index can be
freely raised by δ ij ) is a function of H and obeys the same constraints. In addition
its divergence vanishes. The relation between H and A given in (5.21) will be used
frequently.
Since H and d obey the section condition, the last line in both R and KM N can
be dropped as it vanishes under section. With these simplifications in mind, we can
proceed to check the equations of motion.
Start with R. Inserting the components of H, the first line reduces to
1 MN
1
H
∂M HKL ∂N HKL − HM N ∂M HKL ∂K HN L = −H −3 δ mn ∂m H∂n H
8
2
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while the second line gives
4HM N ∂M ∂N d − ∂M ∂N HM N − 4HM N ∂M d∂N d + 4∂M HM N ∂N d = H −3 δ mn ∂m H∂n H
(A.11)
and we thus have R = 0.
Next we compute the components of KM N . By inspection it can be seen that KaM
and KāM vanish for any index M . Also Kz z̄ , Kmn̄ , Kz m̄ and Kz̄m vanish trivially. The
non-zero components are
1
Kmn = H −2 δ kl [∂k Am ∂l An − δmn ∂k H∂l H] − H −3 δ kl A(m ∂n) Ak ∂l H
4
1
− H −4 Am An δ kl δ pq ∂k Ap ∂l Aq
4
1 −4 kl
Km̄n̄ = H δ [∂k Am̄ ∂l An̄ − δm̄n̄ ∂k H∂l H]
4
1
Kzz = − H −4 δ kl δ pq ∂k Ap ∂l Aq
4
1
Kz̄ z̄ = − H −2 δ kl δ pq ∂k Ap ∂l Aq + H −3 δ kl δ pq Ap ∂k Aq ∂l H
4


1
+ H −4 δ kl Ap Aq ∂k Ap ∂l Aq − A2 ∂k H∂l H
4
1 −3 kl
1
Kmz = − H δ [2∂m Ak − ∂k Am ] ∂l H − H −4 δ kl δ pq Am ∂k Ap ∂l Aq
2
4
1 −4 kl
1 −3 kl
Km̄z̄ = − H δ ∂k Am̄ ∂l H + H δ [Am̄ ∂k H∂l H − δ pq Ap ∂k Am̄ ∂l Aq ] .
2
4

(A.12)

Now expand the projected equations of motion component-wise. For example, the mn
component of the equation reads
h
i
2Pmn KL KKL = Kmn − ηmm̄ Hm̄k̄ Kk̄l̄ Hl̄n̄ + Hm̄z̄ Kz̄ z̄ Hz̄n̄ + 2Hm̄k̄ Kk̄z̄ Hz̄n̄ ηn̄n .
(A.13)
Inserting the components of KM N computed above into this expression yields zero once
all terms are summed up properly. The same holds for all the other components of the
equations of motion. They are thus satisfied by our solution.
It is interesting to note the action of the projector here. Whereas the general
significance of the projector in the equations of motion was pointed out in [1], it turned
out that its presence was not strictly needed to show that the DFT wave was a solution
as all the components of KM N vanished for it independently as seen in the previous
section.
In contrast here for the DFT monopole, not all components of KM N are zero and
only once the projector acts are the equations of motion satisfied. This might be due to
different properties of the wave and monopole solution, the former being conformally
invariant while the latter is not.
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A.3

SL(5) Wave

For completeness, we also demonstrate how the wave solution of the SL(5) invariant
theory presented in (5.2) is actually a solution to the relevant equations of motion
(4.29) and R = 0. To do this we will use the five-dimensional coordinate representation
X ab with a, b = 1, . . . , 5 (the index pair is antisymmetric) given in (4.21) and split
the coordinates into worldvolume and transverse parts. Note that the membrane in
four dimensions only has one transverse direction. By introducing m, n = 1, 2, 3, the
coordinates read
X M = X ab = (X m5 ; X 45 , X m4 , X mn ) = (xm ; x4 , y mn , y m4 ).

(A.14)

In this notation the non-zero components of the generalized metric for the SL(5) wave
given in (5.2) can be written as
Mm5,n5 = (2 − H)Imn

Mm5,n5 = HImn

Mm4,n4 = −HImn

Mm4,n4 = −(2 − H)Imn

Mm4,n5 = −(H − 1)Imn Mm4,n5 = −(H − 1)Imn
Mmn,kl = Imn,kl

M

M45,45 = 1

mn,kl

=I

45,45

=1

M

(A.15)

mn,kl

where the harmonic function H is a function of the transverse coordinate X 45 = x4
only and for convenience these two matrices are introduced

Imn



−1 0 0


=  0 1 0 = Imn ,
0

Imn,kl


1 0

= 0 1

0 1

0




0  = Imn,kl .
0 0 −1

(A.16)

Before we insert the metric into KM N and R, we note some simplifications. Since
H only depends on X 45 , the only derivative that yields a non-zero result is ∂45 which
we will simply denote by ∂. Thus, just as in the DFT case, terms like
∂K MKL ∂L MM N ,

∂M MKL ∂L MKN ,

MKL ∂L ∂M MKN ,

(A.17)

that is terms where a derivative acts on a metric which is contracted with a derivative,
vanish since M45,45 = 1.
The volume factor ∆ is a constant for our solution, so all terms with ∂∆ also vanish.
Furthermore, since H is a harmonic function, it is annihilated by the Laplacian and
therefore
MKL ∂K ∂L MM N = ∂ 2 MM N = 0
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since all the components of MM N are linear functions of H.
With these simplifications in mind, most of the terms in KM N and R vanish trivially.
We only need to check two terms explicitly, namely
∂M MKL ∂N MKL

and

MKL MP Q ∂K MM P ∂L MN Q .

(A.19)

We start with the first expression and expand the indices to get
∂M MKL ∂N MKL → ∂Mk5,l5 ∂Mk5,l5 + ∂Mk4,l4 ∂Mk4,l4 + 2∂Mk5,l4 ∂Mk5,l4
+ ∂Mkl,pq ∂Mkl,pq + ∂M45,45 ∂M45,45
= Imn Imn [∂H∂(2 − H) + ∂(2 − H)∂H + 2∂(H − 1)∂(H − 1)]
= 3 [−1 − 1 + 2] ∂H∂H
= 0.
(A.20)
Similarly we can show that the other expression in (A.19) vanishes
MKL MP Q ∂K MM P ∂L MN Q → Mp5,q5 ∂MM,p5 ∂MN,q5 + Mp4,q4 ∂MM,p4 ∂MN,q4
+ 2Mp5,q4 ∂MM,p5 ∂MN,q4
+ Mkl,pq ∂MM,kl ∂MN,pq + M45,45 ∂MM,45 ∂MN,45
→ [H − (2 − H) − 2(H − 1)] Ipq Imp Inq ∂H∂H
= [H − 2 + H − 2H + 2] Imn ∂H∂H
= 0.
(A.21)
We have thus shown that all the terms in KM N and R vanish and the equations of
motion are therefore satisfied by our solution.
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Appendix B

Relating Solutions in E7
In this appendix we fill in the details of how the extended solutions of the E7 duality
invariant theory can be rewritten by using a Kaluza-Klein ansatz to obtain solutions
in ordinary spacetime.

B.1

From Wave to Fivebrane

In Section 5.2.1 it is explained how the extended wave solution can be rotated to carry
momentum along a fivebrane wrapping direction. From a ordinary spacetime point
of view, this is then the M5-brane solution of supergravity. Here this calculation is
presented in detail.
After the rotation (5.11), the wave solution (5.10) reads


ds2 = (2 − H) −(dX t )2 + δ mn dYmz dYnz + δmn dX m dX n − (dYtz )2 − (dWz )2


+ H (dZ tz )2 − δ mn dWm dWn − δmn dZ mz dZ nz + (dWt )2 + (dX z )2


+ 2(H − 1) dX t dZ tz − δ mn dWm dYnz + δmn dX m dZ nz − dWt dYtz
+ δmn dZ tm dZ tn + δ mn,kl dYmn dYkl − δmn,kl dZ mn dZ kl − δ mn dYtm dYtn .
(B.1)
The KK-reduction ansatz to reduce the extended dimensions is based on the line element given in (4.40)



1 2γ1
ρ
ds = g
gµν + e (gµν U Uρ − Uµ Uν ) dX µ X ν
2


1 2γ2 [ρ σ][λ τ ]
2α1 ρσ,λτ
+ e g
− e U g U dYρσ dYλτ
2
2

−1/2

+e

2α2 −1

g

ρσ

gρσ,λτ dZ dZ

λτ

(B.2)

2α3 −1 µν

+e

g

g dWµ dWν

2
2
+ √ e2β1 g −1/2 gµ[λ Uτ ] dX µ dZ λτ + √ e2β2 g −1/2 U [ρ g σ]ν dYρσ dWν
2
2
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where the scale factors e2α , e2β and e2γ are undetermined. They arise naturally in
such a reduction ansatz which attempts to reduce 49 dimensions at once and will be
determined by consistency.
By comparing (B.2) to (B.1) term by term, one can step by step work out the fields
of the reduced solution. The term with dW 2 gives
e2α3 g −3/2 g zz = −1

e2α3 g −3/2 g tt = H

e2α3 g −3/2 g mn = −Hδ mn

(B.3)

while the dZ 2 term gives
e2α2 g −3/2 gtz,tz = H ,

e2α2 g −3/2 gzm,zn = −Hδmn

e2α2 g −3/2 gtm,tn = δmn ,

e2α2 g −3/2 gmn,kl = −δmn,kl .

(B.4)

Using (B.3), the cross-term dY dW gives an expression for U µ which encodes the sixform potential
−e2β2 g −1 U z g tt = −(H − 1)
2β2 −1

−e

g

z mn

U g

= (H − 1)δ

)
−→

mn

e2β2 −2α3 g 1/2 U z =

H −1
.
H

(B.5)

Next consider the dY 2 term which gives
e2α1 g −1/2 g mz,nz + e2γ2 g −1/2 g mn U z U z = (2 − H)δ mn ,
e2α1 g −1/2 g tz,tz + e2γ1 g −1/2 g tt U z U z = −(2 − H) ,

e2α1 g −1/2 g mn,kl = δ mn,kl
e2α1 g −1/2 g tm,tn = −δ mn
(B.6)

and using (B.3) and (B.5) one can extract
e

2α1 −1/2 zm,zn

g

g

2α1 −1/2 tz,tz

e

g

g


(H − 1)2 2γ2 +2α3 −4β2 mn
e
δ
= H −1 δ mn
= (2 − H) + H
H2


(H − 1)2 2γ2 +2α3 −4β2
= − (2 − H) + H
e
= −H −1
H2


(B.7)

if the factor e2γ2 +2α3 −4β2 is equal to 1. The penultimate step is to look at the dXdZ
term
e2β1 g −1 gtt Uz = (H − 1) ,

e2β1 g −1 gmn Uz = −(H − 1)δmn

(B.8)

and the dX 2 term which gives
g −1/2 gtt + e2γ1 g −1/2 gtt U z Uz = −(2 − H)
g −1/2 gmn + e2γ1 g −1/2 gmn U z Uz = (2 − H)
g −1/2 gzz = 1 .
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They can all be combined to determine the two remaining components of the metric

(H − 1)2 2γ1 +2α3 −2β1 −2β2
= −H −1
g
gtt = − (2 − H) +
e
H


(H − 1)2 2γ1 +2α3 −2β1 −2β2
−1/2
g
gmn = (2 − H) +
δmn = H −1 δmn
e
H


−1/2

(B.10)

provided that e2γ1 +2α3 −2β1 −2β2 = 1. Collecting all the above results, we have34
g −1/2 gµν = H −1 diag[−1, δmn , H]
e2α3 g −3/2 g µν = −Hdiag[−1, δ mn , H −1 ]
e2α2 g −3/2 gµν,ρσ = −diag[−δmn , −H, δmn,kl , Hδmn ]

(B.11)

e2α1 g −1/2 g µν,ρσ = diag[−δ mn , −H −1 , δ mn,kl , H −1 δ mn ] .
From the first line the determinant of the spacetime metric can be computed as g =
−H 12/5 and thus gµν is finally determined. The three objects in the other lines, the
inverse metric g µν , gµν,ρσ and g µν,ρσ , are all related to the metric. For this to be
consistent and the constraints mentioned above to be satisfied, the factors e2α , e2β and
e2γ have to be
e2α1 = H 8/5 = |g|2/3

e2β1 = H 2 = |g|5/6

e2γ1 = H 4/5 = |g|1/3

e2α2 = H 16/5 = |g|4/3

e2β2 = H 18/5 = |g|3/2

e2γ2 = H 12/5 = |g|

(B.12)

e2α3 = H 24/5 = |g|2 .
With this the factor in front of U z in (B.5) now also vanishes and the six-form potential
can be worked out from (4.39) as
Uz =

H −1
H

−→

C̃tx1 x2 x3 x4 x5 =

H −1
= −(H −1 − 1) .
H

(B.13)

Thus the result of reducing the full solution (B.1) down to seven dimensions is
h
i
2
ds2 = H 1/5 −dt + d~x(5)
+ Hdz 2
C̃tx1 x2 x3 x4 x5 = −(H −1 − 1)
H =1+

(B.14)

h
.
z

where the harmonic function has to be smeared over the reduced directions. This is
precisely the fivebrane solution in seven dimensions, obtained from reducing (F.4) on
x3 , x4 , x5 and x6 (and smearing H).
34
The order of the entries in the diagonal matrices have indices [t, m, z] for gµν and g µν . For gµν,ρσ
and g µν,ρσ the order is [tm, tz, mn, mz].
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B.2

From Monopole to Fivebrane

In Section 5.2.2 the extended monopole solution with its KK-circle in a membrane
wrapping direction was shown to give the fivebrane coupled to its magnetic potential
in ordinary spacetime. The details of this calculation are given here.
The monopole solution (5.16) is transformed by (5.17) to have its KK-circle along
Ywz . The extended line element then reads


ds2 = (1 + H −2 A2 ) (X w )2 + (dYuv )2 + (dX z )2 + H −2 (dZ wz )2


+ (1 + H −2 A21 ) (dX 1 )2 + H −2 (dZ 1z )2 + H −2 (dY23 )2 + H −2 (dZ w1 )2
+ (1 + H −2 A22 ) [. . . ] + (1 + H −2 A23 ) [. . . ]


+ (1 + H −2 A21 + H −2 A22 ) H −1 (dYu3 )2 + H −1 (dYv3 )2
+ (1 + H −2 A21 + H −2 A23 ) [. . . ] + (1 + H −2 A22 + H −2 A23 ) [. . . ]

+ 2H −2 A1 A2 dX 1 dX 2 − H −1 dYu1 dYu2 − H −1 dYv1 dYv2
+H −2 dZ 1z dZ 2z − H −2 dY12 dY23 + H −2 dZ w1 dZ w2



+ 2H −2 A1 A3 [. . . ] + 2H −2 A2 A3 [. . . ]

+ 2H −1 A1 H −1 (−dX 1 dYwz + dX w dY1z + dYuv dZ 23 + dX z dYw1 )

(B.15)

+H −2 (−dZ v3 dYu2 + dZ v2 dYu3 − dYv3 dZ u2 + dYv2 dZ u3 )

+H −3 (dZ 1z dWw + dY23 dZ uv + dZ w1 dWz − dW1 dZ wz )
+ 2H −1 A2 [. . . ] + 2H −1 A3 [. . . ]
i
h
+ H −1 δab dX a dX b + (dYuz )2 + δ ab dYaw dYbw + (dYvz )2
h
i
+ H −2 (dYwz )2 + δ ij dYiz dYjz + δij,kl dZ ij dZ kl + δ ij dYwi dYwj
h
+ H −3 δ ab dWa dWb + (dZ uz )2 + δab dZ aw dZ bw + (dZ vz )2

+δij dZ ui dZ uj + δij dZ vi dZ vj


+ H −4 (dWw )2 + (dZ uv )2 + (dWz )2 + δ ij dWi dWj .
A suitable KK-ansatz to extract the spacetime metric and three-form potential is based
on (4.42)


1 2γ1
ρσ,λτ
Cλτ ν dX µ dX ν
ds = g
gµν + e Cµρσ g
2


1 2γ2 µ1 µ2 ρσ
2α1 µ1 µ2 ,ν1 ν2
λτ ν1 ν2
+ e g
+ e V
gρσ,λτ V
dYµ1 µ2 dYν1 ν2
2


1 2γ3
−1
2α2
ρσ
+g
e gµ1 µ2 ,ν1 ν2 + e Cµ1 µ2 ρ g Cσν1 ν2 dZ µ1 µ2 dZ ν1 ν2
2
2

−1/2

+ e2α3 g −1 g µν dWµ dWν
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2
+ √ e2β1 Cµρσ g ρσ,λτ dX µ dYλτ
2
2
+ √ e2β2 g −1/2 V µ1 µ2 ρσ gρσ,ν1 ν2 dYµ1 µ2 dZ ν1 ν2
2

2 2β3 −1/2
ρν
µ1 µ2
+√ e g
Cµ1 µ2 ρ g dZ
dWν
2

(B.16)

where again the a priori undetermined scale factors e2α , e2β and e2γ have to be included.
We now proceed in the usual way, comparing (B.16) to (B.15) term by term to determine
all the fields. The scale factors are then picked to ensure a consistent solution. Start
with the dW 2 term
e2α3 g −3/2 g ab = H −3 δ ab ,

e2α3 g −3/2 g ww = H −4

e2α3 g −3/2 g ij = H −4 δ ij ,

e2α3 g −3/2 g zz = H −4

(B.17)

which can be used in the dZdW term to find an expression for the three-form potential

e2β3 g −1 Cwzi g ij = −H −3 Aj 


2β3 −1
ww
−3
e g Cizw g
= H Ai



2β3 −1
zz
e g Cwiz g = H −3 Ai

−→

e2β3 −2α3 g 1/2 Cizw = Ai .

(B.18)

Once this is established, it can be used in the dZ 2 terms
e2α2 g −3/2 gwz,wz + e2γ3 g −1/2 Cwzi g ij Cjwz = H −2 + H −4 A2
e2α2 g −3/2 gwi,wj + e2γ3 g −1/2 Cwiz g zz Czwj = H −2 δij + H −4 Ai Aj

(B.19)

e2α2 g −3/2 giz,jz + e2γ3 g −1/2 Ciz g ww Cwjz = H −2 δij + H −4 Ai Aj
together with (B.17) to find
e2α2 g −3/2 gwz,wz = H −2 + H −4 A2 − e2γ3 +2α3 −4β3 H −4 A2 = H −2
e2α2 g −3/2 gwi,wj = H −2 δij + H −4 Ai Aj − e2γ3 +2α3 −4β3 H −4 Ai Aj = H −2 δij

(B.20)

e2α2 g −3/2 giz,jz = H −2 δij + H −4 Ai Aj − e2γ3 +2α3 −4β3 H −4 Ai Aj = H −2 δij
provided that e2γ3 +2α3 −4β3 is equal to 1. The remaining components of gµν,ρσ are
e2α2 g −3/2 gij,kl = H −2 δij,kl ,
e2α2 g −3/2 gaw,bw = H −3 δab ,

e2α2 g −3/2 gai,bj = H −3 δab δij
e2α2 g −3/2 gaz,bz = H −3 δab

(B.21)

e2α2 g −3/2 guv,uv = H −4 .
We continue with the dY dZ terms containing the object V µνρσ . They are all of the
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same form (up to a sign), for example
e2β2 g −1 V u2v3 gv3,v3 = −H −3 A1

e2β2 −2α2 g 1/2 V u2v3 = −A1

−→

(B.22)

where (B.21) was used. Looking at all the terms with the relevant sign and taking the
order of the i-type index into account, the general expression is
e2β2 −2α2 g 1/2 V uvij = ijk Ak .

(B.23)

This can in turn be used in the dY 2 terms
e2α1 g −1/2 g uv,uv + e2γ2 g −1/2 V uvij gij,kl V kluv = 1 + H −2 A2
e2α1 g −1/2 g 23,23 + e2γ2 g −1/2 V 23uv guv,uv V uv23 = H −2 + H −4 A21

(B.24)

e2α1 g −1/2 g a3,b3 + e2γ2 g −1/2 V a3ci gci,dj V djb3 = H −1 δ ab + H −3 δ ab (A21 + A22 )
together with (B.21) to find
e2α1 g −1/2 g uv,uv = 1 + H −2 A2 − e2γ2 +2α2 −4β2 H −2 A2 = 1
e2α1 g −1/2 g 23,23 = H −2 + H −4 A21 − e2γ2 +2α2 −4β2 H −4 A21 = H −2
e2α1 g −1/2 g a3,b3 = H −1 δ ab + H −3 δ ab (A21 + A22 ) − e2γ2 +2α2 −4β2 H −3 δ ab (A21 + A22 )
= H −1 δ ab
(B.25)
provided that e2γ2 +2α2 −4β2 is equal to 1. The same holds for other values of the i-type
index. The remaining components of g µν,ρσ are
e2α1 g −1/2 g aw,bw = H −1 δ ab ,

e2α1 g −1/2 g az,bz = H −1 δ ab

e2α1 g −1/2 g wi,wj = H −2 δ ij ,

e2α1 g −1/2 g iz,jz = H −2 δ ij

(B.26)

e2α1 g −1/2 g wz,wz = H −2 .
The final cross-term to consider is the dXdY term which together with (B.26) yields
another expression for the three-form potential

e2β1 g −1/2 Ciwz g wz,wz = −H −2 Ai 


2β1 −1/2
iz,jz
−3 j
e g
Cwiz g
=H A



e2β1 g −1/2 Czwi g wi,wj = H −3 Aj

−→
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In a last step, the dX 2 terms
g −1/2 gww + e2γ1 g −1/2 Cwiz g iz,jz Cjzw = 1 + H −2 A2
g −1/2 gzz + e2γ1 g −1/2 Cwiz g wi,wj Cwjz = 1 + H −2 A2
g −1/2 gij + e2γ1 g −1/2 Ciwz g wz,wz Cwzj = δij + H −2 Ai Aj

(B.28)

g −1/2 gab = H −1
are combined with previous statements to to determine the spacetime metric
g −1/2 gww = 1 + H −2 A2 − e2γ1 +2α1 −4β1 H −2 A2 = 1
g −1/2 gzz = 1 + H −2 A2 − e2γ1 +2α1 −4β1 H −2 A2 = 1

(B.29)

g −1/2 gij = δij + H −2 Ai Aj − e2γ1 +2α1 −4β1 Ai Aj = δij
provided that e2γ1 +2α1 −4β1 is equal to 1. Collecting all the above results, we have35
g −1/2 gµν = H −1 diag[δab , H, Hδij , H]
e2α3 g −3/2 g µν = H −3 diag[δ ab , H −1 , H −1 δ ij , H −1 ]
e2α2 g −3/2 gµν,ρσ = H −4 diag[1, Hδab , Hδab δij , Hδab , H 2 δij , H 2 , H 2 δij,kl , H 2 δij ]

(B.30)

e2α1 g −1/2 g µν,ρσ = diag[1, H −1 δ ab , H −1 δ ab δ ij , H −1 δ ab ,
H −2 δ ij , H −2 , H −2 δ ij,kl , H −2 δ ij ] .
From the first line the determinant of the spacetime metric can be computed as g =
H 4/5 and thus gµν is finally determined. The three objects in the other lines, the inverse
metric g µν , gµν,ρσ and g µν,ρσ , are all related to the metric. For this to be consistent
and the constraints mentioned above to be satisfied, the factors e2α , e2β and e2γ have
to be
e2α1 = H −4/5 = g −1

e2β1 = H −6/5 = g −3/2

e2γ1 = H −8/5 = g −2

e2α2 = H −8/5 = g −2

e2β2 = H −10/5 = g −5/2

e2γ2 = H −12/5 = g −3

e2α3 = H −12/5 = g −3

e2β3 = H −14/5 = g −7/2

e2γ3 = H −16/5 = g −4 .
(B.31)

Having set the scale factors, the prefactors in (B.18), (B.23) and (B.27) vanish and
V µνρσ can be converted into Cµνρ via (4.41) which all boils down to Cizw = Ai . Thus
35

The order of the entries in the diagonal matrices have indices [a, w, i, z] for gµν and g µν . For gµν,ρσ
and g µν,ρσ the order is [ab, aw, ai, az, wi, wz, ij, iz].
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the result of reducing the full solution (B.15) down to seven dimensions is
2
2
ds2 = H −3/5 [d~x(2)
+ H(dw2 + d~y(3)
+ dz 2 )]

Cizw = Ai
H =1+

(B.32)
h
2 + z 2 |3/2
|w2 + ~y(3)

.

where the harmonic function is smeared over the reduced directions. This is precisely
the fivebrane solution in seven dimensions, obtained from reducing (F.4) on x3 , x4 , x5
and t (and smearing H) with its magnetic potential.
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Appendix C

Embedding the Type II Theories
into EFT
In this appendix we show how the Type II theories can be embedded into EFT. The
difference between Type IIA and Type IIB arises from applying different solutions of
the section condition to the EFT equations.

C.1

The Type IIA Theory

The ten-dimensional Type IIA theory is a simple reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity on a circle. It is thus possible to embed it into EFT as well using the same
solution to the section condition given in Section 4.3.1. Instead of a 4 + 7 coordinate
split in the KK-decomposition we now have a 4 + 6 split. The dictionary for embedding the Type IIA fields into EFT can be obtained from the results of Section 4.3.1
by simply splitting the internal seven-dimensional sector into 6 + 1 by doing another
KK-decomposition.
Under the split y m = (y m̄ , y θ ) with m̄ = 1, . . . , 6 and y θ = θ the coordinate of the
circle, the corresponding generalized coordinates read
Y M = (y m̄ , y θ , ym̄n̄ , ym̄θ , ym̄ , yθ̄ , y m̄n̄ , y m̄θ̄ ) .

(C.1)

Noting that the internal metric gmn of our solution is diagonal, no KK-vector will arise
from this decomposition. We thus simply have
gmn = diag[e−φ/6 ḡm̄n̄ , e4φ/3 ]

(C.2)

where e2φ is the string theory dilaton of the Type IIA theory and the precise numerical
powers have been chosen to be in the Einstein frame. Inserting this ansatz into the
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generalized metric for embedding supergravity into EFT (4.57) gives
MM N (ḡm̄n̄ , φ) = ḡ 1/2 diag[ḡm̄n̄ , e3φ/2 , eφ/2 ḡ m̄n̄,k̄l̄ , e−φ ḡ m̄n̄ ,
ḡ −1 ḡ m̄n̄ , e−3φ/2 ḡ −1 , e−φ/2 ḡ −1 ḡm̄n̄,k̄l̄ , eφ ḡ −1 ḡm̄n̄ ]

(C.3)

where ḡ, ḡm̄n̄,k̄l̄ and ḡ m̄n̄,k̄l̄ are defined in terms of ḡm̄n̄ as before (barred quantities are
six-dimensional). As in the eleven-dimensional case, we are not considering any internal
components of the RR or NSNS gauge potentials. The only non-zero components are
the one-form parts which are in the EFT vector potential Aµ M as before. The vector
is also split under the above decomposition resulting in a component for each of the
directions given in (C.1)
n
Aµ m̄ , Aµ θ , Aµ

m̄n̄ , Aµ m̄θ , Aµ m̄ , Aµ θ , Aµ

m̄n̄

, Aµ m̄θ

o

.

(C.4)

All these parts of Aµ M encode a component of a field from the Type IIA theory except
Aµ

m̄

which relates to the dual graviton. The first one, Aµ m̄ is just the KK-vector of

the original 4 + 6 decomposition. The RR-fields C1 , C3 , C5 and C7 are encoded in
Aµ θ , Aµ

m̄n̄ ,

Aµ m̄n̄ and Aµ

θ

respectively where the latter two have to be dualized on

the internal six-dimensional space. The remaining two, Aµ

m̄θ

and Aµ m̄θ contain the

NSNS-fields B2 and B6 , where again the second one has to be dualized. It is nice to
see how the self-duality of the EFT vector contains all the known dualities between the
form fields in the Type IIA theory.

C.2

The Type IIB Theory

Unlike the Type IIA theory, the Type IIB theory does not follow from the solution to
the section condition that gives eleven-dimensional supergravity. There is another, inequivalent solution [29] which is related to a different decomposition of the fundamental
representation of E7 . The relevant maximal subgroup is GL(6) × SL(2) and we have
56 → (6, 1) + (6, 2) + (20, 1) + (6, 2) + (6, 1)

(C.5)

which translates to the following splitting of the extended internal coordinates
Y M = (y m̄ , ym̄ a , ym̄n̄k̄ , y m̄ a , ym̄ )

(C.6)

where again m̄ = 1, . . . , 6 and a = 1, 2 is an SL(2) index. The middle component is
totally antisymmetric in all three indices. Note that the six-dimensional index is not
the same as in the 6 + 1 Type IIA decomposition above. Here we rather have a 5 + 2
split where the yab (a single component) is reinterpreted as the sixth component of
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y m̄ . Loosely speaking this comes from the fact that Type IIB on a circle is related to
M-theory on a torus. This is made precise at the end of this section.
From [29], the generalized metric (again without any contribution from the internal
components of the form fields) for this case is given by
MM N (ḡm̄n̄ , γab ) = ḡ 1/2 diag[ḡm̄n̄ , ḡ m̄n̄ γ ab , ḡ −1 ḡm̄k̄p̄,n̄l̄q̄ , ḡ −1 ḡm̄n̄ γab , ḡ −1 ḡ m̄n̄ ]

(C.7)

where ḡmkp,nlq = ḡm[n| ḡk|l| ḡp|q] (in analogy to gmn,kl above) and γab is the metric on the
torus
γab

1
=
Im τ

|τ |2

Re τ

Re τ

1

!
,

τ = C0 + ie−φ

(C.8)

with the complex torus parameter τ (the “axio-dilaton”) given in terms of the RRscalar C0 and the string theory dilaton e2φ . We will come back to this setup at the end
of this section.
The EFT vector is also decomposed and has a component for each direction in (C.6)


Aµ m̄ , Aµ

m̄ a , Aµ m̄n̄k̄ , Aµ

m̄ a

, Aµ

m̄

.

(C.9)

As before, these parts each encode a component of a field from the Type IIB theory
except Aµ

m̄

which relates to the dual graviton. As always, Aµ m̄ is the KK-vector of

the original 4+6 decomposition. The components Aµ

m̄ a

and Aµ m̄

a

contain the SL(2)

doublets B2 /C2 and B6 /C6 where the latter one needs to be dualized on the internal
space. Here B denotes a NSNS-field and C the dual RR-field. The component Aµ

m̄n̄k̄

corresponds to the self-dual four-form C4 . Again it can be seen that the self-duality
of the EFT vector gives the duality relations between the form fields in the Type IIB
theory.
Let us conclude by checking how the Type IIB theory on a circle is related to
the eleven-dimensional theory on a torus. Since both theories have the external fourdimensional spacetime in common, we will only look at the internal sector. The seven
dimensions are split into 5 + 2 such that the coordinates are y m = (y ṁ , y a ) where
ṁ = 1, . . . , 5 and a = 1, 2. Starting from (4.54), the generalized coordinates then
decompose as
Y M = (y ṁ , y a , yṁṅ , yṁa , yab , yṁ , ya , y ṁṅ , y ṁa , y ab ) .

(C.10)

By noting that yab has only a single component (by antisymmetry), y12 , these coordinates can be repackaged into y m̄ = (y ṁ , y12 ) and similar for the dual coordinates to
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make contact with (C.6). We thus have
(6, 1) :

y m̄ = (y ṁ , y12 )

(6, 2) :

ym̄a = (yṁa , y a )

(20, 1) : ym̄n̄k̄ = (yṁṅ , y ṁṅ )
(6, 2) :

y m̄a

(6, 1) :

=

ym̄ =

(C.11)

(y ṁa , ya )
(yṁ , y 12 )

justifying the presence of the six-dimensional index m̄ above. Now turn to the sevendimensional metric gmn . Again omitting a KK-vector for cross-terms, the ansatz for
the decomposition is (a dot denotes a five-dimensional quantity)
gmn = diag[ġṁṅ , e∆ γab ]

(C.12)

with γab as given in (C.8). There the torus metric is conformal and has unit determinant. For completeness, we include a volume factor for the torus in the discussion here,
such that the determinant of the 2 × 2 sector gab is det |e∆ γab | = e2∆ . This ansatz can
be inserted into the generalized metric for embedding supergravity into EFT (4.57) to
give
MM N = ġ 1/2 diag[e∆ ġṁṅ , e2∆ γab , e∆ ġ ṁṅ,ṗq̇ , ġ ṁṅ γ ab , e−∆ γ ab,cd ,
ġ −1 e−∆ ġ ṁṅ , ġ −1 e−2∆ γ ab , ġ −1 e−∆ ġṁṅ,ṗq̇ ,

(C.13)

ġ −1 ġṁṅ γab , ġ −1 e∆ γab,cd ] .
It is easy to check that the object γab,cd = γa[c γd]b has only one component γ12,12
which evaluates to 1 (and similarly for the inverse γ ab,cd ). With this in mind, the
components of the generalized metric can be repackaged in terms of a six-dimensional
metric gm̄n̄ = e∆/2 diag[ġṁṅ , e−2∆ ] and determinant ḡ = e∆ ġ just like the coordinates.
The five parts of the generalized metric thus read
(6, 1) :
(6, 2) :

ḡm̄n̄ = e∆/2
ḡ m̄n̄ γ ab = e−∆/2

(20, 1) : ḡ −1 ḡm̄k̄p̄,n̄l̄q̄ = e∆/2
(6, 2) :
(6, 1) :

ḡ −1 ḡm̄n̄ γab = e−∆/2

diag[ġṁṅ , e−2∆ ]
diag[ġ ṁṅ γ ab , e2∆ γab ]
diag[ġ ṁṅ,ṗq̇ , e−2∆ ġ −1 ġṁṅ,ṗq̇ ]

(C.14)

diag[ġ −1 ġṁṅ γab , e−2∆ ġ −1 γ ab ]

ḡ −1 ḡ m̄n̄ = e−3∆/2 diag[ġ −1 ġṁṅ , ġ −1 e2∆ ]

which is in agreement with (C.6). These identifications here are not obvious, but can
be checked by an explicit calculation of individual components.
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Harmonic Function on R3 × T 2
In this appendix we give the derivation of the harmonic function localized on R3 × T 2
that is presented at the end of Section 6.2. Since the precise form of the function is
– as far as we know – a novel result, we want to give some details of how it has been
obtained.
Solutions H to the Laplace equation ∇2 H = 0 are called harmonic functions. In a
general space with metric gµν and arbitrary coordinates xµ the Laplacian ∆ = ∇2 (or
Laplace-Beltrami operator in general) is given by
√

1
∇2 H(x) = √ ∂µ gg µν ∂ν H(x)
g

(D.1)

where g is its determinant of the metric. The harmonic functions of supergravity
solutions are usually of the form
H(r) = 1 + hf (r)

(D.2)

where f (r) solves the Laplacian up additive and multiplicative constants such as h and
√
is a function of the radial coordinate r = xµ xµ only. We will keep working with f
without worrying about the constants.
The fivebrane in eleven dimensions has five transverse directions and is therefore
described by a harmonic function on R5 of the form f (r) = 1/r3 = |xµ xµ |−3/2 . The
monopole on the other hand only depends on three of those coordinates, essentially it
is given by a harmonic function on R3 (which in polars reads R+ × S 2 where the S 2 is
part of the Hopf fibration of S 3 ) and takes the form f (r) = 1/r = |xµ xµ |−1/2 . Since the
self-dual EFT solution of Section 5.3 is smeared, it is also given in terms of the harmonic
function on R3 . We now want to extend the coordinate dependence to the remaining
two directions to fully localize the solution. For consistency these two dimensions have
1 × S 1 where
to be compact, their topology is taken to be that of a torus T 2 = SR
R2
1

R1 and R2 are the radii of the two circles. Hence we are looking for a solution to the
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Laplace operator on the space R3 × T 2 .
If the two-torus is treated as a one-dimensional complex manifold, it is a Riemann
surface of genus one. It can be defined as the quotient of the complex plane C with a
lattice Λ, i.e. T 2 = C/Λ. The lattice is spanned by two complex periods ω1 and ω2
Λ = {mω1 + nω2 |m, n ∈ Z} .

(D.3)

Instead of the complex periods the information of the shape and size of a cell in the
lattice can be encoded in
τ=

ω2
ω1

and

V = Im ω2 ω̄1

(D.4)

where V is the area of the cell which gives the volume of the torus. It is important
that Im τ > 0 so that the two complex periods are not parallel. Two lattices Λ and
Λ0 give rise to the same torus if Λ0 = λΛ with λ ∈ C/{0}. Therefore any lattice with
mω1 + nω2 is equivalent to a lattice with m + τ n since
ω1 (m +

ω2
n) = λ(m + τ n)
ω1

(D.5)

is of the form Λ0 = λΛ. This simplification of the lattice in terms of τ can be seen
as the freedom to pick a coordinate system such that ω1 is aligned with the real axis
of the complex plane. To incorporate the proper periodicity of the lattice, we set the
lengths of the complex periods equal to the radii of the torus. Therefore
ω1 = R1

ω2 = R2 eiθ

and

(D.6)

where θ is the angle between the two circles. In this setup we have
τ = τ1 + iτ2 =

R2
[cos θ + i sin θ]
R1

and

V = R1 R2 sin θ .

(D.7)

The complex
q coordinate z on the torus is doubly periodic which can be described by
z ∼ z + τV2 w for w ∈ Λ. The real circle coordinates z a with a = 1, 2 and whose
periods of course are R1 and R2 respectively, are related to the complex coordinate via
z = z1 + τ z2 .

(D.8)

For the real coordinates z a on the complex surface, the metric on the torus can be
written as
γab

V
=
τ2

1

τ1

τ1 |τ |2

!
(D.9)

which has determinant γ = V 2 . This metric contains all the information of the shape
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of the torus via τ and its size since the volume is given by

√

γ. In terms of the complex

coordinate z the only non-zero component of the metric is γz z̄ = V /2τ2 , i.e.
ds2 = 2γz z̄ dzdz̄ =

V
dzdz̄
τ2

(D.10)

and the determinant is −V 2 /4τ2 . This metric for the complex coordinate can be
rescaled by the square root of its determinant which is just a conformal rescaling to
retain a unimodular metric. It then reads ds2 = −dzdz̄ with γz z̄ = −1/2 (see [187] for
this form of the torus metric).
With this setup in mind, the Laplace equation on R3 × T 2 can be written as
∇2 f (r, z, z̄; τ ) =


1  2
∂
r
∂
f
− 2∂z ∂z̄ f = 0 .
r
r
r2

(D.11)

where for the R3 part the flat metric in polar coordinates is used (and f does not
depend on the angular coordinates). This is the equation we want to solve and find the
corresponding harmonic function. We will separate the variables by introducing the
functions ρ(r) and ζ(z, z̄). Set f (r, z, z̄) = ρ(r)ζ(z, z̄)/r and divide the equation by f
to get
2
1 2
∂r ρ(r) −
∂z ∂z̄ ζ(z, z̄) = 0 .
ρ(r)
ζ(z, z̄)

(D.12)

Each term is equal to a constant λ2 giving the two separate equations
∂r2 ρ(r) = −λ2 ρ(r)

− 2∂z ∂z̄ ζ(z, z̄) = λ2 ζ(z, z̄)

and

(D.13)

which can be solved. For λ2 6= 0 and λ2 = 0 respectively, the radial solution is
ρ(r) = Aeiλr + Be−iλr

and

ρ(r) = Cr + D

(D.14)

where as usual A, B, C and D are complex constants.
The second equation is the eigenvalue problem for the Laplacian on the torus. The
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are labeled by two integers m, n and depend on the
complex modulus τ and volume V of the torus. This then gives the correct double
periodicity of the harmonic function on the torus. It can be checked that
− 2∂z ∂z̄ ζm,n = λ2m,n ζm,n

(D.15)

is satisfied by

ζm,n (z, z̄) = ζ0 exp

√

i
π h
z(m − τ̄ n) − z̄(m − τ n)
τ2 V
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λ2m,n =

2π 2
(m − τ n)(m − τ̄ n) .
τ2 V

(D.17)

This includes the case λ2 = 0 by setting m = n = 0 which just gives a constant term in
the solution. There cannot be a linear term in z or z̄ or actually not even a separated
term of the form F1 [z] + F2 [z̄] for any functions F1 , F2 since these do not respect the
double periodicity.
The λ in the radial function ρ(r) is of course given by the eigenvalue λm,n of the
torus function ζ(z, z̄). Putting everything back together and summing over all possible
solutions (principle of superposition), we obtain via f = ρζ/r
1 XX ±
f (r, z, z̄; τ, V ) = C0 +
C
exp
r m,n ± m,n


√

π h
z(m + τ̄ n) − z̄(m + τ n)
τ2 V
i
p
±ir 2(m + nτ )(m + τ̄ n)
(D.18)

± are constants of integration. This is the desired harmonic function
where C0 and Cm,n
q
on the space R3 × T 2 which is doubly periodic in z and z̄ on the torus (z ∼ z + τV2 w
q
and z̄ ∼ z̄ + τV2 w̄ where w = m + τ n ∈ Λ).

Note that the factor of V here is like the R in the harmonic function on the circle
(6.20). It is the volume of the space and if we take it to infinity (but at the same time
keeping the shape of the torus, i.e. τ , fixed) the compact space is decompactified.
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Appendix E

SL(2) × R+ EFT Appendices
The field content of exceptional field theories include in addition to the external metric
and generalized metric a sequence of forms transforming under various representations
of SL(2) × R+ . These constitute the tensor hierarchy of EFT (similar to that of gauged
supergravity [34,161]). As well as being forms with respect to the “external” directions
xµ , one may think of these fields as providing an analogue of forms from the point of
view of the extended space. In this appendix we discuss the definitions and properties
of these fields.

E.1

Cartan Calculus

Here we summarize the “Cartan calculus” relevant for the SL(2) × R+ EFT, discussed
in [33, 79], in order to introduce our conventions. The form fields that we consider are
valued in various representations, A(1/7), B(2/7), . . . of SL(2) × R+ . We list these in
Table 7. The value w in brackets is the weight under generalized Lie derivatives.
Module (w)
A(1/7)
B(2/7)
C(3/7)
D(4/7)
E(5/7)
F(6/7)

Representation
21 ⊕ 1−1
20
11
10
21
20 ⊕ 12

Gauge field
Aα ⊕ As
B α,s
C αβ,s
Dαβ,ss
E γ,αβ,ss
Fα ⊕ Fs

Field strength
Fα ⊕ Fs
Hα,s
J αβ,s
Kαβ,ss
Lγ,αβ,ss
–

Table 7: Modules, gauge fields and field strengths relevant for the tensor hierarchy and
their representations under SL(2) × R+ . The subscript denotes the weight under the R+ ,
w denotes the weights of the elements of the module under the generalized Lie derivative.

Given these representations, the key ingredients of the Cartan calculus are then a
nilpotent derivative ∂ˆ and an “outer product” • which act to map between the various
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modules listed in Table 7. As first discussed in [73], the chain complex
∂ˆ

∂ˆ

∂ˆ

∂ˆ

∂ˆ

A(1/7) ←−− B(2/7) ←−− C(3/7) ←−− D(4/7) ←−− E(5/7) ←−− F(6/7) ,

(E.1)

formed from these modules together with the nilpotent derivative can be seen as a
generalisation of the deRham-complex and thus of differential forms. The bilinear
product • is defined between certain modules such that it maps as follows:
•

A(1/7) B(2/7) C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7)

A(1/7) B(2/7) C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7)
B(2/7) C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7)
C(3/7) D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7)
D(4/7) E(5/7) F(6/7)
E(5/7) F(6/7)
F(6/7)

S(1)

S(1)
(E.2)

S(1)

S(1)

S(1)

S(1)

The nilpotent derivative ∂ˆ and the product • satisfy the following “magic identity”
[33, 79]
ˆ + ∂ˆ (Λ • X) ,
LΛ X = Λ • ∂X

(E.3)

for all X ∈ B(2/7), C(3/7), D(4/7), E(5/7) and Λ ∈ A(1/7). Here L denotes the
generalized Lie derivative (7.13). Explicitly, the product is defined as
(A1 • A2 )α,s = Aα1 As2 + As1 Aα2 ,

(A • B)[αβ],s = 2A[α B β],s ,

(A • C)[αβ],ss = As C [αβ],s ,
(A • E)γ = γδ As E γ,[αβ],ss ,
(A • F ) = Aα Fα + As Fs ,
(B • C)γ,[αβ],ss = B γ,s C [αβ],s ,
(B • D)s = 0 ,
(C1 • C2 )γ = 0 ,
1
(C • D) = αβ γδ C [αβ],s D[γδ],ss ,
4

(A • D)γ,[αβ],ss = Aγ D[αβ],ss ,
1
(A • E)s = αβ γδ Aγ E δ,[αβ],ss ,
2
[α|,s β],s
[αβ],ss
(B1 • B2 )
= 2B1 B2 ,
1
(B • D)γ = αβ γδ B δ,s D[αβ],ss ,
2
1
(B • E) = αβ γδ B γ,s E δ,αβ,ss ,
2
[αβ],s [γδ],s
(C1 • C2 )s = C1
C2
,
(E.4)

and is symmetric when acting on two different modules. The nilpotent derivative is
defined as


ˆ
∂B

α

= ∂s B α,s ,



ˆ
∂B

s

= ∂α B α,s ,
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ˆ
∂C

α,s

= ∂β C [βα],s ,
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ˆ
∂D

[αβ],s

= ∂s D[αβ],ss ,



ˆ
∂E

[αβ],ss

= ∂γ E γ,[αβ],ss ,



ˆ
∂F

γ,[αβ],ss

= γδ ∂s Fδ .
(E.5)

Nilpotency follows from the section condition (7.1).
Let us finally discuss some properties of the generalized Lie derivative which will
be important in the construction of the tensor hierarchy in the next section. From now
onwards we will often omit the SL(2) × R+ indices on elements of the modules. First,
note that for any A1 , A2 ∈ A(1/7), the symmetric part of the Lie derivative is given by
2 (A1 , A2 ) ≡ (LA1 A2 + LA2 A1 ) = ∂ˆ (A1 • A2 ) .

(E.6)

Using the explicit formulas, one can see that this generates a vanishing generalized Lie
derivative, i.e.
L(A1 ,A2 ) = 0 .

(E.7)

It will also be useful to write the generalized Lie derivative in terms of its symmetric
and antisymmetric parts
LA1 A2 = [A1 , A2 ]E + (A1 , A2 ) ,

(E.8)

where the E-bracket is the antisymmetric part of the generalized Lie derivative
[A1 , A2 ]E =

1
(LA1 A2 − LA2 A1 ) .
2

(E.9)

Finally, the Jacobiator of the E-bracket is proportional to terms that generate vanishing
generalized Lie derivatives
[[A1 , A2 ]E , A3 ] + cycl. =

1
([A1 , A2 ]E , A3 ) + cycl. ,
3

(E.10)

so that the Jacobiator of generalized Lie derivatives does not vanish but lies in the
kernel of the generalized Lie derivative when viewed as a map from generalized vectors
to generalized tensors.

E.2

Tensor Hierarchy

The EFT is invariant under generalized diffeomorphisms, generated by a generalized
vector field Λ(x, Y ) ∈ A(1/7). From the perspective of the “extended space” it induces
gauge transformations and diffeomorphisms, while from the nine-dimensional perspective, it induces non-abelian gauge transformations of the scalar sector. Correspondingly,
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one introduces a gauge field A ∈ A(1/7) such that
δΛ A = Dµ Λ ,

(E.11)

where Dµ = ∂µ − LAµ is the nine-dimensional covariant derivative. The naive form of
the field strength would resemble the Yang-Mills field strength
Fµν = 2∂[µ Aν] − [Aµ , Aν ]E ,

(E.12)

which involves the E-bracket in order to be a two-form. However, this fails to be gauge
invariant

δFµν = 2D[µ δAν] + ∂ˆ A[µ • δAν] ,

(E.13)

using (E.8). In order to define a gauge-invariant field strength we are led to modify the
usual Yang-Mills definition as follows
ˆ µν ,
Fµν = 2∂[µ Aν] − [Aµ , Aν ]E + ∂B

(E.14)

where Bµν ∈ B(2/7) is a two-form. The modified field strength is now gauge-invariant
if we define the variation of Bµν to be
∆Λ Bµν = Λ • Fµν ,

(E.15)

∆Bµν ≡ δBµν + A[µ • δAν] .

(E.16)

where

The definition of both the naive field strength Fµν and the covariant field strength Fµν
is compatible with the commutator of covariant derivatives
[Dµ , Dν ] = −LFµν = −LFµν ,

(E.17)

since their difference is of the form (E.6) and thus generates vanishing generalized Lie
derivative. Mirroring the tensor hierarchy of gauged supergravities [34, 161], one can
introduce a gauge transformation and field strength for Bµν , which in turn requires a
new three-form potential. This way one obtains a hierarchy of p-form fields up to a
five-form gauge potential and its six-form field strength. The six-form potential does
not appear in the action and so we do not define its field strength. Here we give this
construction explicitly for the SL(2) × R+ EFT for the first time. In the following, the
expressions for the five-form potential and six-form field strengths are new while the
lower form potentials are also given in [33]. Let us begin with the definition of the field
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strengths
ˆ µµ ,
Fµ1 µ2 = 2∂[µ1 Aµ2 ] − [Aµ1 , Aµ2 ]E + ∂B
1 2
ˆ µµµ ,
Hµ1 µ2 µ3 = 3D[µ1 Bµ2 µ3 ] − 3∂[µ1 Aµ2•Aµ3 ] + A[µ1•[Aµ2 , Aµ3 ] ]E + ∂C
1 2 3
ˆ [µ µ •Bµ µ ] − 6F[µ µ •Bµ µ ] + 4A[µ •(Aµ •∂µ Aµ ] )
Jµ1 ...µ4 = 4D[µ1 Cµ2 µ3 µ4 ] + 3∂B
3
2
4
1 2
3 4
1 2
3 4
1
ˆ µµµµ ,
− A[µ1•(Aµ2•[Aµ3 , Aµ4 ] ]E ) + ∂D
1 2 3 4
Kµ1 ...µ5 = 5D[µ1 Dµ2 ...µ5 ] + 15B[µ1 µ2•D3 Bµ4 µ5 ] − 10F[µ1 µ2•Cµ3 µ4 µ5 ]
− 30B[µ1 µ2•(Aµ3•∂µ4 Aµ5 ] ) + 10B[µ1 µ2•(Aµ3•[Aµ4 , Aµ5 ] ]E )
ˆ µ ...µ ,
− 5A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•∂µ4 Aµ5 ] )) + A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•[Aµ4 , Aµ5 ] ]E )) + ∂E
1
5
ˆ µµµ]
Lµ1 ...µ6 = 6D[µ1 Eµ2 ...µ6 ] − 15F[µ1 µ2•Dµ3 ...µ6 ] − 10C[µ1 µ2 µ3• ∂C
4 5 6
ˆ µ µ •Bµ µ ])
− 20H[µ1 µ2 µ3•Cµ4 µ5 µ6 ] − 45B[µ1 µ2•(∂B
5 6
3 4
− 90B[µ1 µ2•(∂Aµ3 µ4•Bµ5 µ6 ] ) + 45B[µ1 µ2•([Aµ3 , Aµ4 ]E •Bµ5 µ6 ])
+ 60B[µ1 µ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•∂µ5 Aµ6 ] )) − 15B[µ1 µ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•[Aµ5 , Aµ6 ] ]E ))
+ 6A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•∂µ5 Aµ6 ] ))) − A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•[Aµ5 , Aµ6 ] ]E )))
ˆ µ ...µ
+ ∂F
1
6

(E.18)

Their variations are given by
ˆ
δFµ1 µ2 = 2D[µ1 δAµ2 ] + ∂∆B
µ1 µ2 ,
ˆ
δHµ1 µ2 µ3 = 3D[µ1 ∆Bµ2 µ3 ] − 3δA[µ1•Fµ2 µ3 ] + ∂∆C
µ1 µ2 µ3 ,
ˆ
δJµ1 ...µ4 = 4D[µ1 ∆Cµ2 µ3 µ4 ] − 4δA[µ1•Hµ2 µ3 µ4 ] − 6F[µ1•∆Bµ2 µ3 µ4 ] + ∂∆D
µ1 ...µ4 ,
δKµ1 ...µ5 = 5D[µ1 ∆Dµ2 ...µ5 ] − 5δA[µ1•Jµ2 ...µ5 ] − 10F[µ1 µ2•∆Cµ3 µ4 µ5 ]
ˆ
− 10H[µ1 µ2 µ3•∆Bµ4 µ5 ] + ∂∆E
µ1 ...µ5 ,
δLµ1 ...µ6 = 6D[µ1 ∆Eµ2 ...µ6 ] − 6δA[µ1•Kµ2 ...µ6 ] − 15F[µ1 µ2•∆Dµ3 ...µ6 ]
ˆ µ ...µ ,
− 20H[µ1 µ2 µ3•∆Cµ4 µ5 µ6 ] + 15J[µ1 ...µ4•∆Bµ5 µ6 ] + ∂∆F
1
6

(E.19)

where have we defined the “covariant” gauge field variations as
∆Bµ1 µ2 = δBµ1 µ2 + A[µ1•δAµ2 ] ,
∆Cµ1 µ2 µ3 = δCµ1 µ2 µ3 − 3δA[µ1•Bµ2 µ3 ] + A[µ1•(Aµ2•δAµ3 ] ) ,
∆Dµ1 ...µ4 = δDµ1 ...µ4 − 4δA[µ1•Cµ2 ...µ4 ] + 3B[µ1 µ2• δBµ3 µ4 ] + 2Aµ3•δAµ4 ]



+ A[µ1•(Aµ2•(Aµ3•δAµ4 ] )) ,
∆Eµ1 ...µ5 = δEµ1 ...µ5 − 5δA[µ1•Dµ2 ...µ5 ] − 10δB[µ1 µ2•Cµ3 ...µ5 ]


− 15B[µ1 µ2• δAµ3•Bµ4 µ5 ] − 10 A[µ1•δAµ2 •Cµ3 µ4 µ5 ]
+ 10B[µ1 µ2•(Aµ3•(Aµ4•δAµ5 )) + A[µ1• Aµ2• Aµ3• Aµ4•δAµ5 ]
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∆Fµ1 ...µ6 = δFµ1 ...µ6 − 6δA[µ1•Eµ2 ...µ6 ] − 15δB[µ1 µ2•Dµ3 ...µ6 ]

− 15 A[µ1•δAµ2 •Dµ3 ...µ6 ] − 10δC[µ1 µ2 µ3•Cµ4 µ5 µ6 ]

+ 60(δA[µ1•Bµ2 µ3•Cµ4 µ5 µ6 ] − 20 A[µ1•(Aµ2•δAµ3 ) •Cµ4 µ5 µ6 ]


− 45B[µ1 µ2• δBµ3 µ4•Bµ5 µ6 ] + 45B[µ1 µ2• Bµ3 µ4•(Aµ5•δAµ6 ]

+ 15B[µ1 µ2• Aµ3• Aµ4• Aµ5•δAµ6 ]

.
+ A[µ1• Aµ2• Aµ3• Aµ4• Aµ5•δAµ6 ]

(E.20)

It is now easy to check that the field strengths (E.18) are invariant under the following
gauge transformations
δAµ1 = Dµ1 Λ − ∂ˆ Ξµ1 ,
ˆ µµ ,
∆Bµ1 µ2 = Λ•Fµ1 µ2 + 2D[µ1 Ξµ2 ] − ∂Θ
1 2
ˆ µ ...µ ,
∆Cµ1 ...µ3 = Λ•Hµ1 µ2 µ3 + 3F[µ1 µ2•Ξµ3 ] + 3D[µ1 Θµ2 µ3 ] − ∂Ω
1
3
∆Dµ1 ...µ4 = Λ•Jµ1 ...µ4 − 4H[µ1 ...µ3•Ξµ4 ] + 6F[µ1 µ2•Θµ3 µ4 ] + 4D[µ1 Ωµ2 ...µ4 ]
ˆ µ ...µ ,
− ∂Υ
1
4
∆Eµ1 ...µ5 = Λ•Kµ1 ...µ5 − 5J[µ1 ...µ4•Ξµ5 ] − 10H[µ1 ...µ3•Θµ4 µ5 ] + 10F[µ1 µ2•Ωµ3 ...µ5 ]
ˆ µ ...µ ,
+ 5D[µ1 Υµ2 ...µ5 ] − ∂Φ
1
5
∆Fµ1 ...µ6 = Λ•Lµ1 ...µ6 + 6K[µ1 ...µ5•Ξµ6 ] + 15Jµ1 ...µ4•Θµ5 µ6 ] − 20H[µ1 ...µ3•Ωµ4 ...µ6 ]
+ F[µ1 µ2•Υµ3 ...µ6 ] + 6D[µ1 Φµ2 ...µ6 ] .

(E.21)

Finally, the field strengths (E.18) satisfy the following Bianchi identities, as can be seen
from their definitions.
ˆ µ ...µ ,
3D[µ1 Fµ2 µ3 ] = ∂H
1
3
ˆ µ ...µ ,
4D[µ1 Hµ2 ...µ4 ] + 3F[µ1 µ2•Fµ3 µ4 ] = ∂J
1
4
ˆ µ ...µ ,
5D[µ1 Jµ2 ...µ5 ] + 10F[µ1 µ2•Hµ3 µ4 µ5 ] = ∂K
1
5

(E.22)

ˆ µ ...µ .
6D[µ1 Kµ2 ...µ6 ] + 15F[µ1 µ2•Jµ3 ...µ6 ] − 10H[µ1 µ2 µ3•Hµ4 µ5 µ6 ] = ∂L
1
6
While the first three equations have appeared before, the final identity is new.

E.3

Topological Term

Maximal supergravity theories contain a topological term, which is mirrored in the
corresponding EFT. Armed with the Cartan calculus and the tensor hierarchy we can
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now construct a topological term for the action. It is given by
Z
Stop = κ

d10 x d3 Y εµ1 ...µ10

5
1ˆ
∂Kµ1 ...µ5 • Kµ6 ...µ10 − (Fµ1 µ2 • Jµ3 ...µ6 ) • Jµ7 ...µ10
5
2

10
+ (Hµ1 ...µ3 • Hµ4 ...µ6 ) • Jµ7 ...µ10 ,
3

(E.23)

where we have abused the notation to also denote the ten-dimensional indices by
µ1 , . . . , µ10 = 1, . . . , 10, and εµ1 ...µ10 = ±1 is the ten-dimensional alternating symbol. This term is a manifestly gauge-invariant boundary term in ten dimensions and
has weight one under generalized diffeomorphisms, as required. Instead of explicitly
showing that it is a boundary term itself, we will just show that its variation is a boundary term. Using the variations of the field strengths (E.19) and the Bianchi identities
(E.22), one finds
Z
δStop = κ

d10 x d3 Y εµ1 ...µ10

Dµ1 − 5 (δAµ2 • Jµ3 ...µ6 ) • Jµ7 ...µ10
+ 20 (∆Bµ2 µ3 • Hµ4 ...µ6 ) • Jµ7 ...µ10

(E.24)

− 20 (Fµ2 µ3 • Jµ4 ...µ7 ) • ∆Cµ8 ...µ10
40
(Hµ2 ...µ4 • Hµ5 ...µ7 ) • ∆Cµ8 ...µ10
+
3

ˆ
+ 2∂∆D
µ2 ...µ5 • Kµ6 ...µ10 .

Throughout we assume that the “extended space” parametrized by the Y ’s does not
have a boundary. One can easily check using (E.20) that the term is invariant under
gauge transformations. One can now use (E.24) to fix the overall coefficient relative to
the other terms in the action by requiring invariance under external diffeomorphisms [4].
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Appendix F

Glossary of Supergravity
Solutions
The purpose of this appendix is not only to collect all the fundamental, solitonic and
Dirichlet solutions of ten- and eleven-dimensional supergravities as they can be found
in any standard text book (for us Ortin’s book [125] was an invaluable source), but
also to present them with their fields rearranged according to a 4 + 7 Kaluza-Klein
coordinate split relevant for the EFT solutions in Chapter 5 since it is the decomposed
fields that are extracted from the EFT solutions in the main text. It also highlights
some interesting similarities between these solutions, such as that they all have the
same four-dimensional external spacetime under the decomposition.

F.1

Classic Supergravity Solutions

In eleven-dimensional supergravity there are four classic solutions: the wave, the membrane, the fivebrane and the monopole. They are all related by T- and S-duality and
upon reduction on a circle they give rise to the spectrum of string theory solutions in
ten dimensions.
Here we will briefly present these four solutions in terms of the bosonic fields C3 , C6
and g which in turn are given terms of an harmonic function H. To begin with we will
give them in a standardized coordinate system where the time direction is denoted by
t, the spatial worldvolme directions are ~x and the transverse directions are ~y . If there
is a “special” coordinate to be singled out such as the direction of propagation of the
wave or the isometry of the monopole, it will be labeled as z. Later we will break these
coordinates down for the various KK-splits needed for the EFT solutions.
Let’s start with the “pure gravity” solutions, the pp-wave and the KK-monopole.
They do not come with a gauge potential and are given just in terms of the metric. The
pp-wave consists of parallel rays carrying momentum in the z direction with transverse
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plane wavefronts spanned by ~y(9)

2
2
ds2 = −H −1 dt2 + H dz − (H −1 − 1)dt + d~y(9)
2
= (H − 2)dt2 + 2(H − 1)dtdz + Hdz 2 + d~y(9)

H =1+

(F.1)

h
|~y(9) |7

where h is some constant proportional to the momentum carried.
The KK-monopole solution has a non-trivial topology which is given by the Hopf
fibration of S 3 (in a local patch this becomes S 2 × S 1 ). Whereas the momentum of
the wave solution can be seen as gravito-static charge, the monopole carries topological
or gravito-magnetic charge which is given by the first Chern class, hence the name
“monopole”. This solution is expressed in terms of a vector potential Ai whose curl is
the gradient of the harmonic function. The S 1 is an isometry of the solution and we will
refer to it as the “monopole circle” or “KK-circle”. It is labeled by the coordinate z.
The three transverse coordinates y i are supplemented by six worldvolume coordinates
xa to form a KK-brane. The full monopole solution is thus given by

2
2
2
ds2 = −dt2 + d~x(6)
+ H −1 dz + Ai dy i + Hd~y(3)

= −dt2 + δab dxa dxb + H −1 dz 2 + 2H −1 Ai dy i dz + H δij + H −2 Ai Aj dy i dy j
H =1+

h
,
|~y(3) |

1
∂[i Aj] = ij k ∂k H .
2

(F.2)

Again h is a constant, here it is proportional to the magnetic charge.
Now turn to the extended solutions, the M2-brane and the M5-brane. These branes
naturally couple to the C3 and C6 gauge potentials respectively. This can be seen as
the natural electric coupling. The harmonic function H in each case is a function of
the transverse directions. The membrane solution is given by
2
2
ds2 = H −2/3 [−dt2 + d~x(2)
] + H 1/3 d~y(8)

Ctx1 x2 = −(H −1 − 1),
H =1+

Ciy4 y5 y6 y7 y8 = Ai

(F.3)

h
|~y(8) |6

and the fivebrane solution reads
2
2
ds2 = H −1/3 [−dt2 + d~x(5)
] + H 2/3 d~y(5)

Ctx1 x2 x3 x4 x5 = −(H −1 − 1),
H =1+

h
2 |3
|~y(5)
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In both cases both the electric and magnetic potentials are shown. The latter ones can
be found by dualizing the corresponding field strengths. The field strength of the electric
potential is proportional to F ∼ ∂H −1 ∼ ∂H which is dualized into F̃ ∼ ∂H ∼ ∂A
where we use the expression in (F.2) to relate H and A. Therefore the vector potential
Ai appears in the components of the magnetic potentials (i = 1, 2, 3 as before).
The four solutions recapped above are all related to each other by M-theory dualities. The wave and the membrane are T-dual to each other, in the same way the
wave and the fundamental string are related by T-duality in string theory. Similarly
the monopole and the fivebrane are T-duals, again as for the monopole and NS5-brane
in string theory (cf. Chapter 3). Furthermore, the membrane and fivebrane are related
by S-duality, they are electromagnetic duals of each other. To complete the picture,
there is a S-duality relation between the wave and the monopole. This can only be
made manifest in the full non-truncated exceptional field theory.
In Section 5.2 solutions to the truncated E7 EFT are constructed. If the classic
solutions are carried over from eleven-dimensional supergravity to EFT, the underlying
spacetime has to be reduced from eleven to seven dimensions in order to build the
56-dimensional extended space. There are various ways of picking the seven and four
out of the eleven. The notation used in that particular section is as follows. For all
four solutions mentioned above, we now have the time coordinate t and the “special”
coordinate z. There are three transverse coordinates ~y(3) = y i and the remaining six
coordinates ~x(6) = xa are partly worldvolume, partly transverse, depending on the
solution. In Table 8 the character of each of the eleven dimensions for each of the four
solutions is illustrated.
solution
pp-wave
KK-monopole
M2-brane
M5-brane

t
-

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

y1

y2

y3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•
◦
◦

•
◦
◦

•
◦
◦

z
•
◦
◦

Table 8: In this table a dash denotes that the solution is extended in that direction while
a blank denotes a transverse direction. For the monopole, the four transverse directions
(denoted by a dot) are special in the sense that the magnetic potential Ai and the KKcircle z encapsulate all the non-trivial features of the monopole. These four directions
are of interest for the M2 and M5 because they are the directions (denoted by a circle)
through which the electric or magnetic fluxes will flow.

Note that in order to keep the notation simple the following conventions are used.
If the directions x3 , x4 and x5 are reduced, we retain xa with a = 1, 2 for the first two
x’s or alternatively label them as x1 = u and x2 = v. Similarly x6 = w is used where
necessary. The order of these coordinates is important for the extended coordinates
with an antisymmetric pair of indices since for example Ytz = −Yzt . It is fixed by
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defining the permutation symbol tx1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 y1 y2 y3 z = +1. This order is kept also
after reductions when some of the coordinates drop out.

F.2

Kaluza-Klein Decomposition of Solutions

Now we turn to the KK-decomposition of the supergravity solution which is relevant
for the self-dual EFT solution of Section 5.3. Let us briefly outline what exactly we
mean by Kaluza-Klein decomposition.
The coordinates x̂µ̂ = (xµ , xm ) are either split into 11 → 4 + 7 or 10 → 4 + 6 and
the corresponding KK-decomposition takes the form
ĝµ̂ν̂ =

gµν + Aµ m Aν n gmn Aµ m gmn
gmn Aν n

!

gmn

(F.5)

where hatted quantities are ten- or eleven-dimensional and the internal sector is six- or
seven-dimensional. The off-diagonal or cross-term Aµ m is called the KK-vector and will
mostly be zero except for the wave and the monopole. The four-dimensional external
metric gµν has to be rescaled by the determinant of the internal metric gmn to remain
in the Einstein frame. This is crucial for comparing solutions and takes the form
gµν → | det gmn |1/2 gµν .

(F.6)

The power of the determinant in the rescaling depends on the number of external
dimensions and is 1/2 in our case.
The eleven-dimensional supergravity solutions are specified in terms of the metric
ĝµ̂ν̂ and the three-form and the six-form potentials C3 and C6 which are duals of each
other. In the NSNS-sector, the fields of the ten-dimensional Type II solutions are the
metric ĝµ̂ν̂ , the string theory dilaton36 e2φ and the two-form and six-form Kalb-Ramond
potentials B2 and B6 which again are duals. In the RR-sector we have the Cp potentials
with p = 1, . . . , 7 in this thesis. The odd ones belong to the Type IIA theory and the
even ones to the Type IIB theory.
From an EFT point of view, the external metric is simply the rescaled gµν . The
form fields and the KK-vector Aµ m constitute the components of the EFT vector Aµ M .
The generalized metric MM N is constructed from the internal metric gmn according
to (4.57). The dilaton φ in Type IIA or the axio-dilaton τ in Type IIB also enter the
generalized metric as in (C.3) and (7.60) respectively.
Each solution is presented with its full field content in terms of the harmonic function H which has a functional dependence on the transverse directions of each solution.
36

The constant part of the dilaton is denoted by e2φ0 where φ0 is a constant which can be set to zero
if convenient.
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Then we perform the explained KK-decomposition by picking time and three of the
transverse directions to be in the four-dimensional external sector and the world volume directions together with the remaining transverse ones to be in the six- or sevendimensional internal sector. As part of the decomposition the solution is smeared over
those transverse directions in the internal sector so that it is only localized in the three
transverse directions in the external sector, i.e. H = 1 + h/|r| with r2 = δij wi wj and
the w’s denote these three directions.
A final note on the notation: t is the time coordinate, z is the “special” direction
of the wave and the monopole, ~x(p) denotes the p world volume directions of a p-brane
and ~y(D−1−p) the remaining D − 1 − p transverse directions, the first three of which are
usually taken to be in the external sector as explained above, i.e. wi = y i for i, = 1, 2, 3.
All the ten- and eleven-dimensional solutions listed in the following originate from
the single self-dual solution of Section 5.3 and are listed in Table 5.

F.2.1

Wave, Membrane, Fivebrane and Monopole in D = 11

The Wave - WM

2
2
ds2 = −H −1 dt2 + H dz − (H −1 − 1)dt + d~y(9)
H =1+

(F.7)

h
|~y(9) |7

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm = (z, ~y(6) )
gmn = diag[H, δ6 ] ,

det gmn = H

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ] ,

At z = −(H −1 − 1)

(F.8)

The Membrane - M2
2
2
ds2 = H −2/3 [−dt2 + d~x(2)
] + H 1/3 d~y(8)

Ctx1 x2 = −(H −1 − 1),
H =1+

Ciy4 y5 y6 y7 y8 = Ai

(F.9)

h
|~y(8) |6

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm = (~x(2) , ~y(5) )
gmn = H 1/3 diag[H −1 δ2 , δ5 ] ,
gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ]
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The Fivebrane - M5
2
2
ds2 = H −1/3 [−dt2 + d~x(5)
] + H 2/3 d~y(5)

Ctx1 x2 x3 x4 x5 = −(H −1 − 1),
H =1+

h
|~y(5) |3

Ciy4 y5 = Ai

(F.11)

.

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm = (~x(5) , ~y(2) )
gmn = H 2/3 diag[H −1 δ5 , δ2 ] ,

det gmn = H −1/3

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ]

(F.12)

The Monopole - KK7

2
2
2
+ H −1 dz + Ai dy i + Hd~y(3)
ds2 = −dt2 + d~x(6)
H =1+

h
,
|~y(3) |

1
∂[i Aj] = ij k ∂k H .
2

(F.13)

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm = (z, ~x(6) )
gmn = diag[H −1 , δ6 ] ,

det gmn = H −1

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ] ,

Ai z = Ai

(F.14)

The M2/M5 Bound State
2
2
2
ds2 = H −2/3 Ξ1/3 [dt2 + d~x(2)
] + H 1/3 Ξ1/3 d~y(5)
+ H 1/3 Ξ−2/3 d~z(3)

Ctx1 x2 = −(H −1 − 1) sin ξ,

Ctx1 z 2 z 1 x2 z 3 = −(H −1 − 1) cos ξ

Ciy4 y5 = Ai cos ξ,

−1

Cz 1 z 2 z 3 = −(H − 1)Ξ
H =1+

Ciy4 y5 z 1 x2 z 3 = Ai sin ξ

h
,
|~y(3) |

(F.15)

sin ξ cos ξ
Ξ = sin2 ξ + H cos2 ξ .

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm = (~x(2) , ~y(2) , ~z(3) )
gmn = H 1/3 Ξ1/3 diag[H −1 δ2 , δ2 , Ξ−1 δ3 ] , det gmn = H 1/3 Ξ−2/3
gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ]

F.2.2

(F.16)

Wave, String, Fivebrane and Monopole in D = 10

The Wave - WA/B

2
2
ds2 = −H −1 dt2 + H dz − (H −1 − 1)dt + d~y(8)
H =1+

h
|~y(8)

|6

,

e2φ = e2φ0
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KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm̄ = (z, ~y(5) )
ḡm̄n̄ = diag[H, δ5 ] ,

det ḡm̄n̄ = H

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ] ,

At z = −(H −1 − 1)

(F.18)

The Fundamental String - F1
2
ds2 = H −3/4 [−dt2 + dx2 ] + H 1/4 d~y(8)

Btx = −(H −1 − 1),
H =1+

h
|~y(8) |6

Biy4 y5 y6 y7 y8 = Ai
2φ

,

e

=H

(F.19)

−1 2φ0

e

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm̄ = (x, ~y(5) )
ḡm̄n̄ = H 1/4 diag[H −1 , δ5 ] ,

det ḡm̄n̄ = H 1/2

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ]

(F.20)

The Solitonic Fivebrane - NS5
2
2
ds2 = H −1/4 [−dt2 + d~x(5)
] + H 3/4 d~y(4)

Btx1 x2 x3 x4 x5 = −(H −1 − 1),
H =1+

h
,
|~y(4) |2

Biy4 = Ai

(F.21)

e2φ = He2φ0

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm̄ = (~x(5) , y 4 )
ḡm̄n̄ = H 3/4 diag[H −1 δ5 , 1] ,

det ḡm̄n̄ = H −1/2

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ]

(F.22)

The Monopole - KK6A/B

2
2
2
ds2 = −dt2 + d~x(5)
+ H −1 dz + Ai dy i + Hd~y(3)
H =1+

h
,
|~y(3) |

(F.23)

e2φ = e2φ0

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm̄ = (z, ~x(5) )
ḡm̄n̄ = diag[H −1 , δ5 ] ,

det ḡm̄n̄ = H −1

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ] ,
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F.2.3

D-Branes in D = 10

The Dp-Brane for p = 0, . . . , 6
ds2 = H

p−7
8

2
]+H
[−dt2 + d~x(p)

Ctx1 ...xp = −(H −1 − 1),
H =1+

h
|~y(9−p) |7−p

p+1
8

2
d~y(9−p)

Ciy4 ...y9−p = Ai
,

e2φ = H

3−p
2

(F.25)

e2φ0

KK-decomposition: xµ = (t, ~y(3) ) and xm̄ = (~x(p) , ~y(6−p) )
ḡm̄n̄ = H

p+1
8

diag[H −1 δp , δ6−p ] , det ḡm̄n̄ = H

gµν = diag[−H −1/2 , H 1/2 δij ]

3−p
4

(F.26)

Note: In Type IIB the D1-brane forms an S-duality doublet with the F1-string. This
means they are identical solutions up to an SL(2) transformation and their dilatons
are inverses of each other. The same applies for the D5-brane and the NS5-brane.
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